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Summary
This thesis comprises three self-contained chapters that all consider issues related to strategic
investments with competitive dynamics under incomplete information. They are all driven by
the same fundamental research question: How does incomplete information in the presence of
product market competition aect corporate investment decisions and what are the implications
on the valuation.
At the core of the management of a firm lies the strategic investment decision-making process.
Strategic investments are defined by economists as the act of incurring an immediate cost in the
expectation of future rewards in a strategic setting. Decisions on entering new markets, expanding capacity, merger and acquisitions, R&D engagement, shutting down existing product lines,
etc. are pivotal to the operations, development and survival of the firm. Strategic decisions are
a function of a number of factors such as strategic goals, corporate policies & politics, personal
agendas, branding perspectives, etc., but underlying and supporting (almost) all strategic decisions is a quantitative model that guides management on whether a given decision is a value
creating or value destroying activity. Hence, with the tools from corporate finance, value creation
for the firm’s shareholders becomes the accepted criterion for making investment decisions and
selecting business alternatives.
The Net Present Value (NPV) concept has been the workhorse of corporate finance, because
the NPV principle guides managers on how much value will (expectedly) be created or destroyed
by the allocated capital. This orthodox concept evaluates the present value of the dierence
in future expected earnings and expenditures. The neoclassical theory of investments dates
back (see Dixit and Pindyck, 1994) to the work of, inter alios, Jorgenson (1963) and Tobin
(1969). The NPV concept is implicitly based on a set of assumptions that are problematic as
its naive application does not properly incorporate the value of strategic optionality, which is
particularly valuable in an uncertain environment. What is missing is the encapsulation of the
irreversible nature of most investment decisions and the ongoing uncertainty of the economic
environment. The implication of these inherent factors is that management has some flexibility
about the timing of the strategic investment. The value of such managerial flexibility is left out
in the naive application of the NPV machinery, which potentially can imply making sub-optimal
decisions.
The business environment of today is highly volatile with industries evolving and being reinvented at an unprecedented rapid pace. Hence, quantitative and qualitative methods, that can
incorporate the managerial flexibility, are needed to improve the decision-making process as
firms’ ability to act with agility is key to surviving in present markets.
The real options methodology is a strategic decision-making paradigm that allows for making
flexible and staged decisions under uncertainty. It captures the value of managerial flexibility
to adapt and revise decisions at a future time under the right conditions with the benefit of
better information. This strategic optionality can be viewed as an option since real options
involve discretionary decisions or rights, with no obligation, to acquire, sell or exchange an asset
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at a specified alternative price point (Trigeorgis, 1996). With the path-breaking contributions
of Louis Bachelier, Paul Samuelson, Fisher Black, Myron S. Scholes and Robert C. Merton the
tools have become available at hand to determine how valuable this strategic optionality is and
how to quantify it. The theory unifies the economic and mathematical principles in dealing with
the full ramifications of uncertainty in the decision-making process. These quantitative origins
of real options derive from the seminal work by Black and Scholes (1973) and Merton (1973) in
pricing financial options. Cox and Ross (1976) recognized that an option can be replicated from
an equivalent portfolio of traded securities, which has enabled the actual valuation of options in
practice. Cox, Ross and Rubinstein’s (1979) binomial approach assisted in the simplification of
the valuation in discrete time.
The real options field advanced with important contributions by, inter alios, McDonald and
Siegel (1986), Brennan and Schwartz (1985) as well as the epic Dixit and Pindyck (1994), which
summarized the field up until that point in time. The diversity of the business environment
complicates the real options modelling task (compared to the analyzes of financial options) and
for this reason the field has diverged into a number of subfields, which are mergers of financial
option pricing with elements from the microeconomics and business strategy literature. Notable
contributions include Grenadier and Wang (2005) who model an investment timing problem
in an agency setting, signalling applications is dealt with in Grenadier and Malenko (2011),
development cascades in real estate markets is undertaken by Grenadier (1996), the liquidity
eect on investment timing in Boyle and Guthrie (2003), the issue of going public in Bustamente
(2012), strategic mergers in Bernile, Lyandres and Zhdanov (2012), takeover and disinvestment
in Lambrecht and Myers (2007), net debt in connection with transferable human capital in
Lambrecht and Pawlina (2012) and operating leverage in Novy-Marx (2011).
The origination of the option apparatus from the financial asset pricing literature makes it a
valuable tool when analyzing situations where the owner of the (real) option has the exclusive
right to the option. This exclusiveness is especially related to monopoly markets. With the
increased competitive pressure and rate of demonopolization across most industries, the need
to model the competitive interactions becomes critical. Competitor risk originates from the
possibility that the strategic decisions by competitors will have consequences for the industry
structure and earnings of the firm.
The application of game theoretical tools and theories has allowed the analysis of problems
encompassing both market uncertainty and strategic uncertainty. The field of option games is
derived from the two Nobel Prize winning disciplines of game theory and option pricing. Combining (real) option pricing with game theory enables the answering of many strategic questions
in a dynamic and volatile world and provides useful insights for economics and strategic management. Under the standard real options approach, firms formulate optimal exercise strategies
in isolation and ignore competitive interactions. However, in many real-world markets, exercise
strategies cannot be determined independently, but must be established as a part of a strategic
equilibrium. The unifying framework of option games can assist e.g. in shedding light on the
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apparent contradiction of, on the one hand, the real options theory recommending the postponement of a strategic action because of the value of waiting for more information to arrive and, on
the other hand, game theory showing the positive eects of committing to an action to seize a
first-mover advantage. Hence, the disciplines cannot be applied stand-alone and most be brought
together in order to understand the trade-o between commitment and flexibility and when one
prevails over the other, to device an optimal strategy for firms. Noteworthy papers combining these two disciplines of economics includes Back and Paulsen (2009) who model open-loop
equilibria and perfect competition, Grenadier (2002) derives equilibrium investment strategies
in a continuous-time Cournot-Nash framework, Lambrecht (2001) analyzes the impact of debt
financing on entry and exit decisions in a duopoly, Miltersen and Schwartz (2004, 2007) determines optimal strategies and project values in an R&D setting and Morellec and Schürho (2011)
considers the simultaneous investment and financing decision under asymmetric information.
In a related field the real options eect on risk premia and asset price dynamics is analyzed.
The key insight is that assets in place and strategic options (may) have dierent sensitivities to the
underlying uncertainty in the economy. In Aguerrevere (2009) it is studied how competition in the
product market aects the link between firms’ real investment decisions and their asset return
dynamics. As a consequence of optimal investment choices, the assets in place and strategic
options change in predictable ways. Using a dynamic model Berk, Green and Naik (1999)
investigates how this imparts a firm’s systematic risk and its expected returns. Carlson, Fischer
and Giammarion (2004, 2006) also study corporate investments and asset pricing dynamics.
The starting point for the option games field has been the assumption of complete information. That is, firms are able to observe competitors’ fundamentals and plan their strategy as
if all players were playing a game of poker with open cards. Most current models still describe
firms’ investment decisions under a complete information structure. This information structure
assumption does not reflect the realities the majority of firms and industries are facing. In competitive settings investment (disinvestment) programs are conducted secretly and competitors
know very little about the progress of rivals. A significant risk for many firms is that their
conjectures about the behavior of competitors will prove incorrect. This is the landing field for
this dissertation and it is from here we takeo and extend the literature.
In a strategic setting firms’ investment decisions influence rivals’ actions. Hence, firms’ decisions are highly dependent on the information available about competitors and vice versa. How a
firm chooses to exert its operating decisions conveys information to market participants, among
these its competitors. The real options exercise strategy is an important information transmission mechanism as outsiders learn from the exercise and lack of exercise by the firm. Hence,
firms need to form conjectures about their competitors’ type and update these conjectures as
new information is learned from competitors’ (in)actions. It becomes of immense importance for
firms to form precise conjectures about the progress of competitors, in order to assess their own
profitability. This attempt to learn from competitors’ actions will directly aect the equilibrium
exercise strategies. These issues are also analyzed in a preemption setting in Lambrecht and
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Perraudin (2003).
This takes us back to our fundamental research question of this thesis: Understanding how
firms device optimal strategies and quantify their projects’ value, when facing uncertainty about
market and technological outcomes, in the presence of competition and uncertainty about their
competitors’ strategies.
In the following an outline of the respective chapters of the thesis is given.
Chapter 1 develops a general methodology and framework to analyze option games under
incomplete information with several underlying variables when the investment horizon is finite.
Many option games models make the simplifying assumption that the investment horizon is
infinite as it reduces the complexity of the problem. They do so because the exercise boundary
in this case becomes constant. When ignoring this simplifying assumption one needs to extend
the current solution methods to value projects and determine optimal strategies.
In incomplete information games firms’ actions convey important signals about profitability
to competitors. The encapsulation of these signals (information) introduces novel obstacles in
stochastic dynamic models with strategic interactions and multiple state variables when the
investment horizon is finite. This is due to a circularity (backward-forward problem) where
optimal exercise decisions are dependent on prior decisions taken, which at a given time are
still to be determined due to the backward nature of the dynamic programming principle. In
a mathematical jargon we need, at a given time, to know the entire free-boundary (exercise
threshold) in order to correctly apply the conjecturing task to form correct beliefs about the state
of our competitors. As Søren Kierkegaard wisely said: "Life can only be understood backwards,
but it must be lived forwards".
In order to handle the multiple layers of uncertainty and the finite investment horizon we
develop an extended recursive version of the Least Squares Monte Carlo (RLSM) algorithm in
order to tackle these conceptual issues. The Least Squares Monte Carlo algorithm was advanced
by Longsta and Schwartz (2001). Using the general method of the Least Squares Monte Carlo
algorithm with the extension that is proposed in Chapter 1, it is possible to solve general types
of stochastic dynamic problems when the information is not complete.
Chapter 1 develops a specific application of the algorithm in order to make the concept more
readily available. The model setting is one in which two firms are investing continuously in developing competing products, but one of the firms cannot observe the profitability (which follows
a stochastic process) of the other firm’s product. Both firms can abandon the R&D phase at
any time, and the uninformed firm is trying to learn about the profitability of the other firm’s
product from the fact that it has not abandoned yet. Hence, the task is to establish a Perfect
Bayesian Equilibrium in a truly dynamic setting. The model can assist in the understanding
of the connection between strategic optionality and information as well as how this aects the
optimal decision policy and its value implications. Also, the modelling framework can assist in
answering questions on whether strategic dominance can be obtained as a consequence of an
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informational advantage and thereby which resources should be spent in acquiring such advantages. We find that the informational aspect is of immense importance for firms’ optimal decision
policy and thereby maximization of project values. The algorithm is of a general nature allowing
the modelling of multiple types of problems - not only within the real options sphere.
Further, the methodology is illustrated in a binomial setup where the problem and results
are more crisp. In this simplified setup the solution procedure is identified when the state space
is more limited.
Chapter 2 studies the implications of strategic disclosure decisions for valuation and optimal
decision policy under uncertainty in a stochastic dynamic competitive setting. The chapter builds
on the model setting of Chapter 1 but extends the information asymmetry dimension such that
the uninformed firm is able to continuously extract information about the informed competitor
through available public information. Hence, it allows the modelling on a continuum of how
informed the uninformed firm is.
With asymmetric information firms have a strategic option to disclose private information.
Here we envision that the disclosure optionality stemming from the communication strategy
is a part of the broader racing strategy that integrates investment and communication aspects.
Hence, the framework allows the analysis of the release of information in a dynamic context. The
optionality of strategizing on informational advantages equips informed firms with a competitive
advantage as disclosing information can alter the course of the investment game and be the
basis of a competitive advantage. Firms with an informational edge will optimally device a
modus operandi to strategize on such opportunities by disclosing information that gives the
firm an advantage over its competitors. The real options modelling framework employed serves
as a guiding principle for determining when to utilize an informational advantage through the
optionality of disclosure. We carve out how the information structure and level of sophistication
in the conjectures of firms aect the strategies and valuations of firms’ R&D projects. In order to
do so the RLSM algorithm, initially developed in Chapter 1, is extended to handle a dual exercise
strategy with a simultaneously upper and lower boundary. This complicates the methodology
as the interaction of the various strategic options comes into play. The exercise of one option
aects the value and optimal exercise strategy of the other - and vice versa.
Interestingly, we find that not only does the information optionality (in the form of the disclosure option) create value for informed firms, it also creates a value spillover to uninformed firms
as they become better informed of their competitor’s fundamentals such that the uninformed
firm is able to utilize its own real options optimally.
Chapter 3 was written during my stay at the Sloan School of Management at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. The chapter builds upon Miltersen and Schwartz (2007) in order to
obtain more simple solution expressions as the complexity of Chapter 1 and Chapter 2 only allows
numerical solutions to the problems. Chapter 3 constructs a model to analyze competitive R&D
investments under incomplete information while obtaining (near) closed-form expressions. In
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continuous time the real options model comprises three crucial and fundamental aspects of R&D
race investments: (1) market risk, (2) technological risk, and (3) competitive threat encompassing
uncertainty about competitor’s productivity. The market risk is a function of the uncertainty
about the evolution of the market size over time. The technological risk is present as a firm
does not know when it will have a breakthrough of its technology nor when its competitor will.
At last, the competitive risk is not only due to its rivals’ presence, but also that the firm is
not able to observe the fundamentals of the rivals. Thus, it makes the firm uncertain about
which strategic path the rivals will follow. All three aspects must be considered conjointly when
deciding whether to invest heavily in R&D projects.
The model framework allows us to analyze how uncertainty about the rivals’ types aects
the firm’s optimal strategic path and project valuations in a competitive R&D setting. We focus
on understanding the eect of incomplete information in terms of the suboptimality of firms’
decision policies and the corresponding value loss implications. The results derived from the
model in Chapter 3 are compared to the complete information benchmark case originally derived
in Miltersen and Schwartz (2007).
We find that the incompleteness of information drives a strategic inertia, which increases
with the volatility and market growth but decreases with the technological discovery rate. This
inertia in strategic decision making is caused by the inability to observe the firms’ exact relative
position in the race. The lack of information leads to a rather surprising channel for the value
loss the firms suer as firms are hurt more by their competitors’ suboptimal behavior than their
own.
Furthermore, we explore the dynamics of risk premia within the model framework as firms’
operating decisions can explain conditional dynamics in expected returns. The option proportion
of firm value may command a dierent risk premia as the systematic risk may be dierent
from the assets currently in place. Hence, we analyze our dynamic model’s implications for
firms’ systematic risk. Moreover, the information structure has important welfare implications
as technological discovery is more likely to be made when proprietary information is unobservable.
The key progression and key contributions of this thesis is as follows; Chapter 1 develops an
algorithm that allows very general types of real option problems with finite horizon, multiple
underlying dimensions and incomplete information to be solved. Chapter 2 generalizes the algorithm to handle simultaneous boundaries (multiple strategic options) and using this technique
determines the value and strategic implications of the disclosure optionality. Chapter 3 extends
the real options literature by being the first, to the best of our knowledge, to model the problem
of exit under uncertainty and incomplete information.
Renaissance philosopher Sir Francis Bacon said: "If we begin with certainties, we shall end
in doubts; but if we begin with doubts and are patient in them, we shall end in certainties”, and
Voltaire stated that "Uncertainty is an uncomfortable position, but certainty is an absurd one",
while the godfather of any business school, Gordon Gekko, claimed that "The most valuable
12

commodity I know of is information, wouldn’t you agree?". All are trains of thoughts with no
direct relation to the research agenda of this thesis, but as a collection they capture the main
aspects of this thesis in a nutshell.
Letting those be the last words of the first words, we set out on our endeavour.
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Abstract
In this paper we develop a model to analyze finite horizon real
option games under incomplete information with several underlying variables.
In incomplete information games firms’ actions convey important signals about
profitability to competitors. The encapsulation of these signals (information) introduces novel obstacles in stochastic dynamic models with strategic interactions
and multiple state variables. This is due to a circularity (backward-forward problem) where optimal exercise decisions are dependent on prior decisions taken,
which at a given time are still to be determined due to the backward nature of
the dynamic programming principle. We develop an extended recursive version
of the Least Squares Monte Carlo algorithm in order to tackle these conceptual
issues. The model can assist in understanding the connection between strategic optionality and information as well as how this a!ects the optimal decision
policy and its value implications. We find that the informational aspect is of immense importance for firms’ optimal decision policy and thereby maximization
of project values.
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1

Introduction

In strategic settings firms’ investment decisions influence rivals’ actions. Hence,
firms’ decisions are highly dependent on the information available about competitors. Most models describe firms’ investment decisions under a complete
information structure. Looking at the real world it is di!cult to find justification for stating such an assumption. In competitive R&D markets, research
programs are conducted secretly, and competitors know very little about the
progress of rivals. How a firm chooses to exert its operating decisions conveys
information to market participants, among these its competitors. The real options exercise strategy is an important information transmission mechanism.
Outsiders learn about the lack of exercise by competitors and can incorporate
it into their conjectures about the rivals’ type. This attempt to learn from
competitors’ actions will directly a"ect the equilibrium exercise strategies. As
time goes by and competitors are (still) investing in R&D, each firm updates its
conjecture about its competitors’ profitability distribution. Hence, it becomes
of immense importance for firms to form precise conjectures about the progress
of competitors’ innovation, in order to assess its own profitability. This paper
explores the information aspect in option games. We develop a methodology
that allows us to analyze the implications of incomplete information in terms
of optimal decision policy and the corresponding project valuations in highly
complex settings. This should open the door for future research to incorporate
a more realistic information dimension to the problems analyzed as it has only
been explored in simple stylized settings.
The encapsulation of a more realistic information structure is non-trivial.
The conjecturing task that is needed poses a number of significant obstacles
for the real options methodology. We apply the dynamic programming principle to determine the optimal decision policy contingent on future strategic
optionality.1 When working backwards and determining the optimal strategic
decisions, a, one needs to know, at a given time t, the competitors’ strategic
decisions taken at all prior times s ! [0, t). These former decisions contain
important information about competitors’ profitability and are needed in order
to form realistic conjectures about competitors’ profitability in order to derive
the implications on the firm’s own profitability. By the backward nature of
the dynamic programming principle all earlier decisions {as }s![0,t) are still to
be determined at a given time t. Hence, one ends up with a backward-forward
problem due to this circularity. In mathematical jargon we need, at a given
time, to know the entire free-boundary (exercise threshold) of the game in order
to correctly apply the conjecturing to form correct beliefs about the state and
progress of competitors. As this free-boundary is determined backwards (as part
1 This principle is invoked so whatever the initial state and decisions are, the remaining
decisions will constitute an optimal policy with regard to the state resulting from the first
decisions.
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of the valuation and optimal exercise strategy) a mechanism is needed to work
around this circularity issue. We show how the threshold can be determined endogenously. This paper deals with the circularity issue of the backward-forward
problem, in order to value projects with strategic flexibility under incomplete
information. This issue is general in the sense that it will be a main component
of any dynamic finite horizon real options model if there is asymmetric information between the various firms. Our methodology can therefore be applied to
analyze the e!ect of information on many dimensions, when the problem stated
is of such a complexity that no closed-form solutions are available.
This paper mainly follows in the footsteps of the real options literature and is
devoted to the subset of papers focused on models with competitive interactions
and on the information dimension. Game theoretic considerations have been incorporated in a number of important papers. Smets (1991), Grenadier (1996,
1999, 2002), Weeds (2002) and Murto (2004) to name a few. Grenadier (1996)
models incomplete information in a real options model by assuming that information is an exogenous signal that is handed to the firm and learning comes in
the form of more precise signals. Miltersen and Schwartz (2004) study a model
with competitive interactions when there is both market-wide uncertainty about
the size of the market and firm-specific uncertainty about the completion time of
the R&D project. The competitive dynamics of Miltersen and Schwartz (2004)
are somewhat similar to this article. Lambrecht and Perraudin (2003) and Hsu
and Lambrecht (2007) consider games of incomplete information. In Lambrecht
and Perraudin (2003) a symmetric incomplete information case is modeled and
the firms update its belief about its rival’s investment trigger based on the
trajectory of the underlying state variable. Morellec and Schürho! (2011) analyze corporate investment and financing when corporate insiders have superior
information about the firm’s growth prospects. A number of papers have analyzed real options problems using the Least Squares Monte Carlo algorithm
of Longsta! and Schwartz (2001), inter alios, Schwartz (2004), Miltersen and
Schwartz (2004) and Grenadier and Malenko (2010).
This paper contributes to the literature by highlighting a path for solving
stochastic dynamic games with incomplete information where the state space is
driven by multiple processes. This is done through an extended Least Squares
Monte Carlo algorithm (RLSM). Thus, this paper adds to the arsenal of simulation methods to solve option problems. Our work is one of the first in disentangling the conceptual issues that are related to incorporating incomplete
information into real options models. Our approach can assist whenever there
is a need for incorporating complex information structures in option game models. We introduce the method for incorporating incomplete information into
option games model in a specific setting for two reasons. Firstly, it simplifies
the ideas of the method and secondly, it allows us to deduce economic insights
from the method.
The story of our model is as follows. Two firms are competing in an R&D
game.2 Both firms are currently in an R&D phase, investing in a product that is
2 The

structure could as well have been that the firms were investing to reduce the costs
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to be sold to the same segment of the market. At a finite horizon the R&D phase
ceases and both firms launch their product in the marketplace simultaneously.
The firms’ market shares depend on their product quality relative to competitors. A superior product quality serves as a sustainable competitive advantage
awarding higher market share. That is, a higher market share is acquired by
obtaining a higher product quality than the competitor’s.3
For most strategic investments with a long investment horizon there is uncertainty about the resulting quality of the respective products. Therefore, how
large a market share firms obtain after the R&D phase enters as a critical factor
of explanation in the model.
The game has an asymmetric informational structure in that one firm (informed) has complete information about the development of both products.
Thus, the firm can observe the product quality level of both competing firms.
The other firm (uninformed) can observe its own product quality development
but can only indirectly make inferences about its competitors product quality
through its actions and inactions. This setting is known as lack of information
on one side, with each player observing the actions of the other after every stage
(full monitoring). The asymmetric information structure of the model can be
apprehended as a result of one firm (i) having superior competitor analysis capabilities, (ii) having previously launched a similar product and its competitor
on this ground knows what it is competing against, (iii) having employed a
standard technology to develop the product, whereas the competitor is using
an unproven and more uncertain type of technology and/or the other firm (iv)
being a PLC and regulated to disclose information,
If the market prospects become dismal, because of the relative strength of
the competitor, there is a strategic option to cut losses and abandon the R&D
project. In the standard complete information case, the optimal abandonment
strategy will be based on the equation of the immediate benefits of exercise
with the marginal value of continuing. In the asymmetric information case of
this paper, the firms will also take into account the benefits of waiting for other
firms to reveal information through their (in)actions. This e!ect is captured
in equilibrium. If one firm abandons the market, the other firm will become a
monopolist. The decision whether to terminate the R&D phase is therefore to
be solved as a game through each stage of the R&D phase because the decision
depends on the competitor’s strategy. If the firm does not abandon, it pays an
investment cost for that period and progresses to the next period where, in a
repeated manner, it makes an invest/abandon decision. We assume that the
expected technological development of the two competitors’ R&D projects is
symmetric. Our model can e!ortlessly cope with asymmetries regarding this
aspect.
The value of the product development projects and the optimal abandonof their business, and the firm that could trim its cost side most e!ectively would win a price
war and obtain a higher market share.
3 One could also interpret the higher quality as a mechanism for charging higher prices
than competitors are capable of. If this was the setting, we could model that higher product
quality led to higher profits. The structure of the analysis does not change.
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ment strategies are derived through the implementation of an extended recursive
version (RLSM) of the Least Square Monte Carlo Algorithm by Longsta! and
Schwartz (2001). This algorithm allows us to solve our complex problem given
the number of state variables in our model and the incomplete information game
setting.
Our results are as follows. We find that the informed firm’s informational
edge gives a (surprisingly) significant competitive advantage yielding higher
project values. The value uplift from the informational advantage allows the
informed firm to exercise the abandonment option optimally. Further, we discover that the uninformed firm gains significant value by correctly incorporating
conjectures about the informed firm, which highlights the importance of the recursive extension of our model.
The paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2 we motivate the problem within
a binomial setup. Section 3 structures the general modeling framework. Section
4 outlines the methodology for the valuation. Section 5 discusses the implementation. In Section 6 we discuss the numerical results and conduct sensitivity
analysis. Section 7 concludes.

2

Binomial appetizer

We begin our endeavor motivating the problem in a binomial setup. The focus
of this paper is to highlight a path for solving the problem in a more general
manner. However, in the binomial setup the problem is somewhat more crisp.
We will keep the analysis at a general level and therefore restrain from giving
a specific form to the valuation functions that determine the profitability and
exercise strategies of the firms. We leave the specifications of the state variables
and valuation functions to Sections 3 and 4.
The setup is a simplification of the general model outlined in the introduction. Two firms (an informed and an uninformed firm) are competing in a
duopolistic investment game. Uncertainty prevails about the product quality of
the informed firm whereas the evolution of the product quality of the uninformed
firm is thus assumed to be deterministic. This does not alter the fundamental
structure of the model, as it is the di!erence in the firms’ product quality that
drives market shares.
At each stage, both firms decide whether to continue or abandon the project.
The decision to continue implicates an investment and thus depends on the
expected future cash flows that can be incurred from continuing, which in part
depends on the opponent’s strategy and in part depends on the observed market
share. After T years their products are launched in the market.
At each stage in the product development phase, the informed firm can
observe its product quality level and thereby its expected market share at time
T . However, the uninformed firm needs to form conjectures about its market
share, as it is not directly able to observe the informed firm’s product quality
level.
In Figure 1(left) the binomial framework for the product quality evolution
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of the informed firm is depicted alongside the probabilities at each stage. Given
a conjectured strategy of the uninformed firm, the profit function transforms
the product quality into market shares and thus cash flows. Based on this, the
informed firm carries out the strategic decisions highlighted in Figure 1(right).
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Figure 1: Product quality evolution and associated probabilities of the informed firm (left).
The right part of the figure shows the strategic decisions of the informed firm as expected by
the uninformed firm using the probabilities of occurrence from the left probability tree.

The strategy of the informed firm is found in a backward fashion using the
dynamic programming principle based on the probabilities from Figure 1(left).
It invests if the value of continuation is higher than the investment cost for
the given period. In a Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium (PBE), the strategy of the
uninformed is based on conjectures about the informed player’s type at a given
stage. The focus is how our candidate equilibrium strategy incorporates correct
beliefs updated according to Bayes’ rule and conjectured strategies, such that
the equilibrium is Perfect Bayesian. At any stage the uninformed competitor is
unable to observe the exact state in the binomial space, but observes whether
the informed firm chooses to continue or not.
The strategy outlined in Figure 1(right) serves as the uninformed firm’s
initial candidate for an equilibrium strategy of the informed firm.4 Given the
uninformed firm’s conjecture of the informed firm’s strategy, the uninformed
can at any stage deduct which realization of the product quality level can have
occurred. Thus the informed firm’s decision to invest serves as a signalling
4 The equilibrium strategy consists of actions for both the informed and the uninformed
firm at each node. We focus on the part of the equilibrium strategy that concerns the informed
firm. As both firms know the uninformed firm’s product quality, they face no di!culty in
determining its actions.
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mechanism of profitability to the uninformed firm. Within the set of states
(nodes) which can have been realized, the uninformed firm forms conjectures
about the informed firm’s product quality.
The complication with respect to the conjecturing task concerns the circularity of the backward-forward problem addressed in the introduction. At a given
stage t, the uninformed firm needs to know the investment decisions, a, of the
informed firm at all times s = [0, 1, ..., t ! 1] prior to t, in order to correctly
conjecture the level of product quality of its informed competitor. As dynamic
programming works backwards, these prior decisions have not been determined
yet at time t.5 To determine these decisions at prior times s, the exercise strategy at later stages needs to be determined in order for the remaining decisions
to constitute an optimal policy with regard to the state resulting from the first
decision. Thereby a circularity problem arises. Thus, a mechanism is needed to
work around this problem in order to incorporate the information that can be
deduced from the competitive interactions.6
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Figure 2: Bayesian updating of strategies as actions of the informed firm are observed.

If we for a moment leave the conjecturing aside (envisaging that correct
conjecturing was used in the decision making process in Figure 1), the updated
probabilities of an outcome having occurred, given that the uninformed competitor has not left the market, is shown in Figure 2. If at time three the informed
firm is still in the game, the knowledge of the informed player’s strategy at that
5 We work backwards since the path of cash flows generated by the strategic option is
defined recursively. The value at time t may di!er from t + 1 since it may be optimal to
abandon at time t + 1, thereby changing all subsequent cash flows along a realized path !.
6 As the problem essentially becomes non-Markov, a straight forward application of Dynamic Programming does not apply.
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stage would lead to updated probabilities as in Figure 2. As the informed firm
would have abandoned the market at time two if the market share dropped
below an exercise threshold as indicated in the conjectured strategy in Figure
2(right), the uninformed firm is aware that a set of outcomes cannot have been
realized if the informed firm is observed to still be in the game at time three.
This shifts the probabilities so the probability mass is concentrated on higher
product quality levels (market share levels) of the informed firm, as indicated
in Figure 2 and the di!erence in the probabilities in Figure 1 and Figure 2. The
shift in probabilities is in essence what we are working towards in order to arrive
at the Perfect Bayesian equilibrium. Beliefs about which nodes that can have
been reached are needed in the maximization of the expected profit, in order
for the equilibrium solution to constitute a Perfect Bayesian.
In Figure 2 the uninformed firm incorporates the strategy of the informed
firm for the entire history of the game. This is done since the strategies in
a Perfect Bayesian equilibrium are functions of the entire history of the game
given they were known by the uninformed firm. Applying the probabilities in
Figure 2 enables the uninformed player to revise its conjectured strategy of
the informed firm using the updated set of possible realizations. If the ’new’
strategy is identical to the conjecture of the informed firm’s strategy outlined in
Figure 1, we have a Perfect Bayesian equilibrium. If not, and the ’new’ strategy
is di!erent from the conjecture of the informed firm’s, we have a new candidate
for a Perfect Bayesian equilibrium, and we must revert to Figure 1 to find the
informed firm’s new strategy(decisions) given the new conjectures based on the
set of possible realizations. We must continue this procedure until we have a
Perfect Bayesian equilibrium.
The backward-forward problem, mentioned in the introduction, regards this
change of strategies. This requires, at a given stage, knowledge of the decisions firms will take at any prior time. Given the backward solution procedure,
this circularity becomes a problematic exercise. Our mechanism to incorporate
the correct conjecturing, and thereby obtain a new candidate for the perfect
Bayesian equilibrium strategies, is by solving the option game iteratively. In
the binomial example above, we first solve the game backwards without being
able to correctly apply the conjecturing of the uninformed firm, i.e. the probabilities used are the initial (naive) ones from Figure 1(left). As part of the
valuation procedure the optimal timing strategies are determined, as well as
the abandonment threshold. The dynamic programming approach is repeated
a second time, using the updated probabilities from Figure 2 in the valuation
of the firms’ projects and determination of exercise strategies. The updated
probabilities arise from the set of possible realizations being restricted to outcomes above the abandonment threshold, so that they are updated according to
Bayes’ rule. In this way the conjecturing of the uninformed firm is incorporated
into the valuation and determination of the exercise strategies. The iteration
is applied a number of times with the probabilities being updated from one
iteration to the next. The updating of probabilities is based on the exercise
strategy changing, which changes the possible nodes that can be reached, as
abandonment excludes a number of outcomes. In this manner the conjectures
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matching the incomplete information structure are incorporated asymptotically.
After the iteration procedure is repeated a number of times, the perfect Bayesian
equilibrium strategies remain the same from one iteration to the next and thus
the final candidate for the equilibrium strategies has been obtained. That is,
the final candidate solution maximizes both the informed and uninformed firm’s
profit over the set of actions.
In the general model our results converge after a few runs. The process and
problems will be discussed further in the general model. The above is solely
intended to serve as an introduction to the problem we face in determining the
strategies, free boundary and valuation of the firms’ projects. In the following
section we start building the general version of a model that accounts for a much
richer environment than the above binomial illustration.

3

Model

We start structuring our model. Throughout our analysis we will assume that
capital markets are frictionless and that agents are able to borrow and lend
freely at a given constant interest rate r > 0. Time is continuous and labeled
by t ! 0. Uncertainty is modeled by a filtered probability space (!, F, P).7
Consistent with the no-arbitrage paradigm we assume existence of an equivalent
martingale measure, which can be derived from the Radon-Nikodym derivative.
This risk-neutral probability measure for the economy is labelled by Q and the
corresponding probability space is thus given by (!, F, Q).8 It is well-known
since Harrison and Kreps (1979) that in dynamically complete and arbitrage free
markets the price of a derivative security can be represented as an expected value
with respect to the so called martingale measure. For any stochastic process
defined on the probability space (!, F, Q), we denote by F = {Ft ; t " [0, T ]}
the Q-augmentation of the filtration generated by the relevant state variable
processes in the economy (satisfying the often called, ’usual conditions’).9 We
restrict our model to payo!s that are elements of the space of square integrable
or finite variance functions L2 (!, F, Q).10
7 We may interpret ! as the set of all given states, F as a collection of subsets of ! where
the elements F may be interpreted as events and P as a probability measure assigning any
event in F .
8 P is the subjective probability measure (true measure) and is the probability measure
that agents use to model their beliefs about future values. Q is the risk-neutral measure
that is equivalent to P. Under the Q-measure the stochastic processes are adjusted such that
future values can be evaluated by a risk-free discounting rate. The two respective measures
are equivalent in the sense that they assign positive probability to the same domains, such
that with appropriate transformations it is always possible to back out one measure from the
other. Since we are only pursuing the valuation and determining the optimal abandonment
strategies, we only need to model our stochastic processes under an equivalent martingale
measure Q.
9 A filtration {F } satisfies the usual conditions if it is right continous and F contains all
t
0
the Q!null sets in F , meaning that one can always identify a sure event.
1 0 This is important for our numerical procedure. As Longsta! and Schwartz (2001) note:
Since L2 is a Hilbert space, it has a countable orthonormal basis and the conditional expectation can be represented as a linear function of the elements of the basis.
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3.1

Setup

Our model has an asymmetric structure. Firm one is endowed with an informational advantage as it has complete information over the driving state variables.
Firm two is the less-informed firm and cannot observe the progress of firm one’s
R&D project. In the literature this setup is labelled lack of information on one
side.
In order to develop their projects (and in that sense remain in the game)
both firms must pay an investment cost each period. This cost is denoted by ci
for firm i = {1, 2} . Once a firm has abandoned, it cannot enter again. The value
of the firms’ projects are driven by the relative technological development. We
will assume that the market size, V, for the products the firms are developing
is deterministic. We can think of V as the present value of all future cash flows
that can be earned in the market from T to !. It is a trivial extension to
assume that {Vt }t!R+ evolves continuously according to a stochastic di!erential
equation. In this section we start specifying the underlying state variables.
3.1.1

Product quality

It is the nature of R&D innovation projects that the quality of the resulting
products are uncertain. At the time firms engage in R&D projects they are
unsure about the exact characteristics of the product they (potentially) end
up bringing to the market. This encapsulates uncertainty about the skill of
the development team, general technological development in science etc. In the
following we give some structure to the technological progression of the R&D
projects.
The dynamics of the product quality determinants for firm i = {1, 2} is given
by the stochastic di!erential equation
d!it = "i !it dt + # i dWti

(1)

where # i is the instantaneous volatility and "i is the instantaneous drift. Furthermore, # i is a strictly positive constant such that solutions of the stochastic
di!erential equations above exist. W i represents standard Brownian motions
which are uncorrelated. The assumption of uncorrelated noise terms can be
made because the decisive factor in the model is the relative product quality
between the competing firms. Naturally, there are general driving technological forces that will improve the product quality of all products in the market,
but this does not alter the relative strength of the products. Therefore we do
not consider such forces. In the following section we will elaborate on how the
market is split between the firms.
3.1.2

Market share

When the R&D phase is completed and if neither firms has abandoned the
market, the market share depends on the di!erence in quality of their products.
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The market share is therefore the driver of future cash flows. The market share
firm i ! {1, 2} will attain in the marketing phase is given by !i .11
Remark 1 The market share of firm i (given firm j has not abandoned) is at
time T given by:
!"
#
$%+ &
!i = min 0.5 + " #iT " #jT
,1
whereas firm j’s (given firm i has not abandoned) market share is given by:
!j = 1 " !i .
" is a constant competition parameter determining the degree of market share
the firms acquire by obtaining a higher level of product quality.
If a firm abandons, the competitor obtains the entire market as a monopolist.
The market share is bounded at zero and one, !i ! [0, 1]. In the next section
we will elaborate on the strategic optionality available to the firms.

3.2

Strategic options

Firms do to a large extent have the flexibility to maneuver their strategic plan.
This managerial flexibility is discussed in the following. In our model we zoom in
on the optionality which has the highest degree of importance in R&D settings
- the option to abandon the investment.
3.2.1

Abandonment option

When firms engage in R&D projects, they are not obliged to invest throughout
the entire development phase. Firms have an option to abandon their projects
if the outlook for the resulting market becomes dismal. Further, if the quality
of the product they are intending to launch is of a relatively lower quality than
its competitors, it may be optimal to abandon the project in order to minimize
the expenditures in connection with the R&D venture.12 In the incomplete
information case of this paper, the option to abandon also encompasses the
optionality of waiting in order for competitors to reveal information through
their (in)actions.
It is a critical strategic decision to continuously decide whether to continue
investing or exit the R&D project. The decision depends on the profit potential
1 1 The underlying principle for the split of market share is that it is the spread in product
qualtiy that drives market share di!erentials. Thereby convexity issues do not play a role.
We could also have chosen a geometric Brownian motion (GBM) structure for Equation (1).
This does not alter the structure of the model. We have implemented the model using a GBM
structure which yields approximately the same results.
1 2 We assume that after a firm has abandoned its R&D project it cannot be restarted. Such
an assumption can be grounded on the fact that if an R&D project is abandoned, researchers
and specialists are most often fired or reallocated. The project can therefore not be restarted
without a significant reinvestment.
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in the market and is therefore implicitly a!ected by the competitor’s exercise
strategy. The optimal exercise strategy for the competing firms have to be
solved simultaneously. This is further complicated by the incomplete information structure.
Dutta and Rustichini (1993) highlight that in a multi-firm setting the firm’s
optimal decision cannot be unraveled using the optimization techniques applied
in standard real options analysis. Instead, the optimal control problem has
to be interpreted in the light of a stopping time game, which is formally a
stochastic game, i.e. a game where the firms’ pure strategies are stopping times
choices. In stopping time games each firm has to decide on an irreversible action
such that when this action is followed by one or more firms, expected payo!s
in the subsequent subgame are fixed. In our setting the stopping time is to
be understood as the time the investment is abandoned by exercising the real
option.
Formally, stopping times are simple maps from the set of dates to the set
of feasible actions {invest; abandon}. We denote the Fti !stopping time with
respect to abandonment as a function ! i : ! " [0, T ] for firm i # {1, 2}.13 It is
a stochastic variable related to the given filtration, if the event {! i $ t} # Fti
for all t # [0, T ] . This means that the optimal stopping (abandonment) time ! !i
is given by:
! !i % inf {t # [0, T ] | " i $ " i }
(2)
where " i is the profit for firm i and " i is the optimal critical abandonment
threshold, which are both functions of the state variables and time. It is possible
to decide whether ! i $ t, given the knowledge of Fti . This class of problems are
known as free boundary value problems as the continuation and stopping regions
have to be determined as part of the solution. The event {! i = T } represents
the situation when the firm did not find it optimal to abandon the project. In
Appendix C we elaborate under what conditions the firms will exercise their
option to abandon.

3.3

Filtrations

Based on the information structure and the strategic decision variables we can
summarize the filtrations available to both firms, which is of essential matter
in an incomplete information modeling framework. The incomplete information
structure generates novel conceptual obstacles. A contribution of this paper is
outlining a path for how to incorporate the incomplete information structure
in a Monte Carlo procedure in order to handle several state variables. The
following remark summarizes the filtrations.

1 3 F i denotes the filtration available to firm i, i = {1, 2} . In our model one firm has incomt
plete information about the state variables. It therefore has access only to a smaller filtration
2
Ft , Ft2 ! Ft1 . We will discuss this in section (3.3).
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Remark 2 The information available to the respective firms can be summarized
in the filtrations. The filtration available to the informational advantaged firm
one F1 , (complete information) is given by:
!"
#$
%
Ft1 = ! "1s , "2s $ s ! [0, t]
(3)

whereas the sub-filtration available to firm two F2 , (incomplete information) is
given by:
!"
#$
%
Ft2 = ! "2s , Ns $ s ! [0, t]
(4)
!
"
#$
%
where Ft1 = Ft2 " ! "1s $ s ! [0, t] .

Firm one has complete information about the variables driving the market
and is capable, based on the su!cient statistic information, to derive the optimal
abandonment strategies of both firm. Firm two, on the other hand, is not
able to make this inference. The reason is that it cannot perfectly observe
the product quality of firm one, "1 . To narrow in on the level of firm one’s
product quality, firm two utilizes the observations of firm one’s abandonment
decisions up to time t. The sub-filtration, F2 , compared to the reference filtration
F1 , therefore comprises the indicator process, Ns = 1{! 1 !s} deriving from the
indicator variable. Ns is defined such that it takes on the value one at time s if
the firm is still investing and jumps to the zero if the firm abandons.14 Including
this information in the filtration provides a better estimate than using only the
time zero distribution of likely outcomes of firm one’s product quality. Correctly
encompassing the information from the investment signal of the informed firm
into this indicator process becomes of essence in our implementation.

4

Valuation

In conjointment with the valuation of the firm’s R&D projects we need to derive
the optimal decision strategies (stopping times). As highlighted, the decision
on whether to exercise the options is highly dependent on the value of the
competitor’s project. Therefore, we have to assess the value of both projects
simultaneously during the R&D phase. The project value has to be found in
both the situation where only one firm is left in the R&D phase as well as the
situation where both firms are still investing in the R&D phase. When the firm
has an estimate of the project value as a monopolist and duopolist, it is able to
decide on an optimal stopping time given the available filtration.
We commence the valuation of the two respective R&D projects in the
monopoly case.

4.1

Monopoly situation

In the monopoly situation the competitor has abandoned the market prior to
time T . That is, the value of the firm’s project is based on the expectation
1 4 Further,

the time zero starting value of !1 is known for firm two.
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of being the monopolist in the market at time T . The decision on whether to
continue investing or abandon the market prior to time T is trivial as there is
no stochasticity. It is solely based on the total market size, investment cost
and discount rate which all are deterministic in our model. As the surviving
firm obtains the entire market, it therefore does not need to take competitive
interactions into account, which simplifies the valuation equation. To solve that
problem we first need to know the value of the project at time t. That is, we
have the following remark for firm i = {1, 2} given firm j = 3!i, has abandoned.
Remark 3 The value of firm i’s project at any given date t " [0, T ) , if firm j
has abandoned its project, is given as:
!
#
" T
M
!r(T !t)
!r(s!t)
! i (t) = max V e
!
ci e
ds, 0
(5)
t

The first term in Equation (5) is the present value of the entire stream of
cash flows that can be obtained by firm i as a monopolist in the market during
[T, #) given that it does not abandon its project before time T. The second
term in Equation (5) is the discounted stream of costs incurred by firm i in the
remaining development phase. We will assume that ! M
i (t) > 0 for all t " [0, T ].
The decision whether to continue investing or to abandon the market is
not only dependent on the value the firms can obtain as a monopolist. More
importantly, it depends on the value they can obtain when both firms are still
investing in their R&D projects. Turning to the situation where both firms
are still investing in their R&D projects, we have a slightly more complicated
problem to solve because we need to take the competitive interactions into
account.

4.2

Duopoly situation

When both firms are investing in their R&D projects, the decision on whether
to continue investing or whether to abandon the project is highly dependent
on the expected product quality of both firms. Hence, when optimizing the
abandonment strategy, firms need to value the competitor’s R&D project in
D
order to understand their strategic intentions. It must be the case that ! M
i > !i
for firm i = {1, 2} , as it is more profitable to be the sole player in the market
than to share it.
The valuation problem in the duopoly situation is solved by going backward
in time in the usual dynamic programming fashion. The optimal stopping time
logic cannot be applied in this situation due to the competitive interactions.
We therefore have to resort to deriving the objective function as a solution to a
dynamic programming problem. The probability that the competitor abandons
the market and the firm therefore gets the monopoly profit at time T is included
in the equations below.
At date t we solve for the value conditional on that we have already solved
1 2
the problem for any later date. ! D
1 (" t , " t , t) denotes the total value to firm one
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at date t given that future strategic decisions at any later date s > t are perfect
Bayesian equilibria. The values at date t when both firms are investing in their
R&D projects can be described by the following remarks.
Remark 4 The valuation of firm one’s R&D project by firm one at date t !
[0, T ) if firm two has not abandoned is given by:
1 2
!
˜D
1 (" t , " t , t)
! !rdt "
#$ 1 %
1
1 2
2
Q
$ Ft
= E e
"ci dt + ! D
1 (" t + d" t , " t + d" t , t + dt)

(6)

2
!
˜ D"
1 (" t , Nt , t)
#$ 2 %
!
"
2
2
$ Ft
= E Q e!rdt "ci dt + ! D"
1 (" t + d" t , Nt + dNt , t + dt)

(7)

whereas the estimate of firm one’s project value by the uninformed firm two at
date t ! [0, T ) if firm two has not abandoned is given by:

with the boundary condition given by the value of the project when it is completed:
1
2
1
!D
1 (" T , " T , T ) = #T V

where #1T is the market share as specified in Remark 1. The boundary condition
D"
is identical for ! D
as all information is revealed at time T . The free
1 and ! 1
boundary conditions are given by:
1 2
!D
1 (" t , " t , t) # 0

and:
2
! D"
1 (" t , Nt , t) # 0

In Appendix A we derive the partial di!erential equation. In a similar fashion
we can determine the value of firm two’s project. The di!erence between the
firms’ valuation functions is the information available in their filtrations. In the
same dynamic programming manner we get the following remark.
Remark 5 The valuation of the uninformed firm two’s R&D project by firm
two at date t ! [0, T ) if firm one has not abandoned is given by:
2
!
˜ D"
2 (" t , Nt , t)
!
"
#$ 2 %
2
2
$ Ft
= E Q e!rdt "ci dt + ! D"
2 (" t + d" t , Nt + dNt , t + dt)

(8)

1 2
!
˜D
2 (" t , " t , t)
!
"
#$ 1 %
1
1 2
2
$ Ft
= EQ e!rdt "ci dt + ! D
2 (" t + d" t , " t + d" t , t + dt)

(9)

whereas the valuation of firm two’s project by the informed firm one at date
t ! [0, T ) if firm one has not abandoned is given by:

with the boundary condition given by the value of the project when it is completed:
1
2
2
!D
2 (" T , " T , T ) = #T V
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D!
The boundary condition is identical for ! D
2 and ! 2 as all information is revealed
at time T . The free boundary conditions are given by:
1 2
!D
2 (" t , " t , t) ! 0

and:
2
! D!
2 (" t , Nt , t) ! 0

In Appendix B we derive the partial di!erential equation for reference. Solutions to these equations cannot be found analytically and therefore we implement a discrete time Monte Carlo method in order to approximate the project
values.

4.3

Stopping time game

Applying the above given valuations we can highlight the interactions between
the two firms. As noted by Fine and Li (1989), that in general, any stochastic
dynamic game where a firm’s strategy is a single dichotomous decision can at
each stage be formulated as a stopping-time problem. At each time t, the active
firm(s) observe the information available to them and then (simultaneously)
decide whether to stay in the market or leave.
The Perfect Bayesian decisions can be determined in the game given in Table
1 below. We denote the values of the two firms by the convention (Firm one
; Firm two). The values in Table 1 are the time t values of the two respective
firms given that both firms take decisions that are Perfect Bayesian equilibria at
any later time s > t.
Table 1: Normal form representation of the game.

Firm one " / Firm two #
Invest
Abandon

Invest

Abandon

1 2
!
˜D
1 (" t , " t , t);
D! 2
!
˜ 2 ("t , Nt , t)
0;
!M
2 (t)

!M
1 (t);
0
0;
0

The conditions under which firm one and firm two, respectively, choose an
action from their action set are given in Appendix C. This also directs our e!orts
in determining the value to be used in the dynamic programming approach. We
do this in order for us to find the value of !
!D
i in the above given remarks. Having
structured the model, the next section elaborates on the implementation of the
model.

5
5.1

Implementation
Degree of inference sophistication

Incorporating this information structure in our numerical procedure is the topic
of this section. In our implementation of the model we follow a two step procedure.
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The first step is a standard implementation of the Longsta! and Schwartz
(2001) Least Squares Monte Carlo algorithm (hereafter LSM) which is implemented in numerous real options papers, among others in Schwartz (2004),
Miltersen and Schwartz (2004) and Grenadier and Malenko (2011). We denote
the standard implementation of the algorithm as the investment behavior of the
unsophisticated uninformed firm two. Unsophisticated is to be understood as ignoring the possibility of updating beliefs (about project values/product quality)
according to Bayes’ rule as investment decisions occur during the game.
The second method is an extended recursive version of the Longsta! &
Schwartz algorithm (RLSM). It is utilized to encapsulate the information that
can be deduced from firms (in)actions in a dynamic incomplete information
game. We denote this procedure as the sophisticated uninformed firm two. The
guiding idea is that the uninformed firm two can make improved investment
decisions by taking into account its rival’s abandonment/investment decisions,
as these serve as a signalling mechanism. This is done by taking advantage
of the information about the entire history of actions to update beliefs. This
procedure generates novel obstacles which will be elaborated on in Section 5.3.
A more general description of the standard LSM algorithm is left to Appendix
E. We commence by describing the implementation of the unsophisticated firm
two.

5.2

Unsophisticated uninformed firm

In the first application of the implementation, firm two makes use only of the
information it can observe at time t, i.e. t and !2t . Based on the value estimation, firm two decides whether to continue investing or whether to abandon
the market as shown in Table 1.15 The unsophisticated uninformed firm two
therefore does not utilize the information that can be learned from the game
in each period. Thus, the informed firm one’s (in)actions are not utilized to
update the uninformed firm two’s beliefs about its competitor’s product quality/profitability. Hence, it ends up making suboptimal decisions. As we will
show in our numerical results, this creates a value spillover for the informed
firm one. The unsophisticated approach is easily implemented as we apply the
standard LSM algorithm.
As the problem essentially becomes Markov we can apply the standard Dynamic Programming principle as the issue of path dependence is assumed away.
In the application of the LSM algorithm we move backwards from time T and
base the decision on all the paths, " ! !, that are in-the-money, which is
the standard LSM implementation. The LSM algorithm is described in more
thorough detail in Appendix E.
In the following section we will investigate the refined LSM algorithm which
is applied in order to obtain a more precise estimate of the value of the two
1 5 To be more precise, the game is only near identical to the one sketched in Table 1. The
di!erence is the value of firm two’s duopoly! profit.
" For the unsophisticated firm it does not
2
utilize the indicator functions, such that !
˜D
2 " t , t and therefore does not include the indicator
process Nt .
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respective firms’ projects by incorporating conjectures about the rival firm.

5.3

Sophisticated uninformed firm

The refinement of the uninformed firm two’s beliefs needs to be encapsulated in
our model to allow firm two to update its beliefs about the informed firm one’s
product quality/project value when it observes the investment decisions of firm
one
Firm one has complete information of the game. Hence, it learns nothing additional about firm two based upon its investment decisions. The complication
is with respect to the uninformed firm two.
There are two types of learning outcomes for the uninformed firm two. The
first type of learning is where firm two’s inference of firm one’s product quality,
based upon its actions, has no significance for the outcome of the game. This
occurs when the game is terminated after this type of decision has taken place,
i.e. whenever firm one abandons the market. If firm one abandons, firm two
becomes a monopolist and therefore no longer needs to make inferences about
its former competitor. In that sense the game between the firms terminates.
The second type of learning is of much greater significance in this setting.
This is the case when both firms decides to continue investing. The uninformed
firm two can infer a distribution of firm one’s product quality relative to its own
product quality. If firm one, at any given time, continues investing in its R&D
project, firm two can, conditional on its own projections about profitability,
infer that firm one’s strategic investment project must be profitable. Thus, !1t
is above some lower free boundary, !1t , at which firm one would abandon the
market, as it would be unprofitable given the economic conditions.
We introduce the RLSM method to incorporate the incomplete information
structure in our valuation procedure. The algorithm is based on the principle
that exercise decisions of the uninformed firm two must take prior decisions into
account. Thus, the RLSM algorithm only utilizes paths that are in-the-money.
Due to the incomplete information structure the underlying variables observable
to the uninformed firm two are not a su!cient statistic for its abandonment
decisions. Hence, the entire set of prior decisions are used to determine which
paths are in-the-money.16

5.4
5.4.1

Recursive Least Squares Monte Carlo Algorithm (RLSM)
Path selection mechanism

What it all comes down to, as mentioned above, is which paths are in-themoney and thus to be included in the regression. The unsophisticated approach
described above utilizes the entire set of paths in the simulation since the procedure operates backwards such that at any given time has not been determined
1 6 This is in contrast to the complete information and unsophisticated uninformative firm
cases where the underlying variables are a su!cient statistic for abandonment decisions. In
these cases the entire set of paths are used in the regression as they all are in-the-money.
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whether the option should be exercised at all earlier times. Thus, it is not (yet)
given whether a specific path is in-the-money or not.
For the sophisticated approach we apply an extended recursive variant of
the LSM algorithm (RLSM) which allows us to encompass the additional information (besides the state variable) observable to firm two. We need to develop
a structure such that conditioning the valuation on !1t > !1t is possible. In other
words, we need to condition on the basis that paths of !1t must have stayed
within a continuation region up until the time when the decision is to be made.
The LSM algorithm works (as discussed in Appendix E) by including only
the paths which are in-the-money. Applying this methodology to the unsophisticated uninformed firm two, we use the entire set of paths from the Monte
Carlo simulation. For the case of the sophisticated uninformed firm two we
restrict our attention to those paths which have stayed within the continuation
region throughout the interval from time zero to the time of the decision that
is to be taken.
Definition 6 The continuation tunnel at time t is the region where the informed
firm continues investing during the time interval s = [0, t] and is represented as
!
"
Ct = !1t ! R | !1s < !1s .
In that sense we exclude the set of paths that at a given time t , cannot have
occurred as the informed firm one would otherwise have abandoned. Hence,
the abandonment decision becomes the proxy for whether a given path is inthe-money.
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Figure 3: Continuation and stopping region separated by the abandonment threshold. Alongside the free boundary, two path realizations of the product quality of the informed firm are
depicted with one of the paths leaving the continuation region and the other path staying
within it throughout the time interval.
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5.4.2

Corresponding paths

In Figure 3 two di!erent path realizations of the informed firm one’s product
quality and the free boundary are sketched.17 When applying the LSM algorithm we restrict our attention to paths that have stayed within the continuation
region up until the time the decision is taken. This implies that the corresponding path realization one of the uninformed firm two’s product quality !2 , to
path realization one of firm one, !11 , depicted in Figure 3, should be excluded
from our regression for decisions taken beyond the 11th time period as path
realization one leaves the! continuation
region. In the Monte Carlo procedure
"
j = {1, ..., N } path sets !1j , !2j are simulated. As !1j cannot be observed by
the uninformed firm, the procedure is to exclude the corresponding paths which
firm two is able to observe. Thus, if a given !1j path exits the continuation
region, as captured by the indicator variable 1{! 1 !s} , it is the corresponding !2j
path that is excluded from the regression as this path is part of the uninformed
firm’s information set.18
For decisions prior to the 11th time period, both corresponding !2j paths are
to be used in the regression, as we employ all paths that are in-the-money. At
that point in time none of the !1 paths have left the continuation region. If we by
greater forces could determine this boundary exogenously, we could without hassle determine the project values as well as the optimal strategies with the standard LSM algorithm, as we would know the equilibrium set of paths to include
in the regression at all times. The above discussion about which paths are to be
used are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2: Paths included in the information set of the two firms in the sophisticated and unsophisticated implementation approach. The paths are those that will be included in the RLSM
regression.

Unsophisticated
Sophisticated

Firm
$
# 1 one
!j , !2j
j = {1, ..., N }
# 1 2$
!j , !j
j = {1, ..., N }

Firm
# 2 $two
!j
j = {1,
# 2...,
$ N}
% !j
&
j ! 1j{! 1 !s} = 1

The problem, like most American option problems, is that of determining
the trigger threshold. This is the so-called free-boundary problem where the
threshold needs to be determined simultaneously with the optimal strategies
1 7 We

abstract from the specific shape of the lower boundary and focus on the main idea of
the principle put forward. The two respective paths depict possible realizations of !1t .
1 8 To explify the situation in Figure 3 above, we observe two paths of firm one’s product
quality !1j , j = {1, 2}. Path !11 exits the continuation region and thus becomes out-the-money,
whereas !12 remains within the continuation region throughout the game. Hence, we exlude
!21 but keep !22 in the regression. Another notation is that we multiply the path with the
indicator variable, such that !2j 1{! 1 !s} is the relevant measure for the state variables the
uninformed firm two can observe.
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and project values. The problem is complicated further by the incomplete information structure such that the Perfect Bayesian beliefs come to play a role
in the shape and level of the boundaries.
In the unsophisticated implementation approach we consider the model to
have a Markovian structure and therefore take only the current state of the
process into account as this is a su!cient statistic for the decision to be taken
as seen in Miltersen and Schwartz (2004).
For the sophisticated uninformed firm approach we need to make use of the
full history of the incomplete information game since the firm is able to form
conjectures about its rival by observing the full sequence of the decisions its rival
has taken. Hence, the model has a non-Markov structure such that the current
level of the state variables is not a su!cient statistic in the LSM algorithm. The
principle of the RLSM algorithm is to give the problem an approximate Markov
structure by only including the set of paths that has remained in the continuation region throughout the game.19 In the following section we elaborate on
our method for determining these thresholds.
5.4.3

Recursive nature

To encompass the equilibrium beliefs of the firms we outline an extended LSM
algorithm, which is applied recursively. The goal is to determine the trigger
boundary of !1t stemming from the dynamic incomplete information game. The
order of the algorithm is as follows:
1. Initially the algorithm is executed in the standard LSM fashion (like the
unsophisticated firm approach). The first time the LSM algorithm is executed, a selection of which paths are within the boundary is not possible,
as it is still to be determined at this stage. After the initial execution the
algorithm, an initial estimate of the optimal investment/abandonment decisions is obtained. This gives an initial estimate of the trigger boundary
based on the information available to the unsophisticated firm. Thereby
an initial candidate for the equilibrium strategies is obtained.
2. The algorithm is applied iteratively (K times) each time utilizing the updated decisions and trigger threshold to base the regression on a new set
of paths. After each iteration an updated candidate for the equilibrium
strategies (and thereby exercise threshold) is obtained. The iteration procedure for how to update the boundary is explained below.
5.4.4

Set of paths

The LSM algorithm is recursively applied in order to incorporate the information from the incomplete information game in the uninformed firm two’s
1 9 Longsta" and Schwartz (2001) suggest that the lagged values of the relevant state variables
can be included in the regression for non-Markov problems. This does not seem feasible in
our application due to the number of time periods and number of state variables.
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information set. This is done in order to make it possible to revisit the investment/abandonment decisions of the uninformed firm two with more precise
beliefs about the informed firm one’s product quality !1t . At any given time t,
only those paths where firm one has invested in all periods from time zero up
to time t are the ones that have remained in the continuation region. These
paths are in-the-money and the corresponding !2j paths are therefore to be included in the regression. The continuation region at time t, Ct , is defined as a
continuation set in R+ . We denote the! set of paths that have
remained in the
$
" 1 2#
1
continuation region at time t by !t = !j , !j t | !j ! Ct . In the iteration of
the LSM algorithm we base only the regression on this set of paths. The crux
of the analysis is to determine what paths should be included in !t . As the
algorithm is applied recursively we denote the set of paths in the k’th iteration
by !kt , k = {1, 2...K}.
In similar fashion we denote the stopping set at time t by, St , in which firm
one abandons by a set of values of R+ such that it is the complement set of the
continuation set. In the next section we will comment on how to update !kt as
k increases.
5.4.5

Regression

As the uninformed firm two begins incorporating more precise beliefs about
its informed competitor, it becomes aware that certain low realizations of the
informed firm’s product quality cannot have occurred at certain times during the
game. This implies that the uninformed firm’s expectation of the informed firm’s
product quality increases as the distribution of possible outcomes is truncated
from below. Ceteris paribus, this leads to the uninformed firm abandoning at a
higher frequency. Hence the informed firm abandons less frequently compared
to the situation when it competes with an unsophisticated competitor.20 The
situation is depicted in Figure 4. The figure illustrates how the product quality
distribution of the informed firm one is observed by the uninformed firm two,
given it is able to infer only that its competitor has not abandoned the game. In
the left figure, Figure 3 is extended with a number of paths. Paths that at some
point leave the continuation region are characterized as out-the-money. The
e!ect on the distribution of !1t is depicted in the right figure. As we would expect
from the discussion above, the distribution of !1t shifts right as low realizations
are excluded from the set of paths when we move from the unsophisticated
approach (utilizing all paths) to the sophisticated (utilizing only in-the-money
paths). In the implementation procedure we need to have the exercise threshold
move downwards to incorporate the fact that the former abandonment decisions
of the informed firm change. This happens as the uninformed firm incorporates
more precise beliefs about its competitor.
2 0 However, this does not imply that the uninformed firm’s project value decreases despite
the firm abandoning more often. The sophisticated uninformed firm two makes more informed
and more optimal decisions whereby its project value, ceteris paribus, increases.
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Figure 4: Path realizations of the informed firm where a certain set of the paths enters the
stopping set. On the right the distribution of the product quality of the informed firm is
shown for both the sophisticated and unsophisticated case with the distribution shifting as a
function of (in)actions of the informed firm being incorporated.

As discussed earlier, we use the entire set of paths in the first run of the
LSM algorithm. That is, !0t contains all sample paths since an initial estimate
of the continuation region is first obtained after the first run of the algorithm.
Our iteration procedure for determining the exercise decisions follows in two
steps.21 First we base our regression on path realizations, ! ! !kt , where
abandonment has not taken place from time zero up to the time where the
investment/abandonment decision is made, as it is only these paths that are
k
in-the-money. We regress the discounted values of " D
i (!t ; t) onto the basis
functions of the governing state variables, L, in order to obtain the continuation
value to base our strategic option exercise decision on according to Section 4:
k
" D!
2 (!t ; t) =

M
!

ah L2,h (!kt )

(10)

h=0

The choice of basis functions is the set of polynomials up to the fourth degree
and the cross products for the for the observable state variables L2 for firm
two.22 As the two firms di!er on their informedness the set of basis functions in
L are not identical for the two firms. The set of basis functions in L2 includes the
polynomials and the cross products of #2 . The constant coe"cients are denoted
by ah . The guiding idea is that the unknown functional form of Equation (8)
2 1 As the informed firm one has complete information of the driving variables, it utilizes the
entire set of paths. Hence, the technique described below is only for the uninformed firm two.
The technique for the valuation of the informed firm one is the standard LSM algorithm.
2 2 More advanced sets of polynomials such as Laguerre, Hermite, Legendre, Chebyshev,
Gegenbauer or Jacobi polynomials can easily be implemented. Our focus is not on precise
valuation of the projects, so we refrain from advancing our model along this dimension.
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can be represented as a linear combination of a countable set of Ft2 .23
In the second step we use the regression coe!cients to determine whether to
continue investing or abandon the investment. As the abandonment decisions in
one run for the informed firm one might need to be revisited for the subsequent
run, we use the entire set of paths in the determination of the continuation value
of the two firms. The regression coe!cients, âh , from Equation (10) that were
based on !kt in order to mirror the incomplete information structure, are used
to determine the fitted values by:
0
!
ˆ D!
2 (!t ; t) =

M
!

âh L2,h (!0t )

(11)

h=0

The procedure is repeated for each time step for one particular iteration. The
whole procedure is then repeated K times, until convergence is obtained and
the incomplete information structure is incorporated. The issue of convergence
is discussed in Section 5.4.7.
5.4.6

Exercise boundary

As the algorithm is repeatedly applied the exercise boundary shifts as the decisions of the firms change. This is based on the incorporation of the incomplete
information structure. Firm two’s expectation of firm one’s exercise boundary
"ks is defined as the observable actions of firm one where k represents the k’th
time the LSM algorithm has been run:
"#
$%
&
"ks "2s , Nsk , s % s ! [0, t]
(12)
As the boundary is updated by the iteration of the algorithm, the optimal
investment decisions change. The indicator function, Nsk is therefore altered,
which potentially changes the shape and level of "k . In Figure 5 the situation
where the boundary shifts downwards is illustrated.
2 3 In a similar fashion the unknown functional form of Equation (6) can be represented as
a linear combination of a countable set of Ft1 . Thus, L1 includes both polynomials and cross
products of !1 and !2 .
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Figure 5: The exercise boundary is shown for the ex-ante case and when it shifts downwards
as the uninformed firm updates its beliefs.

In the example above none of the corresponding !2 paths, to the two !1
depicted paths, are used at all times in the LSM regression when the boundary is
as determined by the first run of the algorithm (k = 1), since both !1 paths enter
the stopping set S. When the boundary shifts downwards, the corresponding !21
path to the !11 path, will be included in the LSM regression, as !11!remains
" in
Ct for all t ! [0, T ]. As the algorithm is iterated the sample paths !1j , !2j are
not re-simulated. Only the boundary !kt shifts, which thereby determines the
paths which belong to Ct and St , such that "kt is updated from one iteration to
the next.
In Figure 6 we highlight the method. In the left figure the state of a number
2
of paths of !1 is plotted against the continuation value they yield, "
˜ D!
2 (! t ), for
a given time t. As the exercise threshold is still to be determined, it is the unsophisticated firm two’s information that is depicted. Based on the observations,
the LSM algorithm is applied and given the basis functions, a relationship be2
tween !2t and "
˜ D!
2 (! t ) is obtained from the regression. This is illustrated in the
left figure by the dashed line.
In the right figure the exercise boundary is known, such that the out-themoney paths (observations) can be ignored. Using only the in-the-money paths
(observations) in the regression gives another relationship between the state
2
24
variable !2t and the continuation value "
˜ D!
The di!erence is that
2 (! t , Nt , t).
the information of the competitor’s strategy is included through the indicator
process. The sophisticated uninformed firm thereby infers a more precise relationship between its product quality and the profit that can be made. The
fact that the uninformed firm predicts a lower continuation value does not mean
that it is performing worse - it merely implies that it will abandon more frequently, which is optimal in the sense that it would otherwise incur a large cost
for obtaining a low market share.
2 4 We

can think of the state variable being the product, i.e. !2t Nt .
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Figure 6: RLSM method where the updated regression line is shown on the right as the
uninformed firm becomes more sophisticated in its conjecturing.

5.4.7

Convergence

As we use a recursive variant of the LSM algorithm in order to handle the incomplete information structure, we rely on an approximation of the project values.
We need some mechanism to determine an acceptable level of convergence in
our model. It appears intractable to state a generalized proof of convergence
in option game models with incomplete information given the number of state
variables of our model.25 Therefore, we apply a simple measure of convergence.
It is a fruitful research avenue to construct a generalized method to handle these
types of problems with many interesting applications in numerous fields of economics. The iteration is set to stop when the value of the projects changes less
than 0.1% from one iteration to the next. In order to make sure that the procedure is applied a significant number of times, we run it ten times at minimum.
Convergence is obtained after only a few runs for our particular model. The
specific convergence target does not alter the obtained results significantly. Further, to test the robustness we perform a number of tests of the algorithm when
the initial set of paths included is altered. In all cases our solution converges to
the same equilibrium indicating the stability and uniqueness of our solution.

6

Numerical results

In this section we provide a numerical illustration of the model. The richness of
the modeling framework allows a significant number of analysis that could be
performed. We zoom in on characterizing the di!erences in the option values
as a function of the level of sophistication of the uninformed firm. Also, the
value gap between the firms due to the di!erent availability of information is
2 5 Stentoft

(2004) analyzes convergence properties of the standard LSM algorithm.
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investigated. In the following we define the choice of parameters for the base
case of our model.26

6.1

Choice of Parameters

Our choice of parameters reflects the situation where it is always profitable to be
a monopolist. Table 3 summarizes the set of parameters.
Table 3: Base case parameter values

Market
Market size

V

80

Initial value

!0

100

Drift parameter

"

0

Di!usion parameter

#

0.25

Other parameters
Competition parameter

$

1

Discount rate

r

5%

Investment cost per year

c

14

Number of simulated paths

N

150.000

Duration of each time step

!t

0.1

Length of R&D phase (years)

T

3

Product quality of firms

Numerical procedure parameters

Our focus is not on determining absolute project values that can be empirically verified. Rather focus is on understanding the relative value that the
strategic options bring to the table.

6.2

Results

We report the values from our simulation procedure by the di!erent implementation approaches in Table 4. We find that the option to abandon adds value
for both firms and the sophistication in the conjecturing procedure provides the
uninformed firm with a value uplift.
For the base case set of parameters it is not profitable for the firms to initiate their R&D projects if they rely on the standard net present value (NPV)
approach. However, by including the value of the strategic flexibility to exit
the market, it becomes profitable to conduct the investment. This is true for
the incomplete information as well as the complete information case which we
2 6 We

focus on the case where the firms have access to identical product development technologies. The model is however very general in the sense that it allows asymmetries regarding
this matter.
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merely leave in as a benchmark. As the firms have symmetric technologies available, their simple NPV and symmetric complete information values are identical.
Table 4: Values for a base case set of parameters

Value with option to abandon
Unsophisticated firm two
Sophisticated firm two
Value with complete information

27

Firm one
12.61

Firm two
5.40

12.33

6.28

8.1

8.1

-4.371

-4.371

Value with no optionality
NPV

In the following we analyze the results given above in order to discover
di!erent aspects of the strategic investment game.
Value of strategic options Irrespective of the implementation approach the
abandonment option brings significant value to both firms. In the base case
the market is rather competitive and firms will abandon the market if they are
behind in terms of their advancement of the product quality. Given the availability of the abandonment option both the informational strong and weak firm
will initiate their project. The informed firm one gains more from the option
to abandon compared to the uninformed firm two due to its informational advantage in the incomplete information case. With greater precision it is capable
of determining when it should optimally abandon the market. That is, option
values depend on how informed firms are, as we would expect. Our modeling
framework allows us to understand how this value comes about and under what
circumstances it is high and when it is low.
Value of information As the expected technological level of the two firms
are identical, the only point of di!erence in the incomplete information case is
the information available. As the informed firm one is the informational strong
firm it naturally has a higher project value than the uninformed firm two. In
the standard NPV setting the additional information of firm one does not bring
any value as it is not able to strategize on its advantage. When both firms are
able to abandon their investment, the informational advantage kicks in. The
asymmetry in the value distribution is due to firm one’s ability to abandon the
market at the optimal time. Our modeling framework can assist in answering
questions on which strategic dominance can be obtained as a consequence of
an informational advantage and thereby which resources should be spent in
acquiring such advantages. It is somewhat surprising that the value uplift from
the informational competitive advantage is so significant for the base case of
parameters.
When comparing the values obtained to the complete information benchmark, it is clear that the informed firm one gains and the uninformed firm two
2 7 In

Appendix D the details are given for the decision criteria.
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loses value when moving to the incomplete information setting. This is what we
would expect, as firm one is given an informational advantage and firm two an
informational disadvantage.
Level of sophistication Comparing the two di!erent approaches of implementing the LSM algorithm in the incomplete information case, a few things can
be noted. Moving from the unsophisticated to the sophisticated implementation
approach the informed firm one’s value decreases whereas firm two gains value.
As firm two becomes more sophisticated in its conjecturing procedure it is able
to incorporate the information it learns from observing its competitor’s actions.
This should, other things equal, result in firm two being able to make more
well-grounded abandonment decisions and thus increase its project value. This
e!ect is what we observe in the results. The gain is captured from firm one
which already has complete information of the game. In the unsophisticated
implementation approach a bulk of firm one’s value stems from firm two acting
suboptimally and abandoning at suboptimal times during the game. This fraction of times is reduced in the sophisticated implementation approach and thus
reduces the value of firm one’s investment project. This can be interpreted as
the value spillover occurring fewer times. The di!erence in value between the sophisticated and unsophisticated implementation approaches highlights the value
of developing models that correctly assess the information structure in dynamic
games. This paper is the first step and we hope that future literature will
generalize results.

6.3

Sensitivity analysis

To test the robustness of the base case results, we carry out sensitivity analysis
with respect to the model parameters. We are interested in understanding how
the value of the firms and their strategies respond to variations in a number of
the driving parameters. A number of interesting findings can be extracted from
perturbing the key parameters.
Market value As the level of the underlying market varies, the value of the
firms’ projects respond according to the depictions in Figure 7. In the top left,
the value of the two firms are shown for both the unsophisticated case (F1,
Naive and F2, Naive) and the sophisticated case (F1, Sophis and F2, Sophis).
Likewise, the change in the NPV is illustrated in the top right. In all cases
both firms gain from the value of the resulting product market growing. In
absolute terms the increase in value is highest for the informed firm one, as
the informational advantage becomes more significant in higher value markets.
In the bottom row the value di!erence between the unsophisticated and the
sophisticated case is illustrated. That is, how much more precise results we
gain from applying the RLSM method. This di!erence is defined as F1, Delta
and F2, Delta and is equivalent to the level di!erence (between e.g. F2, Naive
and F2, Sophis) in the figure in the top left. In the bottom left figure the
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value di!erence is calculated as a percentage, whereas the right figure depicts
the absolute change in value. For intermediate market values the uninformed
firm two increases its project value by more than 15%, by utilizing the entire
information available to the uninformed firm. This highlights the strength of
the sophisticated implementation approach.
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Figure 7: Sensitivity of the project value to changes in the underlying market value. The
value of both firms’ projects is positively a!ected by a growth in the underlying market.
Relatively, the uninformed firm two benefits the most as the disclosure optionality advantage
disappears the higher the market size becomes.

Variance In order to determine to what extent the values of the firm’s R&D
projects are a!ected by the variability of the product quality we vary the variance parameters ! 1 and ! 2 in Figure 8. In the top left figure the value as a
function of the variance of the informed firm one, ! 1 , is depicted. If the informed firm one has access to a product technology with greater uncertainty,
it brings more value to firm one’s project and less to firm two’s. This change
in value stems from the convexity in the value of the project with the option to
abandon, whereby the valuation distribution gets truncated at the lower end by
the strategic optionality. In the top right figure the Delta is depicted. Similarly
to the market value case, firm two gains significantly from applying the sophisticated approach. This is especially true for the volatile cases, where an increase
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in value by more than 25% can be observed. When ! 2 is varied, as depicted in
the graphs in the bottom row, we find the opposite results as expected.
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Figure 8: Sensitivity to the variance of the product quality. Both firms benefit from their
product quality development becoming more variable, as the abandonment option truncates
the project value distribution in the lower end.

Despite the uninformed firm having a higher level of uncertainty, this does
not compensate enough for the informational advantage of firm one, such that
the informed firm one still gets a higher project value in the interval depicted
in Figure 8.
Technology In Figure 9 we investigate simultaneous changes to both firms’
technology. In the left figure we vary the variance parameters. We see that the
informed firm gains most from increased uncertainty about the outcome of the
product development. This is due to its informational advantage. In the figure
on the right, the drift of the product quality equations are varied. As this is
only a matter of how the absolute level of the product quality evolves, it does
not change the relative level between the firms. The project values therefore
remain una!ected.
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Figure 9: Sensitivity to technology changes. Increasing the variability of the technology for
both firms simultaneously brings an advantage to the informed firm due to its informational
advantage and ability to abandon the market in an optimal fashion. General expected growth
in the product quality does not alter the game between the players and thus does not a!ect
the project values.

7

Conclusion

This paper outlines a methodology for valuing real options in a dynamic incomplete information game with several state variables and a finite horizon.
The method involves the application of a modified recursive LSM algorithm
(RLSM) in order to encapsulate the information from the dynamic incomplete
information investment game. We find that having the uninformed firm apply
the conjecturing technique in the RLSM algorithm brings significant value differences. This indicates the importance of correctly incorporating conjecturing
techniques in incomplete real options models. When comparing to the complete
information case, we find that the informed firm one gains from introducing the
asymmetry of information whereas firm two losses. Further, we acquire findings
under which conditions firms can best strategize on an informational advantage
and how much bang for the buck it brings.
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Appendix
A

PDE for the value of firm one in the duopoly
situation

To make our method rigorous in continuous time we must derive a partial dif1 2
ferential equation (PDE) to solve !
!D
1 (" t , " t , t) assuming that the firm does not
abandon. At each time instant it makes an assessment on whether the value of
its R&D project is non-negative.
The PDE can be derived in the standard fashion by applying Itô’s lemma to
1 2
!D
("
t , " t , t), eliminating martingale terms and taking the expectation under Q
1
and dividing each side of the equation by dt. The boundary condition is:
1
2
1
!D
1 (" T , " T , T ) = #T V
1 2
for t ! [0, T ) and the function ! D
1 (" t , " t , t) must fulfill the PDE:

1 " 2 #2 % 2
1 " 1 #2 % 2
D 1 2
D 1 2
$2 "
" 2 #2 ! 1 ("t , "t , t) + $ 1 "
" 1 #2 ! 1 ("t , "t , t)
2
2
% "
% "
%
1 2
1 %
1 2
+&2 "2 2 ! D
!D
1 (" t , " t , t) + &1 "
1 (" t , " t , t)
%"
%"1
%
1 2
+ !D
("1 , "2 , t) " r! D
1 (" t , " t , t) " c1 = 0
%t 1 t t
The investment region is therefore given by:
$ 1 2
%
1 2
("t , "t , t) ! R2 # [0, T ] : ! D
1 (" t , " t , t) $ 0 .

B

PDE for the value of firm two in the duopoly
situation

Similar to appendix A we must derive a partial di!erential equation (PDE) to
2
solve !
!D
2 (" t , Nt , t). The boundary condition is:
2
2
!D
2 (" T , NT , T ) = #T V

2
for t ! [0, T ) , the function ! D
2 (" t , Nt , t) must fulfill the PDE:

1 " 2 #2 % 2
2 %
D 2
D 2
$2 "
" 2 #2 ! 2 ("t , Nt , t) + &2 "
2 ! 2 (" t , Nt , t)
2
%"
% "

% D 2
2
D 1 2
! (" , Nt , t) + !! D
2 (" t , Nt , t) " r! 2 (" t , " t , t) " c2 = 0
%t 2 t
The investment region is therefore given by:
$ 2
%
2
("t , Nt , t) ! R # {0, 1} # [0, T ] : ! D
2 (" t , Nt , t) $ 0 .
+
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C

Perfect Bayesian Equilibria

The Perfect Bayesian equilibria in the normal form representation of the invest1 2
D 2
ment game from Table 1 determine the functions ! D
1 (" t , " t , t) and ! 2 (" t , Nt , t)
which are the values of the two respective firms’ R&D projects. In connection
with the simplification made we assume that V is chosen such that ! M
i (t) ! 0.
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M
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1 (" t , " t , t) is the set of equilibria where both firms invest. ! 1 (t) is the type
when firm two optimally abandons without being disclosed. 0 occurs when firm
one optimally abandons.
The equilibria for firm two are given below.
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Similar to above, !
%D
%M
2 (" t , Nt , t) occurs when both firms invest, !
2 (t) when firm
one abandons and 0 when firm two abandons.
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C.1

Graphical

The equilibrium outcomes above are illustrated in the figures below. The notation is slightly changed. ! i indicates the duopoly profit given complete information (what firm one can observe) for firm i, whereas ! i! indicates the duopoly
profit given incomplete information (what firm two can observe) for firm i.28

! 2! ! 0

Invest,Invest

! 1! ! 0

!1 ! 0

Invest,Abandon

! 2! < 0

! 1! > ! 2!

Invest,Abandon

! 1! < ! 2!

Invest,Invest

! 1! < 0

! 2! ! 0

Abandon,Invest

! 1! ! 0

!1 < 0

Invest,Abandon

! 2! < 0

! 1! > ! 2!

Invest,Abandon

! 1! < ! 2!

Abandon,Invest

! 1! < 0

Figure C: Graphical illustration

2 8 The figure below is not to be interpretated as a sequential game. Moving from the left to
the right only indicates the di!erent criteria that are to be fulfilled for the outcome to happen.
It is merely a tool for visualizing when the di!erent outcomes will occur.
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D

Nash equilibria

The Nash equilibria in the normal form representation of the complete infor1 2
mation investment game determine the functions ! D
i (" t , " t , t) for i ! {1, 2} and
j = 3 " i, which are the values of the two respective firms’ R&D projects.29 In
connection with the simplification made we assume that V is chosen such that
!M
i (t) # 0.

=
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2 9 We do not depict the complete information game as it is a trivial extension of the incomplete information game discussed.
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E

Least Square Monte Carlo implementation

We apply a variation of the Longsta! and Schwartz (2001) to value the R&D
projects. In this connection the optimal decision strategies are determined. The
Longsta! and Schwartz algorithm is a regression-based approach to the Monte
Carlo evaluation of American options. It operates by replacing the future expectation by a least square interpolation. The main idea is to estimate the
conditional expectations from cross-sectional information in the simulation by
using ordinary least squares regression. This is achieved by regressing the cross
section of future discounted cash flows onto a set of basis functions of the underlying state variables. In our implementation we use a cubic polynomial. See
Moreno and Navas (2003) for an in-depth discussion on the LSM algorithm.
The systematic relationship obtained from this regression is called conditionalexpectation or continuation-value. It enables us to determine the continuation
value of an option given a certain number of state variables. This method has
high applicability due to its general structure combined with the ability to deal
with both high-dimensional models and multiple exercise times.
The projects are valued by simulating 150,000 discretized sample paths of
the governing state variables.30 The value of future profits at date T can be
determined from the state variables and the remark on market shares. In our
implementation we have ! M
i (t) ! 0 by assumption, so we only need to determine
the values of the projects in the duopoly case (Equations (6) and (8)). If one
relaxes the assumption, the equilibrium values from Equation (5) can without
complication be determined in connection with the duopoly values.
Moving backwards from time T in the spirit of Equations (6) and (8) the
continuation values can be approximated from the LSM regression as explained
in the footnote. In connection with the continuation values the optimal stopping
times for abandonment and disclosure are determined from the game given in
Table 1.
The actual R&D values are determined using a forward procedure. This is
done by evaluating the profit along each sample path taking into account the
optimal abandonment and disclosure decisions. At last, by averaging over all
sample paths, an estimate of the project values is obtained.
3 0 We

do not consider issues relating to the discretization bias.
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Chapter 2: Disclosure Optionality & Strategic Investments
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Abstract We study the implications of strategic disclosure decisions for
valuation and optimal decision policy under uncertainty in a dynamic competitive setting. With asymmetric information firms have a strategic option to
disclose. The optionality of strategizing on informational advantages equips
informed firms with a competitive advantage. Firms with informational advantages will optimally device a modus operandi to strategize on such opportunities.
We analyze an R&D setting with imperfect competition. Two firms are competing on product quality with uncertainty about the development outcome.
The real options framework employed serves as a guiding principle for determining when to utilize an informational advantage through the optionality of
disclosure. We derive the optimal strategies of firms and its value implications.
Interestingly, we find that not only does the information optionality create value
for informed firms, it also creates a value spillover to uninformed firms.
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1

Introduction

In this paper we analyze the valuation and optimal exercise policy of an option to disclose private information in a dynamic competitive setting. Decisions
on strategic investments crucially depend on the information set of the firm
taking the decision. Less information about the competitive landscape implies
more uncertainty about the rival’s possible behavior and complicates the decision landscape. This is of particular interest in relation to investigating the
optionality of disclosing private information as it a!ects the strategic plans of
competitors. This leeway of releasing information in the market opens up a
strategic avenue of revealing proprietary information to rivals. Favorable outcomes of research may be disclosed in order to deter competitors’ R&D e!orts.
If the disclosed information surprises competitors in such a way that their revised expectations about future profitability are diminished, it might ’blow’ the
rivals out of the market. This paper provides a framework for understanding
the strategic rationale and benefit from informational advantages and disclosure
optionality.
It has been a puzzle why firms may choose to voluntarily disclose private
information, because disclosure during the R&D phase exposes firms to greater
expropriation of rivals. Our model explains one dimension of the strategic motivation of firms to disclose information on technological superiority, as it can
deter rivals by deploying keep-out signs. The somewhat puzzling phenomenon of
voluntary public R&D disclosures was investigated in a recent study by James
(2011).1 2 The voluntary disclosure of firms that do not need financing and
have no legal requirement to release this information is empirically analyzed.
The study, which is based on 322 publicly traded firms in the communications
equipment and pharmaceutical industries, examines the impact of R&D disclosure on competitors’ patenting e!orts as a strategic motivation for and benefit
of voluntary disclosure. The paper finds that firms with a technological advantage in fact disclose voluntarily. The paper finds that disclosure discourages
rivals’ from developing and patenting competing technologies and thus provides
a theoretical framework for understanding the results of James (2011).
1 The idea is not new in the economics of accounting literature. We provide insights in a
dynamic real options model where the information is released continuously over time.
2 A(nother) case in point on the strategic importance of disclosure in R&D competitive
races is the race to complete the sequencing of human genes, between The Human Genome
Project (HGP) and Celera Genomic. The story was put forward inter alia in Wired magazine
(2000) under the title: Celera Wins the Genome Project. During the R&D game Celera issued
a number of press releases announcing successes in order to deter HGP. In September 1999,
it announced that it had sequenced the fruit fly genome in five months. In comparison, it
had taken the HGP team nine years to sequence the worm Caenorhabditis elegans. In April
2000 Celera president Craig Venter announced "We’ve finished the sequencing phase". The
Genome example shows that announcements and publications have a strategic dimension and
that communication is an essential strategic element in R&D competition in order to deter
competitors’ R&D e!orts.
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1.1

Story and Results

The story of our model is as follows. Two firms are competing in an R&D
game. Both firms are currently in an R&D phase, investing in the development
of a product that is to be sold to the same market segment. The model has
a finite horizon so that the R&D is finalized after a finite number of years
and the firms launch their products in the marketplace at that point in time.
The market shares of the competing firms are a function of the firms’ product
quality relative to each other. A superior product quality serves as a sustainable
competitive advantage giving rise to a higher market share. Thus higher levels
of product quality relative to the competitor’s awards higher market shares.
Ex-ante there is uncertainty about the final product quality as it evolves in
a stochastic manner over the development cycle. Hence, uncertainty about how
large a market share a firm will capture after the R&D phase enters as a critical
factor of explanation in the model. The game has an asymmetric structure in
that one firm has complete information about the development of the products
whereas the other firm is uninformed of its competitor’s R&D e!orts. Thus,
there is lack of information on one side. Consequently, the uninformed firm
has to extract information about the competitor through any available public
information and engage in market research in order to filter out the current
product quality level of its competitor. In that sense the asymmetric beliefs
evolve stochastically over time.
If the market prospects diminish, because the competitor’s project becomes
relatively stronger, there is a strategic option to cut losses and abandon the
project. If one firm abandons the market, the other firm will become a monopolist. The decision whether to terminate the product development is therefore
to be solved as a game through each stage of the R&D phase because the decision depends on the competitor’s strategy. If the firm does not abandon, it
pays an investment cost for that period and progresses to the next period where
it again makes an investment decision. This structure repeats itself until the
pre-determined time when the products are to be sold in the market and the
firms’ market shares are split according to the their relative product quality.
Further, the firm with complete information about the development of the
product qualities has an option to disclose the true state of its own product
quality. That is, we allow the firm to truthfully disclose as information is completely verifiable.3 This strategy should be carried out if disclosing the true
quality will impel the competitor to leave the market. This will occur when the
profit prospects of a firm are likely to evaporate because of the superior product
quality of its competitor. Thus, this paper studies how information is released
in a dynamic real-time context. This model feature allows us to investigate how
firms disclose information and under what circumstances. Here we envision that
the voluntary disclosure stemming from the communication strategy is a part
of the broader racing strategy that integrates investment and communication
3 Firms disclose their information through, e.g., scientific journals or presentations in scientific conferences and trade shows, and this information can therefore (often) be verified.
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aspects.4 We assume that the expected technological development of the two
competitors’ R&D projects are symmetric. Our model can e!ortlessly cope with
asymmetries regarding this aspect.
The issue of incompleteness of information is pivotal to our analysis. In most
industries the concealed nature of the R&D phase enhances the competitive nature since players cannot observe the progress of their competitors’ R&D e!orts.
Learning therefore becomes cardinal. Learning in dynamic decision problems
comes in three di!erent forms. (1) Players learn from their own individual,
and often private, observations about the fundamentals of their economic environment. (2) At the same time, companies can acquire information on their
competitors. (3) At last, they may learn by observing the behavior of rival
firms. We take all three dimensions into consideration.
From the second point we study the ability of firms to extract information.
We know firms tend to allocate significant shares of their budget and time to
market research, public information evaluation, competitor analysis and maybe
even espionage, in order to grasp their competitors’ product buildup. As the
most valuable commodity in many industries is information, learning to value
and exploit informational advantages is at the same time both a huge potential
and incredibly complex. We therefore bring some structure to the process of
extracting information in order to understand the informational advantage of
firms. We do so on a continuum as it allows us to vary the degree of disadvantage
for the uninformed firm.5
From the third point an interesting analytical hurdle emanates. For our
model the dynamic programming principle is invoked in the valuation of strategic options as the determination of an optimal decision at any given time requires all subsequent decisions to be optimal. In order to determine the strategic
decisions, a, one needs at a given time, t, to know the competitors’ strategic
decisions taken at all prior times s ! [0, t). These former decisions contain important signals and are needed to form realistic conjectures about competitors’
profitability since their product development progress is only imperfectly observable. Hence, it is not possible to deduct the optimal strategies using only
information on the observable market and about the competitor. As dynamic
programming operates backwards, all earlier decisions {as }s![0,t) , are still to be
determined at a given time t, and thus we end up with an issue of circularity. Andersen (2012) labels this circularity the backward-forward problem. In a
mathematical jargon we need, at a given time, to know the entire free-boundary
(exercise threshold) in order to correctly apply the conjecturing to form correct
beliefs about the state of our competitor.6
4 As

we are analyzing the R&D phase the firms are not able to signal through either the
price or quantity mechanism which might be other vehicles for information in addition to
announcements in a product market setting.
5 We do this by varying the degree to which the uninformed firm can extract information. If it is able to extract very precise information on the informed firm, its informational
disadvantage is relatively small.
6 This paper has both an upper and a lower exercise boundary that are determined as
part of the solution. As these free-boundaries are determined as part of the optimal exercise
strategy we need some mechanism to work around the circularity issue. This paper deals with
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We find that firms benefit significantly from having an informational advantage that they have the optionality of exploiting. The informational advantage
stems from a firm having more precise information signals than rivals. The value
asymmetry of firms changes the competitive landscape drastically. We carve out
how the information structure and level of sophistication in the conjectures of
firms a!ect the strategies and valuations of firms’ R&D projects. With respect
to the strategic implications of disclosure, we find that firms gain from this optionality rather significantly. More surprisingly, we find that the optionality of
disclosing information is welfare optimal in the sense that both firms gain from
it although the option is only a strategic weapon for the informed firm. This is
because the information disclosed in the market supports the uninformed firm
in making more informed investment (abandonment) decisions. Further, we
find that disclosure decisions are dependent on remaining investment time and
costs. If the date at which entry into the product market is near (or remaining costs are low) disclosure decisions are not so likely to occur as they cannot
deter rivals’ R&D e!orts. The model is solved by the implementation of an extended recursive version (RLSM ) of the Least Square Monte Carlo algorithm of
Longsta! and Schwartz (2001). This algorithm allows us to solve our complex
problem given the number of state variables in our model and the incomplete
information game setting.

1.2

Literature review

This paper mainly follows in the footsteps of two strands of literature; R&D
option games and the disclosure literature. Somewhat related to this paper is
Grenadier and Malenko (2011) who study a problem in the intersection of the
real options and signalling fields. The paper studies option games in which the
decision to exercise an option is a signal of private information to outsiders.
This a!ects the utility of the decision-maker. Thus, signaling incentives may
distort the timing of exercise and thereby erode option values.
R&D option game models have been developed by, amongst others, Weeds
(2002) and Miltersen and Schwartz (2004, 2007). Game theoretic considerations have also been incorporated in a number of important real options papers,
e.g. Grenadier (1996, 2002). Lambrecht and Perraudin (2003), and Hsu and
Lambrecht (2007) consider games of incomplete information. In Lambrecht and
Perraudin (2003) a symmetric information case is modeled and the firms update
their belief about their rival’s investment trigger based on the trajectory of the
underlying state variable. Hsu and Lambrecht (2007) work with asymmetric information. Shibata (2006) examines the impact with respect to the uncertainty
of the underlying state variable in a situation of incomplete information. A
number of papers have analyzed real options problems using the Least Squares
Monte Carlo algorithm of Longsta! and Schwartz (2001). Inter alios, Schwartz
(2004), Miltersen and Schwartz (2004) and Grenadier and Malenko (2010). This
this backward-forward problem in order to be able to value projects with strategic flexibility
and incomplete information.
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paper aims to contribute further to the real options literature. To the best of our
knowledge this paper is the first to consider dynamic disclosure optionality and
the implications in terms of quantitative predictions about project values and
optimal strategies. Further, the RLSM solution method generalizes how option
games with incomplete information and several state variables can be solved.
The second strand of work this paper builds on is a subset of the R&D
disclosure literature. Gill (2008) analyzes the use of disclosure as a deterrence
device in a two period leader-follower model. By looking at the incentives of a
leading firm in a research competition to release its intermediate R&D results,
the paper sheds light on how firms induce a lagging rival to exit an R&D contest.
Gill (2008) finds similar results to this paper showing that disclosure is triggered
when it can induce the lagging rival to exit the contest. Also, for low investment
cost levels, disclosure will not occur.7 Lichtman et al. (2000) examine disclosure
of intermediate research results to deter a rival’s investment in the presence of
private information and knowledge spillover. Jansen (2010) studies incentives
for the strategic disclosure of a firm’s cost of investment. There is conflicting incentives to strategically disclose information about the cost of investment due to
the business-stealing e!ect and the free-rider e!ect. In Aoki and Spiegel (2009)
firms have private information regarding the extent of their interim R&D knowledge. Through patent protection firms may alter rivals’ investments. Gordon
(2011) considers an R&D game between two firms each with private information. Each firm can verifiably disclose an intermediate breakthrough without
being imitated. Disclosing a breakthrough has ambiguous e!ects on the rival’s
e!ort. This paper adds to the stream of literature by building a dynamic model
of disclosure based on uncertainty about how technological development evolves
over time.
The paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2 we motivate the problem within
a binomial setup. In the following Section 3 we structure the general modeling framework. That is, define the underlying state variables, describe the
asymmetric incomplete information structure and analyze the strategic options.
Thereafter we outline the methodology for valuing the projects in Section 4. In
Section 5 we discuss how the model can be implemented and solved. In Section 6
we discuss the numerical results coming from the model and conduct sensitivity
analysis. Section 7 concludes.

2

Binomial appetizer

We begin our endeavor motivating the problem in a simplified binomial setup.
Two asymmetrically informed firms (an informed and an uninformed firm) are
competing for market share. Uncertainty prevails about the product quality
of the informed firm such that the product quality of the uninformed firm is
7 Gill (2008) notes that interesting extensions could be to introduce extra dynamic complexity by allowing disclosure to happen over time and allowing uncertainty about which firm
is leading. Our model extends Gill (2008), among others, along these two dimensions.
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deterministic.8 At each stage both firms determine whether to continue or
abandon the project. The decision to continue implicates an investment and
thus depend on the expected future cash flows, which in part depend on the
opponent’s strategy and in part depends on the observed market share. Further,
the informed firm can disclose its product quality to its rival. This occurs if the
informed firm can deter the uninformed firm from investing further in its R&D
project by signalling a relatively higher product quality than its competitor such
that the revelation will make the competitor abandon the market.9
At each stage in the product development phase, the informed firm can
observe its product quality level and thus its expected market share when their
products are launched. The uninformed rival is unable to observe the exact
state in the binomial space as it only observes whether the informed firm choose
to continue investing and whether it has disclosed its private information. This
implies that the uninformed firm needs to form conjectures about its expected
market share.
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Figure 1: Product quality evolution and associated probabilities of the informed firm. Alongside the strategic decisions of the informed firm are depicted (as expected by the uninformed
firm) when applying the probabilities of occurrence from the left part of the figure.

Figure 1(left) depicts the binomial framework for the product quality evolution of the informed firm alongside the probabilities of each node occurring.
Based on the expected future cash flows (which are a function of the product
quality), the informed firm carries out the strategic decisions highlighted in Figure 1(right). The strategy of the informed firm is found in a backward fashion
8 This

does not alter the fundamental structure of the model, as it is the di!erence in the
firms’ product quality that drives market shares. We reduce the problem to one dimension as
this eases the visual communication of the problem.
9 The disclosure decision will only occur once, as the informed firm’s decision rule is such
that it only discloses if this will make its competitor abandon the market.
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based on the probabilities from Figure 1(left). It invests if the value of continuation is higher than the investment cost for the given period. Further, the
informed firm exercises the option to disclose if given the uninformed firm’s conjecture, the disclosed information deters further investment by the uninformed
firm.
In a Perfect Bayesian equilibrium (PBE), the strategy of the uninformed is
based on conjectures about the informed players type at a given stage. The focus
is how the candidate equilibrium strategy incorporates correct beliefs updated
according to Bayes’ rule and conjectured strategies, such that the equilibrium
is Perfect Bayesian. The strategy outlined in Figure 1(right) serves as the uninformed firm’s initial candidate for an equilibrium strategy of the informed
firm.10 Given the uninformed firm’s conjecture of the informed firm’s strategy,
the uninformed is capable of at any stage to conclude which realizations of the
product quality level can have occurred (and which cannot have occurred). Thus
the informed firm’s decision to invest and disclose serves as a signalling mechanism of its product quality to the uninformed firm. Within the set of states
(nodes) which can have been realized, the uninformed firm forms conjectures
about the informed firm’s product quality. The complication with respect to
the conjecturing task concerns the circularity of the backward-forward problem
addressed in the introduction.
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Figure 2: Bayesian updating of strategies as actions of the informed firm are observed by the
uninformed firm. The Bayesian updating allows the uninformed firm to exclude nodes that
cannot have occurred based on the informed firm’s actions.
1 0 The equilibrium strategy consists of actions for both the informed and the uninformed
firm at each node. We solely focus on the part of the equilibrium strategy that concerns
the actions and conjectures about actions of the informed firm. As both firms observe the
uninformed firm’s product quality they face no di!culty in determining its actions. The
uninformed firm’s decision is dependent on its conjectures about the informed firm, which is
the reason we focus on this matter.
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If we for a moment leave the conjecturing aside (envisaging that correct
conjecturing was used in the decision making process in Figure 1), the updated
probabilities of an outcome having occurred, given that the informed competitor
has not left the market, is shown in Figure 2. If e.g. at stage t = 3 the informed
firm is still in the game, the knowledge of the informed player’s strategy at that
stage would lead to updated probabilities as in Figure 2. As the informed firm
would have abandoned the market at t = 2 if the market share dropped below
an exercise threshold as indicated in the conjectured strategy in Figure 1, the
uninformed firm is aware that a set of outcomes cannot have been realized if the
informed firm is observed to still be in the game at t = 3. This shifts the probabilities so the probability mass is concentrated on intermediate product quality
levels (market share levels) of the informed firm. The shift in probabilities is in
essence what we are working towards in order to arrive at the Perfect Bayesian
equilibrium.
In Figure 2 the uninformed firm is incorporating the strategy of the informed
firm for the entire history of the game. This is done since the strategies in a
Perfect Bayesian equilibrium are functions of the entire history of the game
given they were known by the uninformed firm. Applying the probabilities in
Figure 2 enables the uninformed player to revise its conjectured strategy of
the informed firm using the updated set of possible realizations. If the ’new’
strategy is identical to the conjecture of the informed firm’s strategy outlined in
Figure 1 we have a Perfect Bayesian equilibrium. If not, and the ’new’ strategy
is di!erent from the conjecture of the informed firm’s, we have a new candidate
for a Perfect Bayesian equilibrium, and we must revert to Figure 1 to find the
informed firm’s new strategy(decisions) given the new conjectures based on the
set of possible realizations. We must continue this procedure until we have a
Perfect Bayesian equilibrium.
The backward-forward problem, mentioned in the introduction, regards this
change of strategies. This requires, at a given stage, knowledge of the decisions
firms will take at any prior time. Given the backward solution procedure it is a
problematic exercise due to this circularity.
Our mechanism to incorporate the correct conjecturing, and thereby obtain
a Perfect Bayesian equilibrium strategy, is by solving the option game iteratively. We first solve the game backwards without being able to correctly apply
the conjecturing of the uninformed firm, i.e. the probabilities used are the initial
ones from Figure 1. As part of the valuation procedure the optimal investment
strategies are determined, as well as the abandonment threshold. The dynamic
programming approach is repeated a second time using the updated probabilities from Figure 2 in the valuation of the firms’ projects and the determination
of exercise strategies. The updated probabilities arise from the set of possible
realizations being restricted to outcomes above the abandonment threshold and
below the disclosure threshold. In this way the conjecturing of the uninformed
firm is incorporated into the valuation and determination of the exercise strategies. The iteration is applied a number of times with the probabilities being
updated from one iteration to the next. In this manner the conjectures matching the incomplete information structure is incorporated asymptotically. After
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the iteration procedure is repeated a number of times, the perfect Bayesian
equilibrium strategies remain the same from one iteration to the next and thus
the final candidate for the equilibrium strategies has been obtained. That is,
the final candidate solution is found when the exercise strategy maximizes both
the informed and uninformed firm’s profit over the set of actions.

3

Model

Throughout our analysis we will assume that capital markets are frictionless and
that firms are able to borrow and lend freely at a given constant interest rate
r > 0. Time is continuous and labeled by 0 ! t ! T . Uncertainty is modeled
by a filtered probability space (!, F, P).11 Consistent with the no-arbitrage
paradigm we assume existence of an equivalent martingale measure, which can
be derived from the Radon-Nikodym derivative. This risk-neutral probability
measure for the economy is labelled by Q and the corresponding probability
space is thus given by (!, F, Q).12
For any stochastic process defined on the probability space (!, F, Q), we denote by F = {Ft ; t " [0, T ]} the Q-augmentation of the filtration generated by
the relevant state variable processes in the economy (satisfying the usual conditions). A filtration {Ft } satisfies the usual conditions if it is right continuous
and F0 contains all the Q#null sets in F, meaning that one can always identify
a sure event. We restrict our model to payo!s that are elements of the space of
square integrable or finite variance functions L2 (!, F, Q).13

3.1

Setup

Our model has an asymmetric structure. Firm one is endowed with an informational advantage as it has complete information. Firm two is the less-informed
firm and cannot observe the exact progress of firm one’s R&D project.
In order to develop its project (and in that sense remain in the game) firm
i = {1, 2}, must pay an investment cost, ci , each period. Once a firm has
abandoned, it cannot re-enter. The value of the firms’ projects is driven by the
relative technological development. We will assume that the market size, V,
1 1 We may interpret ! as the set of all given states, F as a collection of subsets of ! where
the elements F may be interpreted as events and P as a probability measure assigning any
event in F .
1 2 P is the subjective probability measure (true measure) and is the probability measure
that agents uses to model their beliefs about future values. Q is the risk-neutral measure
that is equivalent to P. Under the Q-measure the stochastic processes are adjusted such that
future values can be evaluated by a risk-free discounting rate. The two respective measures
are equivalent in the sense that they assign positive probability to the same domains, such
that with appropriate transformations it is always possible to back out one measure from the
other. Since we are only pursuing the valuation and determining the optimal abandonment
strategies, we only need to model our stochastic processes under an equivalent martingale
measure Q.
1 3 This is important for our numerical procedure. As Longsta! and Schwartz (2001) note:
Since L2 is a Hilbert space, it has a countable orthonormal basis and the conditional expectation can be represented as a linear function of the elements of the basis.
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for the resulting products the firms are developing is constant (deterministic).
We can think of V as the present value of all future cash flows that can be
earned in the market from t = [T, !). It is a trivial extension to assume that
{Vt }t!R+ evolves continuously according to a stochastic di!erential equation.14
In this section we start specifying the underlying state variables.
3.1.1

Product quality

It is the nature of R&D projects that the quality of the resulting products is
uncertain. At the time firms engage in projects they are unsure what the exact
characteristics will be of the product they (potentially) end up bringing to the
market. This encapsulates uncertainty about the skill of the development team,
general technological developments and consumers’ taste. In the following we
give some structure to the technological progression of the projects.
The dynamics of the product quality for firm i = {1, 2} are given by the
stochastic di!erential Equation (1):
d!it = "i !it dt + # i dWti

(1)

where # i is the instantaneous volatility and "i is the instantaneous drift. Furthermore, # i is a strictly positive constant such that solutions of the stochastic
di!erential equations above exist. W i represents standard Brownian motions
which are uncorrelated. The assumption of uncorrelated noise terms is due to
the fact that the decisive factor in the model is the relative product quality
between the competing firms. Naturally, there are general driving technological
forces that will improve the product quality of all products in the market, but
it does not alter the relative strength of the products. Therefore we do not
consider such forces. In the following section we will elaborate on what the
uninformed firm can observe.
3.1.2

Observable information

Both firms are able to observe the product development progress of firm two,
whereas the progress of firm one is private information. In that sense firm one
has an informational advantage due to this asymmetry of information. We study
the value implications of such informational advantage. Firm two is capable of
filtering out an estimate of the product quality of firm one based on public
reports (technology, statements from the firm, etc.) and market research.
We apply the stochastic filtering technique of Kalman-Bucy.15 As with standard filtering we need two random processes; one for the underlying state (true
product quality of firm one) and an observation equation (information available
to firm two about firm one’s product quality). In the continuous version of the
filtering problem we assume that the observations are represented by Zt :
1 4 It would be realistic to assume that the total size of the market is stochastic as firms
cannot explicitly predict consumer demand in the future.
1 5 which was first applied to the flight guidance computer for the Apollo mission, a somewhat
di!erent application than the one strived for in this paper.
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dZt = A!1t dt + DdBt

(2)

where B represents a Brownian motion independent of W and !10 .
The system is therefore made up of two stochastic processes. Hence, we
have a partially observable process (!1t , Zt )0!t!T ! R2 . Information can only
be obtained by learning in the best possible manner the information about !1t
that is contained in the observation Zt .16 Through the theory of optimal filtering
an optimal contemporaneous estimate in a continuous time framework can be
derived. Our task at hand is to estimate the random quantity !1t based on the
observations of another stochastic process {Zs , 0 " s " t} . The best estimator
1
for !1t is the conditional expectation ¯!t = E(!1t | Ftz ), where {Ftz } is the filtration
generated by Zt augmented by the Q#null sets. The firm seeks to filter the
information about !1t through Zt .
Since we are dealing with Gaussian random processes the conditional expectation coincides with the orthogonal projection which is linear functions of
1
observations. The solution (Øksendahl, 2007), ¯!t , to the 1-dimensional KalmanBucy filtering problem satisfies the SDE:
!
" #2 $
A
A
1
1
¯
d! t = " 1 #
St ¯!t dt + 2 St dZt
(3)
D
D
which is the conditional expectation. The mean square filtering error/conditional
variance
%&
' (
1 2
St = E !1 # ¯!
t

t

satisfies the (deterministic di!erential equation) Ricatti equation given by:

" #2
dS
A
= 2"1 St #
St2 + # 21
(4)
dt
D
)*
+2 ,
where S0 = E !1t=0 # E(!1t=0 )
. Solving the Ricatti Equation (4) gives us
the following lemma (see Appendix A).
Lemma 1 The solution of the Ricatti equation is given by:
%"
#(
(! 2 "! 1 )t
$ 1 # B$ 2 e
2
(D
A)
%"
#(
St =
(! 2 "! 1 )t
1 # Be
2
(D
A)
where
B=

(5)

S0 # $ 1
S0 # $ 2

1 6 We assume that A, D, ! , " are bounded on bounded intervals and that D is bounded
1
1
away from 0 on bounded intervals.
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and
!1
!2

!
#
"
2
2
2
2
2
= A
"1 D ! D {"1 } D + A {# 1 }
!
#
"
2
2
!2
2
2
2
= A
"1 D + D {"1 } D + A {# 1 }
!2

! 1 and ! 2 are negative, positive constants. Furthermore, the conditional variance St converges to ! 2 for large t.
Having the information structure in place, we next discuss the market share
the firms obtains, which is the main decision driver for the firms.
3.1.3

Market share

When the R&D phase is completed and if neither firm has abandoned the market, the market share depends on the quality of their products. Thus, the market
share is the driver of future cash flows.
The market share firm i " {1, 2} will attain in the marketing phase is given
by $i .17
Remark 2 The market share of firm i (given firm j has not abandoned) is at
time T given by:
!$
%
&'+ #
$i = min 0.5 + % &iT ! &jT
,1
whereas firm j’s (given firm i has not abandoned) market share is given by:
$j = 1 ! $i
% is a constant competition parameter determining the degree of market share
the firms acquire by obtaining a higher level of product quality.
If a firm abandons, the competitor obtains the entire market as a monopolist.
The market share is bounded at zero and one, $i " [0, 1]. In the next section
we will elaborate on the strategic optionality available to the firms.

3.2

Strategic options

Firms have the flexibility to maneuver their strategic plan. The decisions depend
on the profit potential in the market. Hence, it is implicitly a!ected by the
rival’s strategy. The optimal exercise strategies for the competing firms have
1 7 The underlying principle for the split of market share is that it is the spread in product
quality that drives market share di!erentials. Thereby convexity issues do not play a role. We
could have chosen a geometric Brownian motion (GBM) structure for Equation (1). It does
not alter the structure of the model. We have implemented the model using a GBM structure
which yields the same conclusions.
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to be solved simultaneously. This is further complicated by the incomplete
information structure.
In stopping time games each firm has to decide on an irreversible action
such that, when this action is followed by one or more firms, expected payo!s
in the subsequent subgame are fixed. In our setting the stopping time is to be
understood as the time the investment is abandoned or the private information is
disclosed by exercising the real option. Formally, stopping times are simple maps
from the set of dates to the set of feasible actions {invest; abandon; disclose}.
3.2.1

Abandonment option

When firms engage in R&D projects, they are in no way obliged to invest
throughout the entire development phase. Firms have an option to abandon
if the quality of the product they are intending to launch is (or is believed to
be) of a relatively lower quality than its competitors’. Therefore, it may be optimal to abandon the project in order to minimize the expenditures in connection
with the investment venture.18 It is a critical strategic decision to continuously
decide on whether to continue investing or to exit the project.
We denote the Fti !stopping time with respect to abandonment as a function
! i : ! " [0, T ] for firm i # {1, 2}.19 It is a stochastic variable related to the
given filtration if the event {! i $ t} # Fti for all t # [0, T ) . This implies that
the optimal stopping (abandonment) time ! !i is given by:
"
!
#
! !i % inf t # [0, T ] " " it < " it
(6)
where " i is the profit for firm i and " i is the optimal abandonment threshold.
It is possible to decide whether ! i $ t, given the knowledge of Fti . This class
of problems are known as free boundary value problems as the continuation
and stopping regions have to be determined as part of the solution. The event
{! i = T } represents the situation when the firm did not find it optimal to abandon the project. We adopt state-dependent strategies, which are expressed as
stopping sets in the state space such that the firm abandons when the state
variable hits the corresponding stopping set for the first time. In Appendix B
we will elaborate under what conditions the firms will exercise their option to
abandon.
3.2.2

Disclosure option

The nature of the model is such that there exist asymmetries in the information
available to the di!erent players. The uninformed firm two is not capable of
1 8 We assume that after a firm has abandoned its R&D project it cannot be restarted. Such
an assumption can be grounded on the fact that if an R&D project is abandoned researchers
and specialists are often fired or reallocated. The project can therefore not be restarted
without a significant reinvestment.
1 9 F i denotes the filtration available to firm i = {1, 2} . In our model one of the firms has
t
incomplete information about the state variables. It therefore only has access to a smaller
filtration Ft2 , Ft2 ! Ft1 . We will discuss this matter in section (3.3).
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perfectly discovering the progress of firm one (and in that sense that the game
is of incomplete information) which implies that the informed firm one has an
option to disclose the true quality of its product.20 That is, firm one is able
to disclose the technology of its product and thereby alter the expected market
share split between the firms. Thus, if firm one by disclosing its true product
quality is able to drive the uninformed firm two out of the market, firm one is
enjoined to optimally exercise its option to disclose for a cost, !. We assume that
the disclosed information can be costlessly verified and firm one will therefore
only disclose truthful information. In Appendix B we elaborate under what
conditions firm one will exercise its option to disclose.
Formally, we denote the stopping time with respect to disclosing the product
quality by ", which is a stochastic variable related to the filtration F, if the
event {" ! t} " Fti for all t " [0, T ) . If firm one exercises its option to disclose,
" will be positive. This means that the decision rule is such that the optimal
stopping(disclosure) time " !i is given by:
"
!
#
" ! = inf t " [0, T ] " # 1t > # 1t
(7)
where # 1t is the profit and # 1t is the optimal disclosure threshold. Having more
than one available strategic option we need to discuss possible dependencies
between these.
3.2.3

Interdependence of strategic options

The decision to abandon the market depends on the exercise strategy of the
competitor, so the players’ strategies need to be determined simultaneously.
Exercising an option to abandon will kill the optionality of disclosing in future periods. In our numerical procedure these interdependencies are captured.
Whether firm one discloses or not is denoted by the indicator variable 1{!1 "s} ,
which is equal to one if firm one chooses to disclose before time s. 1{" i "s} is an
indicator variable equal to one if firm i has abandoned the market. We will need
this notation in the following section where we discuss the filtrations available
to the respective firms.

2 0 Firm two could also have an option to disclose but it would not alter the results since
firm one has complete information. Likewise, firm two could disclose but it would not have
any e!ect since firm one perfectly observes the progress of firm two.
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3.3

Filtrations

Based on the information structure and the strategic decision variables we can
summarize the filtrations available to both firms.
Remark 3 The information available to the respective firms can be summarized
in the filtrations. The filtration available to the informational advantaged firm,
F1 , (complete information) is given by:
!"
#$
%
1
$
Ft1 = !
"1s , ¯"s , "2s $ s ! [0, t]
(8)

whereas the sub-filtration available to firm two, F2 , (incomplete information) is
given by:
!"
#$
%
¯"1 , "2 , N A , N D $$ s ! [0, t]
Ft2 = !
(9)
s s
s
s
& ' ($
)
where Ft1 = Ft2 " ! "1s $ s ! [0, t] .

Firm one has complete information about the variables driving the market
and is capable, based on the su!cient statistic information, to work out the
optimal abandonment and disclosure strategies of both firms.
Firm two, on the other hand, is not able to make this inference. The reason
is that it cannot perfectly observe the product quality of firm one. To narrow in
on the level of firm one’s product quality, firm two can utilize the observations
of firm one’s abandonment and disclosure decisions up to time t. Hence, the
sub-filtration, F2 , compared to the reference filtration F1 comprises the indicator processes, NsA = 1{! 1 !s} and NsD = 1{"1 !s} deriving from the indicator
variables from the stopping time game.21 The two variables are defined such
that they take on the value one if the firm is still investing and jump to zero
if the firm abandons or discloses, respectively. Using this information in the
filtration provides a better estimate than solely using the filtered estimate of
firm one’s product quality. This corresponds to excluding a number of nodes
in the binomial example.
In our solution procedure we outline how observations of real option exercise
can be applied to give a more precise estimate of "1t . From here we proceed to
the valuation of the projects.

4

Valuation

In conjointment with the valuation of the firms’ R&D projects we need to derive
the optimal strategies (stopping times). As highlighted, the decision on whether
to exercise the options is highly dependent on the value of the competitor’s
project. Hence, we have to assess the value of both projects during the R&D
phase. The project values have to be found in both the situation when one firm
becomes a monopolist and in the situation when both firms are investing. When
2 1 Further,

the time zero starting value of !1 is known for firm two.
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the firm has an estimate of the project value as a monopolist and duopolist, it
is able to decide on an optimal stopping time given the available filtration.
We commence the valuation of the two respective R&D projects in the
monopoly case.

4.1

Monopoly situation

In the monopoly situation the rival has abandoned the market. That is, the
value of the firm’s project is based on being the monopolist in the market at
time T . The decision on whether to continue investing or to abandon the market
prior to time T is trivial as there is no stochasticity. It is based solely on the
total market size, investment costs and discount rate, which all are deterministic
in our setup. As the surviving firm obtains the entire market, it does not need
to take competitive interactions into account, which simplifies the valuation
equation greatly. To solve that problem we first need to know the value of the
project at a given time t.
Remark 4 The value of firm i’s project at any given date t ! [0, T ) , if firm j
has abandoned its project, is given as:
!M
i (t)

!r(T !t)

=Ve

"

!T

ci e!r(s!t) ds

(10)

t

The first term in Equation (10) is the present value of the entire stream of
cash flows that can be obtained by firm i as a monopolist in the market during
[T, #) given that it does not abandon its project before time T. The second term
is the discounted stream of costs incurred by firm i in the remaining development
phase. We will assume that ! M
i (t) > 0 for all t ! [0, T ].

4.2

Duopoly situation

The decision whether to continue investing or to abandon the market is not only
dependent on the value the firm can obtain as a monopolist. More importantly,
it depends on the value it can obtain when both firms are still investing in their
project. Turning to this situation the problem is slightly more complicated to
solve because we need to take the competitive interactions into account.
When both firms are investing, the decision to continue investing or to abandon the project is highly dependent on the product quality of both firms. Hence,
in optimizing the abandonment strategy the firm needs to value the rival’s
project in order to understand their strategic intentions. In general ! M
˜D
i
i > !
for firm i = {1, 2} , as it is more profitable to be the sole player in the market.
We implicitly assume that there are no network e!ects.
The valuation problem in the duopoly situation is solved by going backward
in the usual dynamic programming fashion. The optimal stopping time logic
cannot be applied in this situation due to the competitive interactions, which
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extends the problem to two simultaneous Bellman equations. The probability that the competitor abandons the market and the firm therefore gets the
monopoly profit at time T is included in the equations below.
At date t we solve for the value conditional on that we have already solved
1 ¯1 2
the problem for any later date. ! D
1 (" t , " t , " t , t) denotes the total value to firm
one at date t given that future strategic decisions at any later date s ! t are
Perfect Bayesian equilibria.
Remark 5 The valuation of the informed firm one’s project at date t " [0, T ) ,
if the uninformed firm two has not abandoned, is given by:
1 ¯1 2
!
˜D
(11)
1 (" t , " t , " t , t)
!
"
#$ %
1
$
1 ¯1
2
2
Q
!rdt
D 1
1
= E e
#c1 dt + ! 1 ("t + d"t , "t + d¯"t , "t + d"t , t + dt) $ Ft

with the boundary condition given by the value of the project when it is completed:
1
2
1
!D
1 (" T , " T , T ) = #T V

where #1T is the market share as specified in Remark 2. The free lower boundary
condition is given by:
1 ¯1 2
!D
1 (" t , " t , " t , t) ! 0
and the upper free boundary is given by:
& D 1 '
& D ( 2 )'
!D
·|! 2 (Ft ) # $ > ! D
·|! 2 Ft
1
1

In a similar fashion we can determine the value of the uninformed firm two’s
project. The di!erence between the firms’ valuation functions is the information
available in their filtrations.
Remark 6 The valuation of the uninformed firm two’s project at date t "
[0, T ) , if the informed firm one has not abandoned, is given by:
*
+
¯"1 , "2 , N A , N D , t
!
˜D
(12)
2
t
t
t
t
!
"
#$ %
$ 2
2
A
A
D
D
¯1
¯1 2
= EQ e!rdt #c2 dt + ! D
2 (" t + d" t , " t + d" t , Nt + dNt , Nt + dNt , t + dt) $ Ft
with the boundary condition given by the value of the project when it is completed:
1
2
2
!D
2 (" T , " T , T ) = #T V

and the free boundary condition:
*
+
¯"1 , "2 , N A , N D ! 0.
!D
2
s s
s
s
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4.3

Stopping time game

Applying the above valuations we can highlight the interactions between the
two firms. The Perfect Bayesian equilibrium decisions can be determined in the
stage game given in Table 1. The values in Table 1 are the time t values of
the two respective firms given that both firms take decisions that are part of a
Perfect Bayesian-Nash equilibrium at any later time s ! t. The disclosure cost
firm one incurs by disclosing is denoted by !.
There are two outcomes that need further commenting. In the equilibrium
where firm one intends to invest and disclose and firm two intends to invest,
firm two does not receive any value despite having the intention to continue
investing. However, firm two learns firm one’s product quality since this is
disclosed by firm one. When firm one discloses, the information set of firm two
2
D
1
D
2
changes from " D
2 ( ·| Ft ) to " 2 ( ·| Ft ), such disclosure occurs when " 2 ( ·| Ft ) > 0
D
1
D
1
and " 2 ( ·| Ft ) < 0 given " 1 ( ·| Ft ) > 0. Hence, firm two ends up abandoning
its project as it is incentive compatible for it to do so when firm one discloses.
We are implicitly assuming a timing order within each investment period that
allows firm two to withdraw when disclosure occurs, despite its initial investment
intention.
In the (Invest/Disclosure; Abandonment) equilibrium there is no need for
firm one to disclose since firm two abandons anyway. Therefore it does need to
incur the disclosure cost.
Table 1: Normal form representation of the game.

Firm one " / Firm two #
Invest/No disclosure
Invest/Disclosure

Invest
1 1 2
˜D
1 (# t , #̄ t , # t , t); "
!"
1
"
˜D
#̄s , #2s , NsA , NsD , t
2
"M
1 (t) $ !;

0
0;
"M
2 (t)

Abandon

Abandon

"M
1 (t);
0
"M
1 (t) $ !;
0
0;
0

The conditions under which firm one and firm two, respectively, choose an
action from their action set is given in Appendix B. This also directs our e!orts
in determining the value to be used in the dynamic programming approach.
This is in order for us to find the value of "
#D
i in the above given remarks.
Having structured the model we will in the next section elaborate on the
implementation of the model.

5
5.1

Implementation
Degree of inference sophistication

We have two approaches for solving the model numerically. The first is a standard implementation of the Longsta! & Schwartz (2001) Least Squares Monte
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Carlo algorithm (hereafter LSM). We denote the standard implementation of
the algorithm as the investment behavior of the unsophisticated uninformed
firm. Unsophisticated is to be understood as ignoring the possibility of updating beliefs according to Bayes’ rule.
The second approach is a recursive extension (RLSM) of the Longsta! &
Schwartz (2001) algorithm. It is utilized to encapsulate the information that
can be deduced by firms’ actions in a dynamic incomplete information game. We
denote this procedure as the sophisticated uninformed firm. The guiding idea
is that firm two can make optimal decisions by incorporating its opponent’s
investment and disclosure decisions as these serve as a signalling mechanism of
the informed firm’s profitability. A more general description of the standard
LSM algorithm is left to Appendix C. First, we describe the implementation of
the unsophisticated firm.
5.1.1

Unsophisticated uninformed firm

In the first application of the implementation, the uninformed firm two makes
1
use only of the information it can observe, i.e. ¯!t and !2t . Based solely on this
information, firm two establishes whether to continue investing or whether to
abandon the market according to Table 1.22 The unsophisticated uninformed
firm two therefore does not utilize the information that can be learned from the
game in each period in order to update its beliefs. Thus it takes non-optimal
decisions and as we will show in our numerical results, this creates a value
spillover for firm one. The approach is easily implemented as it is the standard
LSM algorithm we apply.
As the problem is essentially Markov, we can apply the standard Dynamic
Programming principle as the issue of path dependence is assumed away. In the
application of the LSM algorithm we move backwards from time T and base the
decision on all the paths, " ! !, that are in-the-money, which is the standard
LSM implementation. The numerical results are reported in Section 6.
5.1.2

Sophisticated uninformed firm

Our model has a sequential game structure with incomplete information making
the uninformed firm two able to update its beliefs about the informed firm one’s
product quality/project value when it observes the investment and disclosure
decisions of firm one. The refinement of firm two’s beliefs therefore needs to be
encapsulated in our model.
Firm one has complete information of the game and therefore learns nothing
additionally about firm two based on its investment/abandonment decisions.
The complication is with respect to the uninformed firm two. There are two
types of learning outcomes for the uninformed firm two based on the moves in
the game.
2 2 To be more precise the game is only near identical to the one sketched in Table 1. The
di!erence is the value of firm two’s duopoly!profit. For
" the unsophisticated firm it does not
1 2
¯
utilize the indicator functions such that !
˜D
"
,
"
,
t
.
t
t
2
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The first type of learning is where firm two’s inference of firm one’s product
quality, based on its actions, has no significance for the outcome of the game.
This occurs when the game is terminated after such a decision, i.e. whenever
firm one abandons the market or discloses its private information. If firm one
abandons, firm two becomes a monopolist and therefore does no longer need
to infer anything about its former competitor. If firm one discloses its private
information, firm two will by construction optimally abandon. In that sense the
game between the firms ends.
The second type of learning is of much greater significance in this setting.
This is the case when both firms invest and firm one does not disclose its private
information. The uninformed firm two can infer a distribution of the relative
product quality given this decision outcome. If the informed firm one at any
given time continues investing in its project without disclosing, firm two can
infer that firm one’s project must be profitable. Therefore, !1t is above some
1
lower free boundary, ˇ!t , at which firm one would abandon the market as it would
1
be unprofitable. Similarly, there is a relative upper boundary, ˆ!t as a function
1
of ¯!t and !2t , that !1t cannot have crossed since this would have triggered firm
one to disclose its true product quality. The given upper and lower boundary
specifies the continuation tunnel. The boundaries are also functions of the other
1 1
1 1
state variables, that is ˇ!t (¯!s , !2s , NsA , NsD , t) and ˆ!t (¯!s , !2s , NsA , NsD , t).
The Kalman-Bucy filtration technique we employ, in order to filter out the
general market observations firm two can infer about firm one, is unrestricted.
The unrestriction is to be understood as a mechanism that gives the best es1
timate of the mean, ¯!t given Zt . The available information to firm two there¯1
fore needs
! 1 to
" be refined to encompass that !t belongs to a compact interval.
1
1
¯! ! ˇ! , ˆ! . This is a somewhat problematic exercise due to the clash of
t

t

t

the forward looking Monte Carlo procedure and the backward working of the
dynamic programming principle.23
Instead we apply an extended recursive variant of the LSM algorithm (RLSM)
which allows us to encompass the additional information of firm two. The problem with the unsophisticated firm approach described above, is that the information generated from the sequential game is not used to update firm two’s
beliefs. We need to develop a structure such that we are able to condition the
1
valuation on ¯!t having stayed within a continuation tunnel up to the time of
when the decision is to be made.
We use the RLSM method to incorporate the incomplete information structure. The RLSM algorithm is based on the idea that only those paths from the
2 3 The

first problem concerns the filtration mechanism. If one was successful in introducing a
1
filtration projection mechanism that restricts ¯
!t to the continuation tunnel, one would still face
di!culties in determining the optimal stopping times, which is a highly complex task as the
filtration is not neccessarily Gaussian any longer and therefore cannot exploit the simplicity of
the Kalman-Bucy technique. A forward looking restricted filtering technique could not alone
do the job, since the determination of the free boundaries are dependent on future decisions
by the firms. These are found through the backward operation of the dynamic programming
principle.
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simulation that are in-the-money are to be included in the LSM regression. Due
to the incomplete information structure the underlying variables observable to
the uninformed firm two are not a su!cient statistic for its abandonment decisions. The entire set of prior decisions are therefore used to determine which
paths are in-the-money.24

5.2
5.2.1

Recursive Least Squares Monte Carlo Algorithm (RLSM)
Path Selection Mechanism

What it all comes down to, as mentioned above, is which paths are in-the-money.
The unsophisticated approach utilizes the entire set of paths in the simulation as
the method does not take into account the information of prior option exercise
and thus whether a given path is in-the-money.
We apply an extended recursive variant of the LSM algorithm (RLSM) which
encompasses the additional information about the option exercise available to
the uninformed firm two through the indicator processes. The complication
with respect to the unsophisticated approach is that the information generated
from the sequential game is not employed to update firm two’s beliefs. At any
given time firm two has knowledge of whether both firms have invested up to
time t, as it can observe if both firms are still in the market and disclosure has
not occurred.
The LSM algorithm works (as discussed in Appendix C) by only including
the paths which are in-the-money. Applying this methodology to the unsophisticated uninformed firm two we use the entire set of paths from the Monte
Carlo simulation as we have no path selection mechanism. For the case of the
sophisticated uninformed firm two our path selection mechanism is those paths
which have stayed within the continuation tunnel throughout the interval from
time zero to the time of the decision that is to be taken.
Definition 7 The continuation tunnel at time t is the region where the informed firm neither abandons nor discloses for the time interval s = [0, t] and
is represented as
!
"
1
1
CRt = !1t ! R | ˇ!s < !1s < ˆ!s .
In that sense we need to exclude the set of paths which realizations we, at
a given time t , know cannot have occurred as the informed firm one would
otherwise have abandoned or disclosed its private information. Abandonment
and disclosure decisions become the proxy for whether a path is in-the-money.
2 4 This is in contrast to the complete information and unsophisticated uninformative firm
cases where the underlying variables are a su!cient statistic for abandonment decisions. In
these cases the entire set of paths are used in the regression as they all are in-the-money.
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5.2.2

Corresponding paths

! "
In Figure 3 three di!erent path realizations of firm one’s product quality, !1j t ,
1
j = {1, 2, 3} are depicted.25 Further, the lower, ˇ! (·), and upper free boundary,
t

ˆ!1 (·) which constitute the boundaries of the continuation region are sketched.
t
Applying the RLSM algorithm we restrict our attention to those paths that
have stayed within the continuation tunnel, CR, up until the time the decision
is to be taken. As !1 is not part of the uninformed firm’s information set, the
uninformed firm applies the continuation region, CR, to determine which of the
corresponding paths from its information set to base its abandonment decisions
1
on and thereby use in the regression. Thus, the corresponding ¯!j and !2j paths
for j = {1, 3}, to path one, !11 , and three, !13 , depicted in Figure 3, should be
excluded from our regression for decisions taken beyond the 14th time period as
these have exited CR. For decisions prior to the 11th time period, all paths are
to be used in the regression, as all path realizations have at that point in time
remained within the boundaries
(belong
#
$ to CR). In the Monte Carlo procedure
1 ¯1 2
j = {1, ..., N } path triples ! , ! , ! are simulated.
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Figure 3: Continuation tunnel separated by the lower and upper threshold. Alongside, three
path realizations of the product quality of the informed firm are depicted.

As !1j is not observable by the uninformed firm (it is not part of its information set) and it can merely be seen whether !1j has exited the continuation tunnel, CR, the procedure is to exclude the corresponding paths. Thus, if a given
!1j path exits the continuation region, as captured by the indicator variables
1
1{! 1 !s} and 1{"1 !s} , it is the corresponding !2j and ¯!j paths that are excluded
from the set of paths used to base the abandonment decision on in the regression.26 If, by greater forces, we could determine this boundary exogenously,
2 5 We abstract from the specific shape of the boundaries and focus on the main idea of the
principle put forward.
2 6 To exemplify the situation in Figure 3, we observe three paths of ! 1 , j = {1, 2, 3} . Path
j
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we could without hassle determine the project values as well as the optimal
strategies with the standard LSM algorithm, as we would know the equilibrium
set of paths to include in the regression at all times as we move backwards in
the dynamic programming fashion. The above discussion about which paths
are to be used is summarized in Table 2. This highlights the information available to the two respective firms in the unsophisticated and sophisticated case.
Table 2: Paths to be included in the RLSM regression for the two respective firms.

Unsophisticated
Sophisticated

!Firm one"
1
!1j , ¯!j , !2j
j = {1, ..., N }
!
"
1
!1j , ¯!j , !2j
j = {1, ..., N }

Firm
two
!
"
¯!1 , !2
j

j

j =!{1, ...,"N }
¯!1 , !2

j
j
#
$
j
j
j ! 1{! 1 !s} 1{"1 !s} = 1

The problem, like most American option problems, is that of determining
the trigger threshold. This is the so-called free-boundary problem where the
threshold needs to be determined simultaneously with the optimal strategies
and project values. The problem is complicated further by the incomplete information structure such that the Perfect Bayesian beliefs come to play a role
in the shape and level of the boundaries.
In the unsophisticated implementation approach we consider the model to
have a Markovian structure. Hence, we only take the current state of the process
into account as this is a su!cient statistic for the decision to be taken. For
the sophisticated approach we make use of the full history of the incomplete
information game, since the firm forms conjectures about its rival by observing
the full sequence of decisions taken. Thus, the model has a non-Markov structure
such that the current level of the state variables is not a su!cient statistic in the
LSM algorithm. The principle of the RLSM algorithm is to give the problem
an approximate Markov structure by including only the set of paths that have
remained in the continuation region throughout the game.27
5.2.3

Recursive nature

To encompass the equilibrium beliefs of the firms we outline an extended recursive LSM algorithm. The goal is to determine the trigger boundary of firm
realizations !11 and !13 leave the continuation tunnel and therefore become out-the-money,
whereas the path realization for !12 remains within the continuation tunnel throughout the
1
1
1
game. In the regression we therefore exclude !21 , !23 , ˆ
!1 , ˆ
!3 but keep !22 and ˆ
!2 . Another
notation is that we multiply the path with the indicator variables, such that !2j 1{! 1 !s} 1{"1 !s}
1
and ˆ
!j 1{! 1 !s} 1{"1 !s} are the relevant measure for the state variables the uninformed firm
two can observe.
2 7 Longsta" and Schwartz (2001) suggest that the lagged values of the relevant state variables
can be included in the regression for non-Markov problems. This does not seem feasible in
our application due to the number of time periods and state variables.
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one derived from the dynamic incomplete information game. The order of the
algorithm is as follows:
1. Initially the algorithm is executed in the standard LSM fashion (in the
manner of the unsophisticated approach). The first time the LSM algorithm is executed a selection of which paths are within the tunnel is not
possible, as the continuation tunnel is still to be determined at this stage.
After the initial execution of the algorithm, an initial estimate of the optimal abandonment and disclosure decisions are obtained. This gives an
initial estimate of the trigger boundaries based on the information available to the unsophisticated firm. Thereby an initial candidate for the
equilibrium strategy is obtained.
2. The algorithm is applied iteratively (K times) each time utilizing the updated decisions and trigger thresholds to base the regression on an updated
set of paths. After each iteration an updated candidate for the equilibrium strategy (and thereby exercise thresholds) is obtained. The iteration
procedure for how to update the boundary is explained below.
5.2.4

Set of paths

At any given time t, paths belonging to the continuation region CRt , can be
1
characterized as in-the-money and the corresponding !2j and ¯!j paths are to
be included
in the# regression. $We denote the set of corresponding paths by
!"
1
!t =
!1j , ¯!j , !2j
| !1s ! CRt . In the iteration of the LSM algorithm we
t
only base the regression on this set of paths according to Table 2. The crux of
the analysis is to determine which paths should be included in the set !t . We
will denote the set of paths in the k’th iteration by !kt for k = {1, 2...K}.
In similar fashion we denote the stopping set at time t by, St , in which firm
one abandons or discloses, by a set of values of R such that it is the complement
set of the continuation set, St = CRct . In the next section we will comment on
how to update !kt as k increases.
5.2.5

Regression

As the uninformed firm begins incorporating more precise beliefs about its informed competitor, it becomes aware that relatively low or high realizations
of the informed firm’s product quality cannot have occurred as abandonment
or disclosure would have taken place. This implies that the uninformed firm’s
expectation of the informed firm’s product quality is concentrated around the
intermediate product quality levels. This is depicted for a given time t in Figure
4. We illustrate the product quality distribution of firm one as observed by the
uninformed firm two. On the left in Figure 4, Figure 3 is extended with a number of paths. Paths (stippled lines) that at some point leave the continuation
tunnel are characterized as out-the-money. The e!ect on the distribution of !1
is depicted in the right figure. As we would expect from the discussion above,
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the distribution of !1 narrows in, as relatively low and high realizations are excluded from the set of paths when we move from the unsophisticated approach
(utilizing all paths) to the sophisticated (utilizing in-the-money paths only).
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Figure 4: Path realizations of the informed firm’s product quality in the left figure. Excluding
paths that exit the continuation tunnel is used to update the distribution of the informed
firm’s product quality is (seen in the right part of the figure). Here the di!erence between
the conjectured distribution of sophisticated and the unsophisticated uninformed firm can be
seen

In our implementation procedure we need to have the exercise thresholds
change shape to incorporate the fact that former abandonment, investment,
disclosure and non-disclosure decisions of the informed firm change.
As discussed earlier, we use the entire set of paths in the first run of the
LSM algorithm, that is !0t contains all sample paths since an initial estimate of
the continuation tunnel is first obtained after the first run of the algorithm.
Our iteration procedure for determining the exercise decisions follows in two
steps. First, we base our regression on path realizations, " ! !kt , where abandonment and disclosure have not occurred from time zero up to the time where
the new investment decision is made, as it is only these paths that are in-thek
money. We regress the discounted values of # D
2 (!t ; t) onto the basis functions
28
of the governing state variables, L2 , in order to obtain the continuation value
to base our strategic option exercise decision on according to Section 4:
k
#D
2 (!t ; t)

=

M
!

ah L2,h (!kt )

(13)

h=0

The choice of basis functions is the set of polynomials up to the fourth degree
and the cross products for the for the observable state variables L2 for firm
two.29 As the two firms di!er on their informedness the set of basis functions in
2 8 As the informed firm one has complete information, the estimation of its project values
is much simpler. Thus, we focus on the value estimation of the uninformed firm two in this
section.
2 9 More advanced sets of polynomials such as Laguerre, Hermite, Legendre, Chebyshev,
Gegenbauer or Jacobi polynomials can easily be implemented. Our focus is not on precise
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L are not identical for the two firms. The set of basis functions in L2 includes
1
the polynomials and the cross products of ¯! and !2 . The constant coe!cients
are denoted by ah . The guiding idea is that the unknown functional form of
Equation (12) can be represented as a linear combination of a countable set of
Ft2 .30
In the second step we use the regression coe!cients to determine whether the
firms should continue investing or disclose private information. As the informed
firm one has complete information of the driving variables it uses the entire set
of paths. Hence, the technique described below is only for the uninformed firm
two.31 As abandonment and disclosure decisions in one run for the informed
firm one might need to be revisited for the subsequent run, we use the entire set
of paths in the determination of the continuation value of the two firms. The
regression coe!cients, âh , from Equation (13) that was based on !kt in order to
mirror the incomplete information structure, are used to determine the fitted
values by:
M
!
0
"
ˆD
(!
;
t)
=
âh Lh (!0t )
(14)
2
t
h=0

The procedure is repeated for each time step for one particular iteration. The
whole procedure is then repeated(iterated) K times, until convergence is obtained and the incomplete information structure is incorporated.
5.2.6

Exercise boundary

As the algorithm is repeatedly applied, the exercise boundary shifts as a consequence of the option exercise decisions changing. This is based on the incorporation of the incomplete information structure. Firm two’s expectation to any
of firm one’s exercise boundary "ks is defined as the observable actions of firm
one where k represents the k’th time the LSM algorithm is run.32
"#
$%
&
¯!1 , !2 , N A , N D , s %% s ! [0, t]
"ks
(15)
s s
s
s

As the boundary is updated by the iteration of the algorithm, the optimal investment decisions change (denoted by NsA and NsD ), which potentially changes
the shape and level of "k . In Figure 5 we focus on the movement of the lower
1
boundary. None of the corresponding !2j and ¯!j paths, to the !1j depicted paths,
are used at all times in the LSM regression when the boundary is as determined
by k = 1, since both !1j paths exit CR. When the boundary shifts downwards,
valuation of the projects, so we refrain from advancing our model along this dimension.
3 0 In a similar fashion the unknown functional form of Equation (11) can be represented as
a linear combination of a countable set of Ft1 . Thus, L1 includes both polynomials and cross
1
products of !1 , ¯
! and !2 .
3 1 As the decisions are found as part of the game outlined in Table 1, the informed firm’s
decision to invest and disclose is dependent on the uninformed firm’s valuation.
3 2 The actions of firm two can be derived from the state variables as both players have
complete information on these variables.
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1
the corresponding !21 and ¯!1 paths to the !11 path, will be included in the LSM
regression for the whole period, as !11 remains in CRt for all t ! [0, T ].

Value

Boundary (K>1)
Boundary (K=1)
Path 1
Path 2

Time

Figure 5: Shift of the lower boundary as the uninformed firm updates the abandonment
threshold of the informed firm by using Bayes’ rule.

!
"
1
As the algorithm is iterated, the sample paths !1j , ¯!j , !2j are not re-simulated,

only the boundary !kt shifts, which thereby determines the paths which belong
to CRt for all t, such "kt is updated from one iteration to the next.
In Figure 6 we highlight the workings of the algorithm. In the left figure the
state at a given time for a set of !2j paths are plotted against the continuation
2
value they yield, "
˜ D!
2 (! t , t). In the example below we consider the setting for
1
a fixed ¯! in order to simplify the visualization of the problem. As the exercise
threshold is still to be determined, it is the unsophisticated firm two’s informa1
tion about !2 for a given ¯! that is depicted. Based on the observations the
LSM algorithm is applied and given the basis functions, a relationship between
2
¯1
!2t and "
˜ D!
2 (! t , t) for a given ! is obtained. This is illustrated by the dashed
line. In the right figure the exercise boundary is known, such that the out-themoney paths can be ignored. Using only in-the-money paths (observations) in
the regression gives a di!erent relationship between the state variable !2t and
2
A
D
the continuation value "
˜ D!
2 (! t , Nt , Nt , t). The di!erence is that the conjecture
of the competitor’s strategy is included through the indicator processes. Hence,
the sophisticated uninformed firm infers a more precise relationship between its
product quality and the profit that can be attained. The fact that the uninformed firm predicts a lower continuation value for given values of !2 does not
imply that it is performing worse - it merely indicates that abandon occurs at a
higher frequency. This is optimal in the sense that the uninformed firm would
otherwise incur a large cost and end up obtaining a low market share, which
would be an unprofitable strategy.
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Figure 6: RLSM regression for the unsophisticated case is shown in the left figure and the
updated regression line for the sophisticated case is shown in the right. The di!erence in the
regression line is a function of the di!erent sets of paths applied in the regression.

5.2.7

Convergence

As we are using a recursive extension of the LSM algorithm in order to handle
the incomplete information structure, we are relying on an approximation of the
project values. We need some mechanism to determine an acceptable level of
convergence in our model. It appears intractable to state a generalized proof
of convergence in option game models with incomplete information given the
number of state variables and dual exercise boundary of our model.33 Therefore,
we apply a simple measure of convergence. It is a fruitful research avenue to
construct a generalized method to handle these types of problems with many
interesting applications. The iteration procedure is set to stop when the value
of the projects changes less than 0.1% from one iteration to the next. In order
to make sure that the procedure is applied a significant number of times, we run
it ten times as a minimum. Convergence is obtained after only a small number
of runs for our particular model. The specific convergence target does not alter
the obtained results significantly. The level of convergence is a trade-o! between
computation time and precision in the project values.
We also make sure the project value of the uninformed firm increases in a
monotonic fashion from one iteration to the next. The guiding idea is that the
uninformed firm can make more well-informed decisions observing the of actions
of the informed firm and thus increase its project value. Hence, it must be the
case that the value of the uninformed firm’s project increases as k increases. We
confirm the monotonic increase in the value of the uninformed firm’s project for
all simulation runs.
Further, to test the robustness we perform a number of tests of the algorithm
where the initial set of paths included is altered. In all cases our solution
3 3 Stentoft

(2004) analyzes convergence properties of the standard LSM algorithm.
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2.2

converges to the same equilibrium level indicating the stability and uniqueness
of our solution.

6

Numerical results

We zoom in on characterizing the di!erences in the option values in the level
of sophistication of the uninformed firm. Also, the value gap between the firms
due to the di!erent availability of information is investigated.

6.1

Choice of Parameters

Our choice of parameters reflects the situation where it is always profitable
to be a monopolist. Table 3 summarizes the base case set of parameters.
Table 3: Base case parameter values

Market Size
Value

V

80

Initial value

!0

100

Drift parameter

"

0

Di!usion parameter

#

0.25

Initial value

Z0

0

Drift parameter

A

1

Di!usion parameter

D

0.5

Ricatti eq. initial value

S0

1

Competition parameter

$

1

Interest rate

r

5%

Investment cost per year

c

14

Disclosure cost

%

3

Time step
Length of race

!t
T

0.1
3

Number of paths

N

200.000

Product quality of firms

Observation equation

Other parameters

Our focus is not on determining absolute project values that can be empirically tested. Rather we focus on understanding the relative value that the
various strategic options bring to the table. Further, it is also in our interest to
highlight these relative values between the di!erent implementation approaches.
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6.2

Results

We report the values from our simulation procedure by the di!erent implementation approaches in Table 4.
Table 4: Values from simulation

Firm one

Unsophisticated firm two

Firm two

Value incl. option to abandon & disclose

11.82

5.16

Value incl. option to abandon

6.60

3.46

Value incl. option to abandon & disclose

11.92

5.71

Value incl. option to abandon

6.64

4.33

Value incl. option to abandon & disclose

8.1

8.1

Value incl. option to abandon

8.1

8.1

-4.35

-4.35

Sophisticated firm two

Complete information (benchmark)

NPV

In the following we investigate the above found values in order to discover
di!erent aspects of the strategic investment game.
Value of abandonment option The abandonment option brings significant
value to both firms. In the base case the market is rather competitive and firms
will abandon the market if they struggle on the product quality compared to
their competitor. Given the abandonment option both the informational strong
and weak firm will initiate their R&D projects. Firm one gains more from the
option to abandon compared to firm two due to its informational advantage.
With greater precision it is capable of determining when it should optimally
abandon the market. That is, option values depend on how informed firms are.
Our modeling framework allows us to understand how this value comes about
and under what circumstances it is high and low. We will analyze this matter
further in Section 6.4.
Value of disclosure option The informed firm one is endowed with a strategic advantage by the optionality of disclosing its private information (product
quality). This adds significant value to the informed firm as it by disclosure
has a mechanism for truthfully communicating superior performance. More unexpectedly is that the presence of the disclosure optionality also adds value to
the uninformed firm two. When firm one discloses its product quality and firm
two abandons its project, it will do so on an informed basis. The disclosure of
information therefore has prevented firm two from incurring high investments
costs in cases where it will most likely obtain a relatively low market share. In
that sense, the disclosure option is welfare optimal.
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Value of information As the expected technological levels of the two firms
are identical, the only point of di!erence is the information available about the
market drivers. Being the informationally strong firm, firm one naturally has a
higher project value than firm two. In the standard NPV setting the additional
information of firm one does not bring any value as it is not able to strategize
on this advantage. When both firms are able to abandon their investment, the
informational advantage kicks in. The asymmetry in the value distribution is
due to firm one’s ability to abandon the market at the most optimal time given
the circumstances. Our modeling framework can assist in answering questions
on what strategic advantage can be obtained as a consequence of an informational advantage and thereby what resources should be spent on acquiring such
advantages.
Implementation approaches Comparing the di!erent approaches of implementing the LSM algorithm, a few things can be noted. Both firms’ projects
gain value when moving from the unsophisticated to the sophisticated approach.
As firm two becomes more sophisticated, it is able to incorporate the information it learns from observing its competitor’s actions. This should, other things
equal, result in firm two being able to make more well-grounded abandonment
decisions and thus increase its project value. This is confirmed in our simulation
results. The gain in value is taken from firm one which already has complete
information of the game. In the first approach a bulk of firm one’s value stems
from firm two acting suboptimally and abandoning at suboptimal times during
the game. This highlights the value of developing models that correctly assess
the incomplete information structure in dynamic games. This paper is the first
step and we hope that future literature will generalize results.

6.3

Disclosure analysis

To understand the dominance deriving from the informational advantage the
informed firm is in possession of, we analyze the release of information in a
dynamic context. In Figure 7 the percentage of paths on which the informed
firm one exploits its disclosure option is depicted as a function of time. The
general tendency for both graphs is that the degree of information disclosed
decreases over time. This goes in hand with the disclosure boundary sloping
upwards since the closer firms are to the product launch date, the harder it is
to force the competing firm to leave the market as previous investment costs
are sunk. The percentage of times the disclosure optionality is taken advantage
of decreases over time since investment costs are sunk. This implies that the
amount of remaining costs decrease over time. Hence, it takes a relatively high
product quality advantage to make the uninformed firm abandon the market.
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Figure 7: Percentage of times the informed firm discloses private information. On the left the
market size is varied and on the right the variance of the observation equation is varied. As
the market size shrinks, the disclosure frequency rises as the market competitiveness increases.
Also, as the uncertainty about the informed firm’s product quality increases, the frequency of
exercising the disclosure option increases.

In the left figure it can be observed that as the size of the product market
increases, the percentage of times that the disclosure optionality is exploited
decreases. This goes well with our understanding that a higher market value
will make it more di!cult for the informed firm to force its uninformed competitor out, as a lower product quality will still provide a su!cient profit for
the uninformed firm.
In the right figure the percentage of paths is shown for di"erent levels of
the observation uncertainty parameter from Equation (3). As D increases, the
number of times the option to disclose is exercised increases likewise since this
decreases the uninformed firm’s precise knowledge of the informed firm’s product
quality. This provides the informed firm with a larger informational advantage.

6.4

Sensitivity analysis

To test the robustness of the base case results, we carry out sensitivity analyses
with respect to the model parameters. We are interested in understanding how
the value of the firms and their strategies respond to variations in a number of
the driving parameters. A number of interesting findings can be extracted from
perturbing the key parameters.
Market value As the level of the underlying market varies, the value of the
firms’ projects responds according to the depictions in Figure 8. In the left
figure, the value of the two firms is shown for both the unsophisticated case (F1,
Naive and F2, Naive) and the sophisticated case (F1, Sophis and F2, Sophis)
when the firms hold the abandonment and disclosure optionality. Likewise, the
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change in the NPV is depicted. In all cases both firms gain from the value of
the resulting product market growing. As the size of the market grows, the
sophistication of the uninformed firm does not change the results to the same
extent. The reason is that at some point it will be profitable for both firms
to operate in the market. Thus, the option to abandon goes deep underwater.
In the right figure the value di!erence between the unsophisticated and the
sophisticated case is illustrated. That is, how much more precise results we
gain from applying the RLSM method. This di!erence is defined as F1, Delta
and F2, Delta and is equivalent to the level di!erence (between e.g. F2, Naive
and F2, Sophis) in the left figure. The value di!erence is given in percentages.
For low and intermediate market values the uninformed firm two increases its
project value significantly by utilizing the entire information available to the
uninformed firm.
F1,Naive

F2,Naive

NPV

F1,Sophis

F2,Sophis

F1, Delta Both

20

F2, Delta Both

150%

100%

10
5

Percent

Value (both options)

15

0
-5

50%

0%

-10
-15
60

65

70

75
80
85
Market value (V)

90

95

100

-50%
60

65

70

75
80
85
Market value (V)

90

95

100

Figure 8: Sensitivity to changes in the market value of the project values in the two
respective implementation cases. In all cases the project value for both firms increases as the
underlying market value increases.

Discount rate Next we examine the e!ect of changes in the discount rate.
On the left in Figure 9 it can be seen that both firms’ projects decrease in value
when the discount rate increases, as we should expect. Firm one’s value is
most sensitive to the changes in absolute terms. However, the drop is similar
in relative terms. In the right figure we see how the Delta responds to changes
in the discount rate. The fundamental idea is similar to the conclusion that
could be drawn from changes in the market value. The uninformed firm gains
significant value in the sophisticated approach when the discount rate is high,
such that the present value that can be earned in the market is of a size such
that fierce competition will persist as firms are fighting over a smaller pie.
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Figure 9: Sensitivity of the project values to changes in the discount rate. Both firms’ project
values are negatively a!ected by increasing discount rates.

Variance In Figure 10 the sensitivity to the variance is depicted. In the left
figure the variance of both firms’ product quality is varied simultaneously. As
the variance increases, the uninformed firm two’s project gains in value whereas
firm one’s project value decreases. Further, the sophisticated firm two’s project
increases in value as the variance increases. In the right figure the variance of the
uninformed firm is varied. This reduces the value di!erence between the firms.
Since the value of the uninformed firm’s strategic options increases with the
volatility, the value di!erence between the firms is leveled out as ! 2 increases.
F1,Naive

F2,Naive

F1,Sophis

F2,Sophis

F1,Naive

20

F2,Naive

F1,Sophis

F2,Sophis
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0.3
0.35
!1 & !2

0.4

0.45

0.5

4
0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3
!2

0.35

0.4

0.45

0.5

Figure 10: Sensitivity to the variance in two di!erent cases. The uninformed firm is a!ected
positively by a combined increase in the variance, whereas the informed firm is negatively
a!ected when the variance of the uninformed firm is varied.

Investment cost In Figure 11 the response to changes in the cost of developing the products is shown. In the left figure we see that the uninformed firm
loses the least value when the investment costs increase. The reasons are similar
to those above as the e!ect is similar to that of a decreasing product market.
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Figure 11: Sensitivity to the cost of investment.
increasing investment costs for their projects.
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Both firms are negatively a!ected by

The right figure stresses the competitive advantage arising from the information revelation optionality. As the investment cost increases, the value of the
projects including the abandonment option converge. This is opposite to the
di!erence in project values when both options are included. This goes well with
our understanding that the disclosure optionality increases in value in very competitive markets, such as when the investment cost is relatively high compared
to the value that can be earned.

7

Conclusion

This paper develops and implements a model for analyzing and valuing disclosure optionality in incomplete information markets based on the option games
approach. In markets with incomplete information, firms have a strategic option
to disclose information. In this paper, we have analyzed the use of the disclosure
optionality as a strategic deterrence mechanism.
This paper extends Andersen (2011). This is primarily done by incorporating
the strategic opportunities arising from the asymmetric information structure in
the form of an option to disclose by extending the RLSM algorithm to determine
both a lower and upper exercise boundary.
This paper shows the value uplift from having the optionality of disclosing
private information in an R&D setting as it a!ects the strategic plans of competitors. A favorable outcome of research may be disclosed in order to alter
the course of competitors’ R&D e!orts. When the disclosed information surprises the competitor in such a way that their revised expectations about future
profitability are diminished, it might make them abandon their investment.
The option to disclose is welfare optimal in the sense that both firms gain
from it although the option is only a strategic weapon for the firm with complete
information. By exploiting the RLSM method we further show that the infor-
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mationally weak firm gains value by taking the exercise policy of the competitor
into consideration.
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Appendix
A

Solving the Ricatti equation

To solve the Ricatti equation we define
St := Qt
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which is a standard second-order ODE, and as 14 (!2!1 )2 +
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Using the initial condition at time t = 0
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which implies that St is converging into $ 2 (St # $ 2 , $ 2 $ R++ ) as time goes to
infinity. The expression for St which is the solution to the Ricatti equation has
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B

Perfect Bayesian-Nash Equilibria

The Bayesian equilibria in the normal form representation of! the investment "
1 2
D ¯1 2
game from Table I determine the functions ! D
"s , "s , NsA , NsD , t
1 (" t , " t , t) and ! 2
which are the values of the two respective firms’ R&D projects. In connection
with the simplification made we assume that V is chosen such that ! M
i (t) ! 0.
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1 is the set of equilibria where both firms invest. ! 1 " # takes place when
firm one discloses its product quality and firm two abandons its investment
project. ! M
1 is the type when firm two optimally abandons without firm one
having disclosed. 0 occurs when firm one optimally abandons.
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The equilibria for firm two are given below.
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Similar to above, !
'D
'M
2 occurs when both firms invest, !
2 when firm one abandons
and 0 when firm two abandons.
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B.1

Graphical

The equilibrium outcomes above are illustrated in the figure below when ! M
i (t) !
0.
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Figure 13: Graphical illustration
The notation is slightly changed. ! i indicates the duopoly profit given complete information (what firm one can observe) for firm i, whereas ! i! indicates
the duopoly profit given incomplete information (what firm two can observe)
for firm i. We have characterized five types of equilibria. Compared to the six
di!erent game outcomes in Table 1, only four are included in the exposition
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34
below due to the simplified assumption that ! M
This implies
i (t) ! 0 for all t.
that whenever one firm abandons the other will continue investing. Further,
whenever firm one discloses, firm two abandons.35

C

Least Square Monte Carlo implementation

We apply a variation of the Longsta! and Schwartz (2001) to value the R&D
projects. In this connection the optimal decision strategies are determined. The
Longsta! and Schwartz algorithm is a regression-based approach to the Monte
Carlo evaluation of American options. It operates by replacing the future expectation by a least square interpolation. The main idea is to estimate the
conditional expectations from cross-sectional information in the simulation by
using ordinary least squares regression. This is achieved by regressing the cross
section of future discounted cash flows onto a set of basis functions of the underlying state variables. In our implementation we use a cubic polynomial. See
Moreno and Navas (2003) for an in-depth discussion on the LSM algorithm.
The systematic relationship obtained from this regression is called conditionalexpectation or continuation-value. It enables us to determine the continuation
value of an option given a certain number of state variables. The method has
high applicability due to its general structure combined with the ability to deal
with both high-dimensional models and multiple exercise times.
The projects are valued by simulating 200,000 discretized sample paths of
the governing state variables. The value of future profits at date T can be
determined from the state variables and the remark on market shares. In our
implementation we have ! M
i (t) ! 0 by assumption, so we only need to determine
the values of the projects in the duopoly case (Equations 11 and 12). If one
relaxes the assumption, the equilibrium values from Equation 10 can without
complication be determined in connection with the duopoly values.
Moving backwards from time T in the spirit of Equations (11) and (12), the
continuation values can be approximated from the LSM regression as explained
in the footnote. In connection with the continuation values the optimal stopping
times for abandonment and disclosure are determined from the game given in
Table I.
The actual R&D values are determined using a forward procedure. This is
done by evaluating the profit along each sample path taking into account the
optimal abandonment and disclosure decisions. At last, by averaging over all
sample paths an estimate of the project values is obtained.

3 4 This assumption can easily be relaxed. The set of equilibrium outcomes expands but does
not change any qualitative features of the model.
3 5 The figure below is not to be interpretated as a sequential game. Moving from the left to
right only indicates the di!erent criteria that are to be fulfilled for the outcome to happen. It
is merely a tool for visualizing when the di!erent outcomes will occur.
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Chapter 3: R&D Competition under Uncertainty & Incomplete Information
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Abstract We develop a model to analyze competitive R&D investments
under incomplete information. In continuous time the real options model encompasses three crucial and fundamental aspects of R&D race investments: (1)
market risk, (2) technological risk, (3) competitive threat encompassing uncertainty about competitor’s productivity. All aspects must be considered conjointly when deciding whether to invest heavily in R&D projects. The model
framework allows us to analyze how uncertainty about the rivals’ type a!ects
the firm’s optimal strategic path and project valuations in a competitive R&D
setting. We focus on understanding the e!ect of incomplete information in terms
of the suboptimality of firms’ decision policy and the corresponding value loss
implications. We find that the incompleteness of information drives a strategic inertia, which increases with the volatility in the market. This inertia in
strategic decision making is caused by the inability to observe the firms’ exact
position in the race. The lack of information leads to a rather surprising channel
for the value loss the firms su!er as firms are hurt more by their competitors’
suboptimal behaviour than their own. Furthermore, we explore the dynamics of
risk premia within the model framework. Moreover, the information structure
has important welfare implications as technological discovery is more likely to
be made when proprietary information is unobservable.
Keywords: Real Options, R&D, Incomplete information, Risk premia, War
of Attrition, Imperfect competition
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1

Introduction

Superiority in research and development is a capability giving rise to significant
competitive advantage for firms in a wide range of markets. The considerable
profits that can be derived from research and development investments causes
firms to reveal as little information as possible to competitors and market participants, as this information is the basis of a competitive advantage. Thus, secrecy
surrounding the development of new products is an important characteristic of
industry competition. The incompleteness of information in competitive R&D
races makes it di!cult for firms to optimize their investment strategy as conjectures about the productivity of competitors have to be formed. Also, the
uncertainty about driving economic variables introduces the aspect of strategic
optionality. Firms are not obliged to continue investing in R&D until technology discovery is made as they have an option to abandon their investment if
unfavorable states occur. This paper develops a real options model that encapsulates the incompleteness of information in an R&D setting with multiple
uncertainties and strategic optionality.
Uncertainty of R&D investments is three dimensional. Firstly, there is
(market-wide) economic uncertainty over the future size of the product market.
Secondly, there is (idiosyncratic) technological uncertainty about the success of
the R&D investment. Thus, the completion time of the R&D project is unknown. Lastly, there is uncertainty about the competitors’ productivity which
causes firms to form conjectures about the strategic path competitors will expectedly pursue. All factors a"ect the profitability and are unknown at the
time firms engage in such projects. We believe that in order to make normative
recommendations about optimal R&D investment strategies, all factors must be
encompassed into one unifying framework.
We find that the incompleteness of information drives an suboptimality in
the firms’ decision policy. This is a consequence of firms exhibiting a strategic
inertia as they are not able to determine ex-ante whether they are the most productive firm in the R&D game. Thus, firms take a somewhat moderate stance
and abandon at ine!cient levels compared to a complete information benchmark case. The strategic inertia is fundamentally di"erent from the strategic
delay firms exhibit in standard real option models due to the uncertainty component. The strategic delay is a consequence of firms holding a real option and
thereby choosing to wait to enter or exit the market as there is value in the optionality. Hence, firms wait for more information to arrive before they commit
to an irreversible strategic decision. The strategic delay is also an important
component of our model as the firms abandon at a lower level (later time) than
the Marshallian NPV trigger, but this delay is further extended due to the
incompleteness of information. We label this the strategic inertia e!ect. Interestingly, this strategic inertia is increasing in the volatility and in the expected
growth rate of the market. We quantify the value loss that arises as a conse-
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quence of this strategic inertia. Surprisingly, the primary value loss does not
stem from the company itself making suboptimal decisions, but from the fact
that its rival is also exhibiting a strategic inertia and thus staying (investing)
in the game longer than in the complete information benchmark and thereby
reducing the firm’s probability of winning the R&D race. The incomplete information also has implications for risk premia. The private information makes
firms and market participants unable to correctly determine the risk premia on
their investment projects. Furthermore, we explore the welfare implications.
Most importantly we find that the unobservability of competitors’ proprietary
information increases the likelihood that a technological discovery is made.
Our paper is related to two important strands of papers. Most notably is
the real options field. Since McDonald and Siegel (1986) and the seminal Dixit
and Pindyck (1994), the real options literature has advanced along a number
of dimensions. The R&D setting is considered in a number of notable papers,
inter alios in Schwartz (2004) and Schwartz and Moon (2000).1 The imperfect
competition aspect is modeled in Miltersen and Schwartz (2004, 2007), Weeds
(2002), Lambrecht (2001), Murto (2004) and Grenadier (1996, 1999). Miltersen
and Schwartz (2007) develop a model considering both uncertainty about future
market size and time to completion. They are able to obtain closed-form solutions despite introducing both abandonment and switching optionality. Our
paper is in e!ect an extension of their novel work on the information dimension. The issue of incomplete information in the competitive setting is treated in
an analytical manner in Lambrecht and Perraudin (2003), Hsu and Lambrecht
(2007), Grenadier and Malenko (2011) and Graham (2011), whereas Andersen
(2012) develops a more general numerical solution algorithm for finite horizon
problems with incomplete information. This paper resembles the work of Lambrecht and Perraudin (2003). Their model is structured as a preemption game
where firms have an option to enter the market. The model therefore becomes a
preemption game. Firms do not know their rivals’ sunk cost of entry into a new
market, but have an estimate in the form of a probability function. The market
size evolves over time, which is common knowledge to both firms in the market.
However, their model does not include uncertainty about technology discovery.
They determine a Bayesian equilibrium in continuous time where the strategy
of the firms is similar to this paper. That is, a mapping from a cost parameter
to a threshold level. They find that the threshold level in equilibrium is situated
between the threshold level of the monopolist and the Marshallian trigger level.
This is similar to our model in that we find the equilibrium threshold level to
be situated between that of the follower and the leader. Weeds (2002) explores
strategic delay in a winner-takes-all R&D option game model with technological
and economic uncertainty. The paper studies a preemption type model in a cooperative and a non-cooperative setting. The paper finds that erosion of option
value (and convergence to the NPV trigger) due to preemption does not always
1 Among the authors who have analyzed (standard) models of patent race are Loury (1979),
Dasgupta and Stiglitz (1980), Reinganum (1981), Fudenberg et al. (1983) and Harris and
Vickers (1985, 1987). All assume that firms interact strategically and posit winner-takes-all
games.
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hold. In the model, the firms delay their investment because they can anticipate
that by investing first the competing firm will follow right after. In e!ect, the
investing firm chooses the time at which the patent race will begin and as it is
better for each firm that it is delayed until the optimal joint-investment point.
In a related literature, a number of papers analyze the dynamics of risk in
relation to the real option and R&D setting. Berk, Green and Naik (2004) study
a multi-stage R&D setting with systematic and idiosyncratic risk. They provide
guidance for determining the cost of capital and find that although R&D risk
may be idiosyncratic, risk premia on R&D ventures may require high expected
returns. Bena and Garlappi (2011), who build on Weeds (2002), and Garlappi
(2004) study risk dynamics in a patent race framework and find that risk premia
are highly dependent on the position of the firm in the race. Bena and Garlappi
(2011) confirm their findings empirically on a large data set. Meng (2008) builds
on Pindyck (1993) and Miltersen and Schwartz (2004) in terms of describing the
dynamics of R&D progress over time and finds that competition pushes the cost
of capital and return volatility up.
A number of important papers have considered the war of attrition setting,
for instance Ghemawat and Nalebu! (1985), Hendricks et al. (1988) and Ponsati and Sákovics (1995). The issue of incomplete information is studied in
Fudenberg and Tirole (1986), who develop a deterministic model of exit in a
duopoly setting under incomplete information in which each firm is uncertain
about its rival’s cost. By assuming a positive probability that no exit will be
required, they arrive at a unique equilibrium in which the most e"cient firm
remains in longer than its rival. The fundamental framework of Fudenberg and
Tirole (1986) is similar to our model.
However, we allow a stochastic setting with technology discovery being uncertain and thus include the strategic optionality of firms. Thus, the state
variable is a di!usion process rather than a deterministic one and firms learn
about each other from observing the infimum of the state variable.
By integrating these two strands of papers we obtain interesting insights
about firm behavior and value. This paper extends the real options literature
by being the first, to the best of our knowledge, to model the problem of exit
under uncertainty and incomplete information. Despite the dimension of the
uncertainty space, we are able to obtain (near) closed-form solutions. Our focus
is on understanding how firms should optimally invest given the unobservability
of competitors fundamentals such as cost structure or technological capability,
as this aspect is not studied in the real options literature. The size of investments poured into R&D programs makes this of immense importance in order
to structure what can be learned and what cannot be learned from firms actions
in the case of incompleteness of information.
We proceed as follows. In Section 2 we structure the modeling framework.
That is, define the crucial aspects of uncertainty about the market, technology
and competitors. In Section 3 we derive the strategy and project value of a
single firm. Section 4 introduces the competitive setting. Section 5 builds
the incompleteness of information into the competitive section and derives the
main results of the paper. In Section 6 we investigate a number of strategic
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implications of our analysis. Section 7 evaluates the e!ects on risk premia and
Section 8 the implications on welfare. Section 9 discusses future research areas
within the framework. Section 10 concludes.

2

Model

The model builds upon the framework of Miltersen and Schwartz (2007). This
section is entirely self-contained and develops the intuition for later sections.
The model allows us to encompass three of the most notable features of R&D
races; uncertainty about market size, technology discovery and productivity
of competitors while obtaining simple expressions for the decision policy and
project values.

2.1

Structure

Consider an investment project that requires a recurrent cost flow at the rate of
k per unit of time borne while the R&D phase is proceeding. The breakthrough
of the technology is uncertain and thus the investment project will be completed
at a random date, ! , at which the owner of the investment project obtains the
(net present) value of the outcome, V , which evolves over time in a stochastic
manner. The market value at the random completion date, ! , would thus be
V! . Since the discovery date is uncertain, the cumulative R&D costs are likewise
uncertain.
Firms are not pre-commited to invest until technology discovery has been
made. Firms have an option to abandon their R&D investment project if market
prospects are diminishing. It is a critical strategic decision for firms to continuously decide on whether to continue investing or exit the project.2 The timeline
of the model is outlined in Figure 1.
R & D phase

Marketing phase
!

t=0

!

Figure 1: Timeline of model

2.1.1

Probability space

Throughout our analysis we will assume that capital markets are frictionless and
firms are able to borrow and lend freely at a given constant risk-free rate r > 0.
Time is continuous and labelled by t ! 0. Uncertainty is modeled by a filtered
2 We assume that after a firm has abandoned its project it cannot be restarted. Such
an assumption can be made because when an R&D project is abandoned, researchers and
specialists are normally fired or reallocated. The project can therefore not be restarted without
a significant reinvestment. Miltersen and Schwartz (2007) illustrate how the model can be
developed so that such firms have an option to switch between an active and a passive state
and still obtain closed-form solutions.
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probability space (!, F, P).3 Consistent with the no-arbitrage paradigm we
assume the existence of an equivalent martingale measure, which can be derived
from the Radon-Nikodym derivative. This risk-neutral probability measure for
the economy is labelled by Q and the corresponding probability space is thus
given by (!, F, Q).4 For any stochastic process defined on the probability space
(!, F, Q), we denote by F = {Ft ; t ! R+ } the Q-augmentation of the filtration
generated by the relevant state variable processes in the economy (satisfying the
usual conditions). A filtration {Ft } satisfies the usual conditions if it is right
continuous and F0 contains all the Q"null sets in F, meaning that one can
always identify a sure event. We restrict our model to payo!s that are elements
of the space of square integrable or finite variance functions L2 (!, F, Q).
2.1.2

Economic uncertainty

We assume that the value of the outcome, Vt , can be observed (estimated) at
any date t. We assume that {Vt }t!R+ evolves continuously according to the
stochastic di!erential equation (geometric Brownian motion)
dVt = µVt dt + !Vt dWtQ .

(1)

where dWtQ is the increment of a standard Brownian motion under the riskneutral probability measure Q. The instantaneous growth rate of the market
is a constant given by µ < r and the volatility by !. Vt would be the actual
market value if the firm had made the technological discovery at time t.
2.1.3

Technology uncertainty

We assume that the technological discovery time, " , is exponentially distributed
with constant intensity, #, and that the breakthrough is independent of the
duration of research, the number of firms investing as well as of the market
value. Let " be a strictly positive and finite random time on the probability
space (!, F, Q). Thus, the expected time to completion is T = !1 ,5 without
taking into account any abandonment decision.
3 We may interpret ! as the set of all given states, F as a collection of subsets of ! where
the elements F may be interpreted as events and P as a probability measure assigning any
event in F .
4 P is the subjective probability measure (true measure) and is the probability measure
that agents use to model their beliefs about future values. Q is the risk-neutral measure
that is equivalent to P. Under the Q-measure the stochastic process is adjusted such that
future values can be evaluated by a risk-free discounting rate. The two respective measures
are equivalent in the sense that they assign positive probability to the same domains, such
that with appropriate transformations it is always possible to back out one measure from the
other. Since we are only pursuing the valuation and determining the optimal abandonment
strategies, we only need to model our stochastic processes under an equivalent martingale
measure Q.
5 Let X be a continuous random variable with an exponential density function with parameter !. Integrating by parts and setting u = !x and dv = e!!x dx such du = !dx and
1 !!x
v = !!
e
, we find
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The memorylessness feature of the exponential distribution implies that the
expected time (and the whole distribution of the time) to completion of the investment project does not depend on calendar time since the conditional probability per unit of time is constant.6 Hence, time to completion and the completion date will have the same distribution, so we will not distinguish between
these two terms. Moreover, the value of the investment project at a given date,
t, depends only on the value of the outcome, Vt , and not on the calendar date t
itself. This property considerably simplifies the analysis and allows us to obtain
closed form expressions for most of the results in this paper.
We assume that firms do not endogenously decide on the discovery rate.
We perceive the discovery rate as some function of the general advancement in
science and therefore there is a cap to how high the discovery rate can go. We
interpret di!erences across firms in the spirit of how much they need to invest in
R&D in order to attain the same discovery rate, !. That is, highly productive
firms will have to invest a smaller amount in R&D than less productive firms
in order to attain the same level of !.7 The discovery rate is therefore given
exogenously in our model.
2.1.4

Competitor uncertainty

Information about the competitors’ R&D productivity type is of great importance as this impacts the optimal strategy and hence the value of the investment
projects. As the state of R&D productivity is private information, firms need to
form conjectures about their competitors’ state and update these conjectures as
new information is learned from competitors’ (in)actions. The di!erences across
firms’ R&D productivity are modelled through the investment cost, k, the firms
need to incur each period. We explicitly model firms’ conjectures about the
state of their competitors’ cost variable, k, and how the distribution changes as
firms observe the (in)actions of the competing firm. We discuss the details in
Section 5.
Initially, we analyze a simplified version of the model framework as we consider a monopoly setting where the owner has the exclusive rights to the value
of the outcome when (if) the project is completed. As only one firm is present
in this setup there is no issue of incomplete information. However, we need the
E(X) =
6 This

!!

"!

xf (x)dx =

!!
!xe"!x dx = lim [!xe"!x !
r#!

1 "!x
e
]
!

|

r
0

=

1
.
!

0

implies that the values will be solutions to an ordinary di!erential equation instead
of a non-analytical solvable partial di!erential equation making it possible to obtain simple
expressions for both the decision policy and project values.
7 As we are looking to answer the question of how incompleteness of information a!ects the
decision making of firms, we just need one dimension to capture the information asymmetry
between firms. One could also model the setting as a control problem where the discovery rate
is a function of the cost flow, !(k) and the discovery rate is private information. This would
yield the same results but would complicate the model. We therefore progress by simplifying
along this dimension. At the end of the day we want to capture that di!erences in firms
productivity cause firms to exit the market at di!erent times.
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results derived in this section when we begin modelling the competitive setting.
Second, we consider a duopoly framework where two firms are competing for
the market. The first firm to discover the technology will have a first mover
advantage (e.g. patent) and will obtain the exclusive rights to this market. The
firm’s decisions are highly dependent on the competitor’s strategy. Thus, we
have to introduce non-cooperative game theoretic concepts in order to analyze
the optimal decision policy of firms. Subsequently, we focus on the encapsulation of incomplete information as this is where our paper brings insights to the
existing literature.

3

Monopoly

In this section we derive the optimal exit strategy for a single firm with uncertainty about the value of the market and time to completion. The owner has
the option to abandon the investment project at any date before technology
discovery is made. Abandoning the project means that the firm will lose the
possibility of making the discovery, but on the other hand it will save the remaining (future) on-going investment costs. A key insight from the real options
field is that this strategic optionality has value. Given the firm is making ongoing investments at the rate of, k, per unit of time, there will be a threshold
level, AM , such that if the value of the outcome, Vt , drops below this threshold
level it will be optimal to abandon the investment project at that date. We denote the value of the investment project as a function of the underlying market
size by M (V ).

3.1

Optimization problem

The optimal investment rule for a single firm facing no competition is found by
solving the (standard) stochastic optimal stopping problem
!
%
min("
$ ,!)
"
&
#r(" #t)
M (Vt ) = maxEQ
V" !
ke#r(s#t) ds' .
(2)
t #1{" "!} e
!!!

t

Here EQ
t denotes expectations conditional on information available at time t and
! represents the stopping time for abandonment over which the firm optimizes.
1{" "!} denotes the indicator function that the time for completion, " , occurs
before the stopping time for abandonment, !. The owner maximizes the value
of expected future cash flows by choosing ! from the set, !, of all stopping
times. The optimal stopping time is given by
! := inf {t " 0 : Vt # AM } .
This implies the following definition.
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(3)

Definition 1 The strategy of the monopolistic firm, AM ! R+ is a trigger level
such that the firm abandons if Vt " AM and continues investing when Vt > AM .
The investment project is a contingent claim on the value of the outcome,
V . Prior to abandonment, M (V ) must satisfy the ODE
1 2 2 !!
! V M (V ) + µV M ! (V ) # rM (V ) + "(V # M (V )) # k = 0
2

(4)

Equation (4) describes the value of the investment project when it is in-themoney. This equation reflects the fact that with intensity " the value of the
investment project would jump to the completion value, V . This corresponds
to a jump in value of V #M (V ). In addition, the owner still has to pay on-going
investment costs at the rate k per unit of time in order to keep the investment
project alive.

3.2

Solution

We can solve the second-order linear non-homogenous ordinary di!erential Equation (4) for given boundary conditions. We denote the general solution for this
ODE as
"V
k
M (V ) = m1 V f1 + m2 V f2 +
#
.
(5)
r+"#µ r+"
Coe"cients m1 and m2 are free parameters, which are solved by applying appropriate conditions. The technology discovery rate (hazard rate) enters the
expression in the denominator in the form of an augmented discount rate. This
result is typical for models involving a Poisson arrival process as in Weeds (2002).
Further, the coe"cients are determined as the two roots of the standard characteristic equation 12 ! 2 f (f # 1) + µf # (r + ") = 0 and are given by
f1 =

1 2
2!

#µ+

!"

µ # 12 ! 2

#2

#µ#

!"

µ # 12 ! 2

#2

and
f2 =

1 2
2!

!2

+ 2(r + ")! 2

(6)

+ 2(r + ")! 2

(7)
!2
Note that f1 > 1 and f2 < 0. Since the value of the investment project can
never exceed the value of the outcome, V , we know that lim MV(V ) must be
V "#

finite (in fact, it must be less than one). This no-bubble condition implies that
m1 = 0 since f1 > 1 (Dixit and Pindyck, 1994). Hence, we can eliminate V f1 in
Equation (5). Moreover, we substitute T = !1 for the expected (remaining) time
to completion of the investment project and simplify to get an exact solution
for the value of the project:
M (V ) = m2 V f2 +

V
kT
#
.
1 + (r # µ)T
1 + rT
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(8)

By assuming, without loss of generality, that firms can costlessly abandon the
project, the value of the investment project will satisfy the following valuematching and smooth-pasting boundary conditions
M (AM ) = 0

(9)

M ! (AM ) = 0

(10)

which gives the solution of the relevant Bellman equation in the stopping and
continuation region
!
0
when V ! AM
"
M (V ) =
(11)
when AM < V
# m2 V f2 + !M
NP V
V
kT
!M
N P V = 1+(r"µ)T " 1+rT is the (net present) value for a single firm when the
abandonment optionality is ignored. In the continuation region the firm holds an
option to abandon the project analogous to a put option. In the stopping region
the value of the project is simply zero. The boundary between the regions is
derived from the value-matching and smooth-pasting conditions. The coe!cient
m2 is likewise determined from the two boundary conditions
1"f

m2

(AM ) 2
f2 (1 + (r " µ)T )
$
%
1
kT
"f2
= AM
> 0.
1 " f2 1 + rT
= "

(12)
(13)

In the presence of time homogeneity the optimal abandonment rule is a trigger
value, AM , such that the firm abandons if V ! AM and continues investing
when V > AM . The abandonment threshold is (also) derived from the two
conditions and is given by
AM =

f2
(1 + (r " µ)T )
kT .
(f2 " 1)
(1 + rT )

(14)

The threshold is given as the expected costs, kT , scaled by the abandonment
option factor, (f2 /(f2 " 1)) < 1 and the factor (1 + (r " µ)T )/(1 + rT ) < 1,
which takes into account the expected increase in the market size until expected
completion. We have pinned down the value of the investment project under
uncertainty as well as the optimal level of abandonment.

4

Competitive setting

Two firms’ research projects are directly competitive. The firms strive to acquire
a technological lead giving a first-mover advantage (e.g. patent). That is, we
assume a winner-takes-all mechanism. Ignoring the abandonment optionality,
the time of completion of each firm is exponentially distributed with expected
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1
completion time T = !1 . The game will therefore expectedly end at 2!
without taking the abandonment option into account. Thus, a successful innovation
by one firm destroys the possible profit for the competitor as the owner of the
patent will exercise its monopoly rights in the market.8 We use this simplifying assumption to obtain clear cut results. In many markets competitors will
attempt to work around the patent in order to serve some other segments of
the market. However, in many markets where R&D e!orts matter there is a
significant advantage to being first-mover in technology discovery. So although
our assumption seems somewhat restrictive, it serves as a realistic benchmark
of many R&D intensive industries and captures the essential drivers of these
types of markets. Our model can easily be extended to give the second-mover
some exogenously defined market share.
Firms face the same underlying economic uncertainty as they are targeting
the same market whereas the technological uncertainty is firm specific, such that
success of discovery is independent across firms.
Each firm faces a simultaneous stopping problem in which they must choose
whether to abandon the market. This corresponds to abandoning the investment. If a firm continues investing it implicates a cost of ki . After the first
firm abandons, the game between the players terminates and the remaining
firm solves the problem according to the optimization of the single firm case of
Section 3, as it is the only player left in the abandonment game. We assume,
without loss of generality, the cost of leaving the market is zero.
We structure the model in a leader-follower framework.9 Which firm is the
follower and the leader depends on firm specific parameters and the information
structure. In the complete information case it is common knowledge who is
the leader and follower. In the incomplete information case the roles are not
common knowledge except for some specific cases. We elaborate in detail on
this matter later on.
We start by assuming, without loss of generality, that one firm (the leader)
abandons later than its rival (the follower), as the leader has a productivity advantage over the follower. That is, one firm has to incur less costs than its rival
per time instant in order to attain the same discovery rate. The abandonment
threshold of the follower is higher than that of the leader AF > AL , since the
follower will abandon earlier due to its competitive disadvantage. We stress that
the assumption is not so strict that it ex ante determines which firm will eventually make the discovery and thereby win the market. The follower will with
the same probability (assuming same technological discovery rate !) each unit
of time make the discovery of the technology, but it has a competitive disadvantage (higher cost flow) such that it will find it unprofitable to continue investing
before the leader will. There are a number of possible outcomes dependent on
which firm possibly leaves the market and which firm makes the technologi8 Since the game is played in continuous time, the probability that both firms make the
technological discovery at the same time is of order dt2 and can be treated as negligible.
9 The leader-follower terminology is somewhat misleading, as it is the follower which leaves
the market first. The terminology is adapted to make the comparison to Miltersen And
Schwartz (2007) more accesible.
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cal discovery. As in standard dynamic games, we first derive the firms’ values
and strategies associated with the di!erent outcomes taking the roles of the
leader and follower as given. We then endogenize the firms’ roles and construct
equilibrium strategies.
Furthermore, to insure that no firm has already abandoned the market at
the beginning of the game, we require that the initial value of the market V (0)
is su"ciently high so that the value for the firms is non-negative.
The follower’s and leader’s investment project value must satisfy the below
given ODE when both firms are still investing. The value of the project, Q! (V ),
is similarly to the monopolist’s project a function of the underlying market value.
That is when the market value is higher than the abandonment threshold of the
follower, V > AF :
1 2 2 !!
! V Q! (V ) + µV Q!! (V ) ! (r + ")Q! (V ) + "(V ! Q! (V )) ! ki = 0
2

(15)

where # = F represents the follower’s project ODE and # = L represents the
leading firm’s. Equation (15) highlights that with intensity 2" either the follower
or the leader makes a discovery. We will throughout our analysis, without loss of
generality, assume that firms’ intensities, ", are identical but that they di!er in
their productivity, as measured by ki which is an on-going investment cost of per
time instant that needs to be incurred in order to keep the project progressing.
If either firm makes the discovery at time t, the value of its investment project
jumps to the completion value, Vt , whereas it jumps to zero if the rival makes
the discovery due to the winner takes it all assumption.
The general solution to the ODE after having eliminated terms from imposing the no-bubble condition, as outlined in Section 3, is denoted
Q! (V ) = q! V z2 +

V
kT
!
2 + (r ! µ)T
2 + rT

(16)

where the first term is the option value, the last two terms are the Marshallian
(net present) value in the duopoly case of the project without strategic flexibility
and z2 is the negative solution to the modified quadratic equation given by
1 2
2 ! z(z ! 1) + µz ! (r + 2") = 0,
!"
#2
1 2
µ ! 12 ! 2 + 2(r + 2")! 2
2! ! µ !
z2 =
.
!2

4.1

Follower

First we determine the value and strategy for the follower. To apply the solution
in the incomplete information case we only need to impose the value matching
condition and obtain qF as a function of the optimal abandonment trigger, AF .
The reason will become clear in the incomplete information case in Section 5, as
imposing both boundary conditions would pin down the abandonment threshold
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explicitly. Hence, applying both boundary conditions would not allow us to take
the conjecturing of the competitor’s cost structure into account. In other words,
we are interested in determining the value function and then apply this to derive
the optimal abandonment threshold in the complete and incomplete information
case.10 Imposing the value-matching condition
QF (AF ) = 0

(17)

yields an expression for qF as a function of the abandonment trigger AF :
"
!
kT
AF
!z2
qF (AF ) = AF
!
.
(18)
2 + rT
2 + (r ! µ)T
The option value constant is equal to the di!erence in the expected cumulative
costs and the expected value of the project at the abandonment threshold, scaled
2
by A!z
F . The analysis of this section gives us the (general) value function of
the follower’s project as a function of the abandonment level and underlying
market size without (yet) pinning down the exact optimal threshold level
#
0
when V " AF
QF (V, AF ) =
(19)
qF (AF )V z2 + !C
when AF < V
NP V
V
kT
where !C
N P V = 2+(r!µ)T ! 2+rT is the (net present) value of project without
any strategic optionality in the competitive duopoly case.

4.2

Leader

Next we derive the payo! to the leader given the follower acts optimally. The
leader’s value function has two distinct segments: its value before the follower
abandons and after the follower abandons. The leader will, by construction,
always abandon later (at a lower level) than the follower. Hence, the leader
will become monopolist before she will consider leaving the market so that the
abandonment level of the leader becomes, AL = AM .11
Moreover, the value of the leader’s investment project will equate the monopolist’s as soon as the follower abandons. Thus, we focus on determining the
value of the leader’s investment project for market values above the follower’s
abandonment trigger, V > AF .
1 0 In the complete information case we will include the smooth-pasting condition or equivalently maximize Equation (18) over AF , which allows us to pin down the exact level of the
abandonment threshold.
1 1 It might at first sight seem somewhat counterintuituve that the leader abandons at the
same level as the monopolist, since, other things equal, the leader is under higher pressure
due to the presence of a competing firm. The reason is that the leader must have a lower
threshold than the follower, AF > AL , due to some productivity advantage. Since the follower
will abandon strictly earlier than the leading firm, the leader will become a monopolist before
it abandons and thus adjust its abandonment strategy and set its trigger as in the single firm
case. However, ex ante the value of the monopolist’s project is higher than the leader’s project
as shown in Figure 2.
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The value of the being the leader is equal to that of the monopolist at the
threshold where the follower abandons
QL (AF ) = M (AF )

(20)

and by imposing this condition we arrive at the following expression for qL ,
!
"
m
A
kT
2
F
2
qL (AF ) = A!z
+
!
F
2
(1 + (r ! µ)T ) (2 + (r ! µ)T ) (1 + rT ) (2 + rT )
A!f
F
(21)
where m2 is the constant derived under the monopoly case. The constant determines the option value of the leading firm and is dependent on the leading firm’s
own cost structure and the abandonment strategy of the follower. Since there
is no optimality on the part of the leader there is no corresponding smoothpasting condition. This gives the value of the being the leader in the respective
intervals:
#
0
when V " AL
$
$
$
%
m2 V f2 + !M
when AL < V " AF
NP V
QL (V ) =
(22)
$
$
z
C
$ qL V 2 + !
when AF < V
&
NP V
From the general structure of the model we tune into developing the model
under di!erent information structures.

4.3

Complete information benchmark

The focus of this paper is the incomplete information case, but in order to not
only derive the results in the incomplete information case but also to benchmark
the results we derive the values and strategies for the complete information case.
First, we define the strategy of the firms.
Definition 2 The complete information strategy of the follower in the duopoly
model, ÃF # R+ is a trigger level such that the follower abandons if Vt " ÃF
and continues investing when Vt > ÃF . Similarly, the leading firm’s strategy in
the complete information duopoly model AM # R+ is a trigger level such that
the leader abandons if Vt " AM and continues investing when Vt > AM .
As there are is no uncertainty about which firm is the leader and follower in
the complete information case,12 the abandonment trigger of the follower, ÃF ,
can be chosen by the firm as to maximize Equation (18) in order to derive a
closed-form expression for the follower’s abandonment threshold:
'
(
)*
kT
AF
2
ÃF = arg max A!z
!
(23)
F
AF "R+
2 + rT
2 + (r ! µ)T
1 2 We ignore the zero probability event that firms are ex ante truly identical but discuss
this matter later in detail.
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As the leader’s abandonment threshold is given by the monopolist’s threshold
level derived in Equation (14) and thus pre-determined such that we do not need
to perform the same optimizing procedure in order to derive the value of being
the leader. Thus, the value of the follower’s project is given by
!
0
when V < ÃF
Q̃F (V ) =
(24)
z2
C
q̃F V + !N P V when ÃF ! V
By Equation (23), we conclude that ÃF is given by
ÃF =

z2
(2 + (r " µ)T )
kT > AM
(z2 " 1)
(2 + rT )

(25)

which resembles the threshold of the monopolists with a modified option component, z2 /(z2 "1) > f2 /(f2 "1) as well as a modified expected increase in the market size until completion, (2 + (r " µ)T ) /(2 + rT ) > (1 + (r " µ)T ) /(1 + rT ),
which takes into account the competitive nature of the market. The constant is
expressed as
q̃F

2
Ã1!z
F
z2 (2 + (r " µ)T )
"
#
kT
1
2
= Ã!z
> 0.
F
(1 " z2 ) (2 + rT )

= "

The leader’s investment project value is given by
$
0
when V < AM
%
%
%
&
M (V )
when AM ! V ! ÃF
Q̃L (V ) =
%
%
%
' q̃L V z2 + !C
when ÃF ! V
NP V

(26)
(27)

(28)

with the constant expressed as
q̃L (ÃF )
(

2
= Ã!z
m2 ÃfF2 +
F

ÃF
kT
"
(1 + (r " µ)T ) (2 + (r " µ)T ) (1 + rT )(2 + rT )

(29)
)

Before the follower abandons the market, the leader anticipates the positive
e!ect of the follower’s abandonment on the leader’s expected profit. This e!ect
together with the abandonment optionality is captured within q̃L .
Figure 2 illustrates the value of the investment projects in the competitive
case with complete information as a function of the underlying market value.
Further, the abandonment threshold as a function of the investment cost is also
plotted. For any given size of the underlying market the value of the leader’s
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project is higher than the value of the follower’s corresponding project. For
high levels of the underlying market value, the project values converge as the
probability of either firm abandoning approaches zero and the probability of
technological discovery is identical for the firms. Along the same lines, for any
given level of the investment cost, the right side of the figure depicts that the
follower will abandon strictly earlier (at a higher level) than the leader.
Leader: QL(V)

Follower: QF(V)
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Figure 2: Value of projects and abandonment threshold with complete information in the
(almost) symmetric case. The left figure depicts the value of the monopolist and the two
firms in the competitive case. The right figure gives the abandonment threshold for the two
competing firms as a function of their underlying productivity (cost). Naturally, the leading
firm abandons at a lower level (later time) than the follower. We use the following parameters:
! = 0.4, V = 10, " = 0.2, k = 2, kL = k ! #, kF = k + #, r = 0.05, µ = 0.03.13

With the structure of the model in the complete information case we proceed
to determine the decision policy and investment project values in the incomplete
information case.

5

Incomplete information case

The focus of this paper is to analyze how a firm determines its optimal decision
policy given its inability to observe its competitor’s cost structure and thereby
determine its strategy. We derive the firm’s optimal strategy and the associated project values in two di!erent cases. In the first case (which we leave for
Appendix A) we assume that firms conjecture a distribution of the competitor’s threshold. Thus, the firm has a distribution over when its rival will leave
the market. This simplifies the analysis greatly as the derivation of an optimal
response function is redundant. That is, all uncertainty about the competitor
(investment cost k, technology discovery rate " and its strategy) is encompassed
into a single distribution for the abandonment threshold. In the second (and
more realistic) case, we assume that a firm cannot observe its rival’s investment
1 3 There needs to be only a minor di!erence in the firms productivity measures in order for
the roles of follower and leader to be assigned. To simplify matters, we illustrate the value
function with the di!erence in productivity being measured by some small !.
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cost flow, k, which is likely to be private and proprietary information. Thus,
we assume that the firm’s optimal strategy must be derived contingent on that
the competitor will be reacting strategically. In both cases both firms privately
observe their own investment cost flow and then decide on an abandonment
threshold based on optimizing their project value that is dependent on the belief structure about their rival’s strategy (which is dependent on their rival’s
investment cost flow in the second case).

5.1

Structure

We want to determine a Perfect Bayesian Nash equilibrium where the firm’s
strategies must be contingent on the competitor reacting strategically. We note
that in equilibrium each firm’s abandonment threshold will be a mapping from
their respective cost flow parameter to the abandonment threshold level at which
they exit the market.
First, we formalize how a firm forms conjectures about its competitor. Firm
i conjectures about firm j’s type in the form of its cost flow rate, kj . We assume
that the firm’s type is from the set K ! R++ . kj is unknown such that firm
i has prior beliefs about kj , which are represented by a distribution function
Hj (·) with a positive density function hj (·) and satisfy the standard regularity
conditions. In particular hj (·) is bounded above and away from zero.14 It
follows from the continuity of the distribution function that there is no atom
in the distribution of the investment cost flow and that equilibrium strategies
!
"
are di!erentiable. We assume that the distribution has support on k j ; k j
for 0 < k j < k j . Further, we assume that these a priori beliefs are common
knowledge. Because the payo! of the investment project depends negatively
on k, higher types correspond to less productive projects. We assume that the
investment costs of the two firms, ki and kj , are independent. Thus, a firm’s
own investment cost conveys no information about the cost of the rival. Then,
in equilibrium the strategy is a mapping from the cost flow parameter to the
optimal abandonment trigger. In Proposition 2 we show that the abandonment
threshold of firm j is a continuous and increasing function Aj (k) because larger
cost flow implicates earlier exit and vice versa. Aj (k) is endogenous and needs
to be determined in equilibrium and in equilibrium we in fact show that Aj (k)
is a continuous and increasing function. Therefore, the distribution function Hj
can be transformed to
Gj (A) = Hj (kj (A))
(30)
where kj (A) is the inverse function of Aj (k). We assume that the distribution
function Gj (A) is continuously di!erentiable to a density function gj (A). We let
Aj (k)=Aj " AjL and Aj (k)=Aj # AjF , such that G has support on the interval
!
"
A; A .
Secondly, we formalize the strategy space of the firms. We restrict ourselves
to pure strategies. The strategy of the firm is a trigger threshold, A ! R+
1 4 This assumption is given from Fudenberg and Tirole (1986) such that equilibrium strategies are di!erentiable.
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and thereby it is a (Lebesgue-measurable) function A(k), specifying for each
possible value of k the threshold at which the firm will abandon if the rival is
still investing. The profile of strategies of both firms is denoted S ic = (Ai , Aj ) ,
ic
ic
such
! that abandonment
" occurs and the game ends if Vt ! S and at time ! =
ic
inf t > 0 : Vt ! S . Since abandonment time is the only strategic variable
it can be inferred for a given level of, V , that firms are not of a certain type,
as those would have exited the market at that level of V . Hence information
transmission mechanisms in the research phase (choice of research intensity)
are ruled out. We assume, without loss of generality, that the two firms can
abandon at any given time at zero cost.
At last, we formalize what happens in the case when both firms want to exit
the market at the same time. Miltersen and Schwartz (2007) have a more thorough discussion of this case. They propose a coin-toss and a variable intensity
solution. As this is not very central to our exploration in this paper, we make a
rather simple assumption on this dimension. In the zero probability event that
both firms (intend to) abandon simultaneously, with probability 1/2 one firm
exits and the other becomes monopolist.15
Further, the structure simplifies the analysis as it rules out mixed strategy
equilibria. Allowing for non-trigger strategies (e.g. Murto 2004) would greatly
complicate the context. Subject to the above given assumption we get the
following proposition about the abandonment strategy of firms:
Proposition 2
The mapping Ai (k) from the investment cost ki to the
abandonment trigger Ai , is non-decreasing and continuous.
Proof: See Appendix B. !
Building on these assumptions we are ready to explore the valuation of the
investment projects and implicitly the optimal strategies of the firms.

5.2

Valuation

Next, we define firm i’s payo! for cost flow ki , conjectures about firm j, Hj (k),
and when firm i optimally abandons its investment at the threshold Ai if firm
j is still active:
!!i (Ai ) =
#

(31)
'

&
$
(
z2
$
(
sup %Pr(Aj (k) < Ai )V qF (Ai ) +
V z2 qL (kj )hj (k|V̂t )dkj + "C
NP V ) .
!
Ai "A
{kju }

The first term in Equation (31) is firm i’s payo! if it abandons at the highest
trigger level. The second term is the expected gain if firm j abandons before
1 5 The analysis is without loss of generality such that we could assume a more general
tie-breaking rule where a given firm’s probability of staying in was a constant in (0,1).
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!
"
firm i. The value is integrated over the set, kju = kj (Aj ) > ki (Ai ); min(k j ,k̂) ,
given as the interval for which firm i is the leading player.
Proposition 2 allows us to describe the posteriors. Specifically, the conjecture
is that as the running minimum, V̂t ! inf {Vs | 0 " s " t}, falls lower and no
firm has abandoned, firm i rules#out all kj where
$ Aj (k) > V̂ . The updated
upper support of K is k̂j = max kj | Aj (k) " V̂ . Thus, the firm updates its
conjectures about the probability distribution of the rival’s cost by Bayes rule,
such that k̂(V̂ ) is the updated upper bound of the support and thus
Hj (k| k̂) =

Hj (k)
Hj (k̂)

.

(32)

The value of being the leader is dependent on the investment cost level of
the competitor since this a!ects the abandonment threshold and project value.
Hence, we need to integrate over the distribution of the cost flow. In order to
determine the optimal decision policy we have to derive the Perfect Bayesian
Equilibrium.

5.3

Deriving the equilibrium mappings

The equilibrium consists of a pair of mappings Ai (k), i = {1, 2}, such that
type ki will abandon at the threshold Ai (k). For any type ki , the abandonment
function Ai (k) %must be
& firm i’s best response to Aj (k), j = 3 # i, for all feasible
values of ki $ k i ; k i . In order to determine the equilibrium, we di!erentiate
Equation (31) and set that derivative to zero yielding
!

hj (k)kj (Ai ) [qF (Ai ) # qL (Ai )] + Hj (k(Ai ))qF (Ai ) = 0.

(33)

Thereby the following non-linear di!erential equation system is obtained for the
two firms, i = {1, 2} and j = 3 # i,
!

kj (Ai ) =

Hj (k(Ai ))
qF! (Ai )
.
hj (k) qL (Ai ) # qF (Ai )

(34)

There are three cases to consider when determining the strategy of the firms.
Case 1
ki < k j
This implies that Hj (ki ) = 0, thus firm i almost surely has lower investment
cost flow than firm j and is thus certain of being the leader. The optimal
strategy for firm i to adopt is that of the monopolist SM = [0, AM ]. Note,
this does not necessarily imply that firm j will choose the complete information
follower strategy, as it only knows that Gj (Ai (k)) = 0 if k i < k j . Therefore,
for some intervals there is an inherent asymmetry where one firm with certainty
knows its role of leader or follower whereas the other firm does not.16
1 6 Another interesting extension of this work would be the introduction of some mechanism
such that firm i could truthfully disclose its investment cost ki and thus we would have firm
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As briefly discussed in the first case above, having a higher cost does not
necessarily imply having to choose the strategy of the follower. We therefore
have to assess two scenarios when ki > k j .
Case 2a
ki > k j and k i > k j
This resembles the complete information case, as both firms know that firm
i will be the follower. Hence, firm i’s strategy is SF .
ki > k j and k i ! k j
!
"
The strategy will depend on the tuple Hj , V̂t . The optimal strategy will
be a solution to the system of di!erential Equations (34). As our focus will be
on the symmetric distribution case we leave it to future research to explore the
asymmetric case.17
Case 2b

Case 3
k j ! ki ! k j
The solution will similarly to Case 2b be a solution to the system of di!erential equations.
We will explore a particular case where the distributions are identical, that
is Hi = Hj .

5.4

Symmetric distributions

By assuming that the distributions Hi = Hj are identical, we arrive at the
following proposition. To simplify matters we adopt a continuous uniform distribution H(k) = (k " k)/(k " k). Analysis of the di!erential equation system
and assumptions of this section allow us to deduce the following result.
Proposition 3
There exists a unique symmetric equilibrium in which
each firm’s optimal abandonment trigger is the solution to the di!erential equation
!
H(k) qF! (A)
k (A) =
.
(35)
h(k) qL " qF (A)
Proof: See Appendix C. !

The equilibrium trigger strategy can be understood as the optimality condition where (for a given threshold) the marginal benefits equate the marginal
costs such that the firm is indi!erent between staying in the market or abandoning. By adjusting the trigger downwards the firm increases the probability
of becoming the leading firm as the rival abandons before the firm does with
!
probability h(k)k (A)/H(k). This will increase the firm value by (qL " qF (A))
as the roles of the firms will change. In equilibrium this must equate the loss in
the value of the firm as follower, qF! (A), when the threshold is adjusted.
j play SF .
1 7 Lambrecht & Hsu (2007) explore the asymmetric case of Lambrecht and Perraduin (2003).
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We invert the equation such that we see the di!erential equation given in
terms of the abandonment threshold as a function of the investment cost flow.
Thus,
!
h(k) qL ! qF (A)
A (k) =
.
(36)
H(k) qF! (A)
The equilibrium di!erential equations given above must be solved under appropriate boundary conditions. As noted by Fudenberg and Tirole (1986), a
unique solution requires two boundary conditions due to the lack of Lipschitz
continuity. The relevant boundary conditions to the system can be understood
in the following intuitive manner. As a firm’s type approaches the lower boundary of the competitor’s conjectured cost distribution, k, the firm’s abandonment
threshold approaches that of the leader, AM , since it will almost surely know it
is the leading firm. Likewise, when a firm’s type approaches the upper boundary of the competitor’s conjectured cost distribution, k, the firm’s abandonment
threshold approaches that of the follower in the complete information case, ÃF ,
since it is almost surely is the follower. That is, lim A(k) = AF (k) for k " k
and lim A(k) = AM (k) for k " k.
Equation (36) can be solved under the above given boundary conditions
using standard techniques. The solution is illustrated in Figure 3. The optimal
strategy is plotted as a function of the type of firms from the distribution H(k).
The optimal strategy lies in the tunnel carved out by the complete information
leader and follower abandonment strategies derived in Equations (14) and (25).
It can be seen that due to the uncertainty about their rival’s productivity (cost
position) firms take suboptimal decisions compared to the complete information
benchmark where firms can abandon e"ciently due to their knowledge of the
rival’s type.
An interesting insight emerges from this analysis on how the information
structure a!ects firms’ strategy. The incompleteness of information causes a
strategic inertia. This is due to neither firm knowing whether it is the follower
or the leading firm. Thus, in optimum the follower takes a somewhat moderate
position and abandons at a lower level (later time) than it would have done in
the complete information setting if it was the follower. Hence, firms invest in
the market longer than traditional identified with the real options methodology
where the standard delay e!ect is due to the uncertainty in the underlying state
variables. The additional time that firms invest in their project is due to the
strategic inertia e!ect. We investigate the welfare implications of this in Section
8.
Figure 3 depicts the ex-ante strategy of the firms such that the trigger level
is given for each type. After the first firm (follower) abandons, its rival (leader)
is the only firm in the market and will optimally revise its strategy and expost (after the first firm abandons) adopt the abandonment threshold of the
leader from the complete information case. From the above analysis the below
proposition emerges.
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Leader (Complete)

Follower (Complete)
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Figure 3: Optimal strategy in the incomplete information setting. The abandonment strategy
in the incomplete information case is situated in the tunnel between the follower and leader
thresholds from the complete information benchmark. Due to lack of information the firms will
exhibit strategic inertia which can be seen in the figure by the incomplete information trigger
situated lower than the follower. At the respective ends of the interval the strategies of the
firms in the two di!erent information settings are identical as firms almost surely know their
respective position in the game. We use the following parameters throughout the incomplete
information case: ! = 0.4, V = 20, " = 0.2, k = 2 ± #, r = 0.05, µ = 0.03

Proposition 4
The equilibria in the incomplete information R&D game
is such that ex-ante S ! = {Ai , Aj }, where the strategy of the respective firms are
based on the fact that the investment cost flow is private information. The most
productive firm adjusts the strategy posteriori such that the ex-post equilibrium
S p = {Ai , AM )} .
Proof: See Appendix D.!
From Proposition 4 three corollaries follow.
Corollary 4a
Firms update their strategies as the infimum of the market
size variable, Vt , moves to a new low. As this occurs firms update their beliefs
about the rival’s cost distribution. The resulting optimal strategy of the firms is
therefore a (updated) solution to the di!erential Equation (36) but under a new
boundary condition. That is, k̂(V̂t ) is the updated upper bound of the support.
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Corollary 4b
The strategies of the firms become discontinuous as the
leading firm changes its strategy ex-post from A(k) to AM .
Corollary 4c
The combined time the firms invest in the market is longer
in the incomplete information setup than in the complete information case due
to strategic inertia. The follower will invest for a longer time whereas the leading
firm, due to the ex-post adjustment of strategies, will leave at the same time as
in the complete information setup.

5.5

Bayesian updating of strategies

In Figure 4 the analysis from Figure 3 is extended to di!erent levels of the upper
bound, k, such that when V̂t reaches a new infimum the firms update their
strategies. Figure 4 illustrates three di!erent states. The strategies all value
match at the upper boundary in the limit, which corresponds to the threshold
level of the follower, for the given k. The shapes of the strategies are similar,
indicating that our conclusions drawn in connection with Figure 3 extend to
di!erent levels of the upper bound of k.
k (upper) = 1.65

k (upper) = 1.92

k (upper) = 2.2

Lower (Leader)

Upper (Follower)

8

7.5

Abandonment threshold

7

6.5

6

5.5
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4.5

4

1.6

1.7

1.8

1.9

2

2.1

2.2

k

Figure 4: Strategies for di!erent upper bounds on distribution of costs. As the market value
process reaches a new infimum the firm updates the upper bound of the rival’s cost distribution
and updates its own optimal strategy. The shape of the strategy function remains the same
as the Bayesian updating occurs. For the symmetric case discussed, the updating of strategies
will be equivalent for the two firms.

The results are similar to those found in Lambrecht and Perraudin (2003)
for an incomplete information preemption option game. As the infimum of the
market value hits a new low, the firm updates its strategy due to Bayes rule.
In Figure 4 three discrete strategies are shown, but in the dynamic game the
updating will occur continuously.
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6
6.1

Strategic Implications
Degree of strategic inertia

We analyze how the degree of strategic inertia of firms is a!ected by varying
circumstances in the market. First, we investigate whether firms are more reluctant to exhibit strategic inertia when markets are more volatile. In Figure 5
the degree of inertia is shown for di!erent market volatility regimes where the
inertia is measured as the absolute di!erence in the incomplete and complete
information abandonment thresholds of the follower. Given the firm is the least
productive firm, the figure shows the inertia in terms of how much the abandonment threshold is lowered (corresponding to remaining in the investment game
for a longer time). As it can be seen, when the volatility in the market increases
the firms exhibit more inertia and thereby invest for a correspondingly longer
time. The results found above are of a more formal character, which we state
in Proposition 5.
0.9
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! = 0.4
! = 0.2
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Figure 5: Degree of strategic inertia for varying degrees of market volatility. For higher levels
of market volatility the strategic inertia is stronger as seen by the graphs moving upwards.

Proposition 5
The degree of strategic inertia exhibited by firms is increasing in market parameters that increase the wedge between the follower’s
and the leader’s abandonment thresholds from the complete information case.
The wedge increases the inertia of a firm with private information since the
firm anticipates that with some (higher) probability it will end up as the leading
firm. That implies for higher market volatility, higher market growth, decreasing
discovery rates as well as decreasing interest rates the strategic inertia of firms
increases.
Proof: See Appendix E.!
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6.2

Profit & strategic e!ects of excess delay

There are two channels in the incomplete information case through which firms
su!er a value loss due to an suboptimal decision policy (compared to the complete information setting). The first is the case when the firm has a higher cost
than its rival and ends up abandoning first (follower role).18 In this situation
it will abandon at a lower level (later time) in the incomplete information case
compared to the complete information benchmark due to the strategic inertia
e!ect. This value loss is minor (a few percent). The second case in which the
firm loses value is when the firm is the most productive (leader role).19 In this
case it su!ers a loss due to its rival acting suboptimal and investing for a longer
time (strategic inertia) than it would in the complete information case. This
value channel loss is more substantial. The two above value loss channels are illustrated in Figure 6 where the value loss (loss in value relative to the complete
information benchmark) is measured as a percentage. As we move from the
right (where the complete information abandonment threshold is located at the
end of the interval) to the left, we see there is a value loss for both the leading
firm and the follower (which therefore ends up abandoning first).
Follower

Leader

20
18
16
14

Value loss (%)

12
10
8
6
4
2
0

4

4.2

4.4

4.6

4.8

5
5.2
5.4
Abandonment threshold

5.6

5.8

6

6.2

Figure 6: Two channels from where firms lose value due to the incomplete information structure. The optimal abandonment level for the follower in the complete information benchmark,
ÃF , is depicted at the end of the interval on the right. As the strategic inertia e!ect kicks
in and firms abandon at a lower level (to the left ÃF ) the value loss can be seen for both
the follower and the leading firm. The general conclusions are not dependent on the specific
parameter estimates, as for a reasonable parameter space the value function for the leading
firm is convex and concave for the follower. We do not model the specific parameters that
causes the excess delay (abandonment threshold pushes down) but only analyze its value loss
implications.
1 8 In Proposition 2 we proved that the abandonment threshold is a non-decreasing function
of the cost, so that a firm with the highest cost position always ends up abandoning first in
the symmetric case.
1 9 We stress that it is not sure it will ever abandon as it might have a technological breakthrough prior to abandoning. This disclaimer applies throughout the section.
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The results are somewhat surprising. They indicate that the primary value
loss firms su!er in the case where there is a lack of information, is not from its
own suboptimal decision policy as this has only a smaller e!ect on profitability.
The primary value loss channel for the firm is through its rival staying (investing)
too long in the game and thereby reducing the probability that the firm itself
will make the technological discovery. The results are of general character as
the value function of the leading firm is concave and convex for the follower for
a reasonable parameter space around the follower’s abandonment threshold.

7

Asset pricing

Firms’ operating decisions can explain conditional dynamics in expected returns.
Firms that have strategic flexibility to alter the course of their operations are
endowned with real options. The option proportion of firm value may command
a di!erent risk premia as the systematic risk may be di!erent than the assets
currently in place. We analyze our dynamic model’s implications for firms’
systematic risk.

7.1

Economic uncertainty and pricing kernel

In order to analyze the implications for expected returns we need to elaborate on
the specifics of the economic uncertainty initially developed in Section (2.1.2).
We assume that the value of the outcome, Vt , can be observed (estimated) at
any date t. We assume that {Vt }t!R+ evolves continuously according to the
stochastic di!erential equation (geometric Brownian motion)
dVt = !Vt dt + "Vt dWtv

(37)

where dWtv is the increment of a standard Brownian motion under the true probability measure P. The instantaneous growth rate of the market is a constant
given by ! and the volatility by ". Vt would be the actual market value if the
firm had made the technological discovery at time t. To evaluate a capitalized
stream of random future cash flows (market value), we assume the existence
of a pricing kernel Zt evolving according to the following geometric Brownian
motion
dZt = !rZt dt ! #Zt dWtz
(38)

where r is the constant riskless interest rate, # is the volatility and dWtz is the
increment of a standard Brownian motion under the true probability measure
P. The systematic risk of an uncertain stream of cash flows (market value)
is determined by taking the covariances with the pricing kernel. The local
covariance between the innovation process for the market value and for the
pricing kernel is given by $. By specifying the pricing kernel exogenously we rule
out the possibility that firms’ investment decisions a!ect the production function
and hence the state prices in the economy. Hence, we solve a partial equilibrium
problem. The riskless rate is assumed constant so we can focus on risk premia
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attributable to systematic risk that are analogous to market risk rather than
also considering interest rate risk. The valuation follows standard arguments
(Du!e, 1996). By assuming the existence of an exogenously specified pricing
kernel, the risk-neutral probability measure will likewise exist by construction.
The evolution of the market value under the risk-neutral probability measure Q
is given by
dVt = µVt dt + !Vt dWtQ .
(39)
where the instantaneous drift is adjusted with the risk premium on the market
value µ = " ! #. The instantaneous volatility is constant and given by ! > 0.
The risk premium on the market is defined as, # = $%!, and assuming the
conditions of Girsanov’s theorem are satisfied, W , is a Brownian motion defined
on the complete filtered risk neutral probability space (!, F, Q).

7.2

Risk premia

We begin exploring the risk premium commanded by investors and analyze how
the premia on assets in place and strategic options vary over time leading to
predictable changes in expected returns. The risk premium, ", is defined as
the instantaneous excess expected return over the risk free rate under the true
probability measure and is given as
"! =

E P (d&)
!

!r

(40)

where & = (M, QL , QF ) denotes the respective value of the monopolist, leader
and follower. Following standard arguments the risk premium will be
"! = ' ! #

(41)

The above equation shows that the risk premium is the product of the beta and
the risk premium on the underlying market variable, #. The beta is given as
the elasticity of the project value with respect to the underlying market
' ! (V ) =

(&(V ) V
.
(V &(V )

(42)

Proposition 6
When the technology has been discovered the risk premium of the completed project is constant equal to #.
Proof: The value of the completed project is constant and given by Vt . Measuring the elasticity of a variable with respect to itself is always equal to one.
Thus, the risk premium is the product of one and the risk premium on the underlying market.!
In order to compare the projects’ beta we decompose the beta into a net
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PV
present value component, ! N
, and an option component, ! o! :
!

! ! (V ) =

!option o
!N P V N P V
! (V ) +
!
(V )
"(V ) !
"(V ) !

(43)

where the NPV component is usually termed assets in place with !option denoting the option value and !N P V the net present value of the assets in place.
In our model we can think of these as expected assets in place, as the discovery
time is uncertain in our model. Hence, the firms’ expected rate of return is a
value-weighted average of the expected rate of return of the assets in place and
the expected rate of return of the abandonment option. The option component,
! o! , is weighted by the proportion of the option-to-total value and the assets
in place are weighted by the proportion of the NPV-to-total value. First we
explore the risk premia and dynamics in the complete information case as these
form the foundations we need in the incomplete information case.
7.2.1

Complete information

We determine the risk premia in the complete information case and carry the results forward to the incomplete information case, where the conclusion changes
due to the availability of information. First, we assess the risk of the monopolist’s project. The beta of the monopolist’s project is determined as the
elasticity of the project value with respect to the underlying market. The option
component is given by
!
"
# m2 V f2
V
o
! M (V ) =
= f2 < 0
(44)
#V
m2 V f2
with the beta on the option component being negative and independent of the
market value. The reason is that the option to abandon is a perpetual American
put option. The beta for the assets in place is given by
PV
!N
(V ) =
M

#!M
V
N P V (V )
=
#V
!M
N P V (V )

V
1+(r!µ)T
V
kT
1+(r!µ)T ! 1+rT

>1

(45)

The risk premium on the assets in place is higher than for the project at
the discovery time, $ , due to the operational leverage embedded. Since the
firm in our setup has to incur fixed investment costs each period, investors
require a higher risk premium. This confirms the conventional wisdom that
greater operating leverage increases the systematic risk and thereby leads to a
higher return earned by the firms’ owners. There are two opposing e!ects of an
increase in the operational leverage. The primary (dominating) e!ect is that
the risk on the assets in place increases. Second, the option component reduces
the risk through two channels. As the operational leverage increases, the option
value increases such that the option value proportion, m2 V f2 /M (V ) increases,
which shifts more weight on the option beta in Equation (43). Furthermore, the
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increase in the operational leverage decreases the elasticity of the option w.r.t.
to the underlying market due to the convexity, thus (also) contributing to the
reduction in risk. In a similar fashion to Berk, Green and Naik (2004) we find
that if the costs had been proportional to the market value instead of a fixed
investment cost per period, the risk premium earned on the R&D project would
have been equal to !. In our setup the risk premium on the abandonment option
reduces the total risk premium on the project. This is in contrast to Berk, Green
and Naik (2004) who find that the option does not command any risk premium
as it is entirely a!ected by idiosyncratic risk.
Applying the same principles as above, we can determine the betas of the
respective firms in the competitive case. Again, we derive the betas for the
option component and for the asset in place. For the follower’s project, the
beta is in a similar fashion determined as the elasticity of the project value with
respect to the underlying market. The option component is given by
!
"
# qF V z2
V
o
" QF =
= z2 < " O
(46)
M <0
#V
qF V z2
where the beta is independent of the size of the underlying market. While the
beta on the abandonment option is independent of the market size, the market
size a!ects the option value and thereby the project beta as the beta components
of Equation (43) are value-weighted. The beta on the assets in place is computed
as
V
#!C
V
2+(r!µ)T
NP V
PV
N P V (V )
" QF =
=
> "N
(47)
M
V
kT
#V
!C
(V
)
!
NP V
2+(r!µ)T
2+rT
with the net present value in the competitive case denoted by !C
N P V . The beta
on the assets in place is more risky in a competitive setting than the monopoly
case. The derivation is similar for the leading firm’s project and the results are
PV
PV
identical, " oQF = " oQL = z2 and " N
= "N
QF
QL . However, this does not imply
that the beta for the investment project is identical. In fact, as intuition would
command, the follower’s project has a higher risk premium. The beta of the
firm given in Equation (43), is the value-weighted average of the betas of the
assets in place and the abandonment option. The proportion of the value of the
abandonment option in the total value of the firm decreases with the level of the
market because the probability of exercising the option diminishes. The option
value of the leader’s project is higher than the follower’s, qL > qF . Hence, the
ranking of the risk premia is " F > " L > " M .
The level of the risk premium for an R&D firm in a competitive setting is
always higher than the risk premium for the underlying market value. Despite
the fact that technical uncertainty is an idiosyncratic component (which usually does not command a premium due to diversification by capital markets)
owners demand a risk premium in excess of the market value risk premium as
evident from the above given results. Similarly to Garlappi (2004) and Bena
and Garlappi (2011) we find that the relative position in the race is a crucial
determinant of the risk premium. The risk premium is neither monotonic in the
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single firm nor the competitive case. As technological discovery is made, the risk
premium will exhibit jumps, with the winning firm’s risk premium dropping to
the risk premium of the market value, !, as there is no longer any uncertainty
about future outcomes.
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Figure 7: Beta as a function of the underlying market size and the technological discovery
intensity. On the left, the beta is given as a function of the size of the underlying market,
which in all three cases falls as the size of the market grows. On the right, the betas for the
three cases are given as a function of the technological discovery rate with the same pattern
emerging for both variables.

Figure 7 illustrates the risk of the project as a function of the underlying
state variables. On the left, the beta is given as a function of the underlying
market size for the three respective cases. The risk in all three projects is
decreasing as the market grows. The limit of the betas, lim " ! (V ) = 1 as
V ! ", is converging for two reasons. The first reason is that the beta on the
abandonment option vanishes as the option value diminishes for high market size
levels. The second reason is that the beta of the assets in place decreases as the
proportion of fixed costs becomes smaller. Hence, an operational deleveraging
takes place when the market size increases. The right figure depicts the beta as
a function of the discovery rate. The situation is similar as when the market
size increases, namely the operational leverage decreases.
In Figure 8 the betas and risk premia are depicted as functions of the instantaneous volatility in the underlying market for the monopolist firm. Interestingly there are two opposing e!ects of an increase in the volatility on the risk
premium, !, of the firm. These are depicted in the left figure. As the volatility increases, the beta decreases. This occurs as higher volatility increases the
option value and thereby causes an operational deleveraging. On the opposite
side the volatility directly increases the market risk premium, !. The combined e!ect in the left figure is (usually) an increasing risk premium for the
firm. However, this will not always be the case as illustrated in the right figure
where two di!erent scenarios are shown. The first is when the market value is
higher than the abandonment threshold if the firm had no strategic optionality,
V > AN P V . This threshold can be understood as the threshold the firm would
choose if valuing the project using a standard NPV model, where the threshold
is determined as AN P V = (1 + (r # µ)T )(kT )/(1 + rT ).
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Figure 8: Betas and risk premia for the monopolist firm as a function of the volatility of the
underlying market. The left figure depicts the two components of the risk premium of the
firms’ projects. The right figure depicts the risk of the investment project as a function of the
volatility of the market for a high and low value market.

The second case is where the level of the market is in the interval of AM <
V < AN P V . The firm continues to invest in this interval despite the fact that
the NPV of the completed project is negative. The reason is that the firm
has a valuable option to abandon the market in the future and therefore does
not abandon immediately after V crosses AN P V . The first case resembles the
situation in the left figure where the risk premium on the project increases
in the underlying volatility. However, for the second case we find the opposite
e!ect. Hence, in low value markets an increase in the risk of the market actually
decreases the risk of the investment project.
7.2.2

Incomplete information

The above analysis resembles the findings of Garlappi (2004), Bena and Garlappi
(2011) and Meng (2008). Next, we explore the consequences of the information
structure on the risk premia. We need to di!erentiate between the information
available to the di!erent market participants.
The respective firms observe only their own productivity as it is private
information. From the optimization in Equation (31) we found that firms’ optimal strategy is e!ectively a mixture between the abandonment level of the
follower and the leader. The expected beta of the firm with private information
is therefore dependent on its own productivity and its conjectures about the
rival’s productivity. The beta of the firm with private information is given as
! IC =

V
"!! (A(k))
"V
!! (A(k))

(48)

with the relative risk given as ! QL < ! IC < ! QF . Hence, firms make a moderate
assessment of the risk of the project they are investing into. Thus, firms are
not able to infer the true risk of the project. As illustrated in Figure 7, we can
observe that the inference about the position in the race is most uncertain when
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the di!erence in the betas for the leader and the follower is largest. This occurs
when the projects have a high operational leverage, such as when the level of
the market size is low or when the expected time to completion is high (low !).
If one firm abandons its investment project, it will imply a jump in the beta
of both firms. The firm that abandons will e!ectively have a beta of zero as it
is no longer investing into its R&D project. The rival firm’s beta will jump to
the beta of the monopolist " M . The jump will be higher if the project has a
relative high operational leverage. If a technological discovery occurs, the beta
will jump to 1 (Proposition 6).
The capital markets do not have the information about the productivity of
any of the firms. Given a symmetric case, it is only able to weight the beta of
the firms equally as it cannot infer which firm is the leader and the follower.
Thus, there is a gap between the true risk of the projects, how the firms are
able to assess them and how the capital markets assess them. The di!erence
between the risk the firm conjectures and that of the capital markets, " CM
IC ,
depends on the cost of the firm. For low values of the investment cost, the
firm is relatively productive and conjectures it is the leading firm with a high
probability. Thus, the risk of the firm as conjectured by the firm is lower than
that of the capital market, " IC < " CM
IC . On the other hand, if the firm is
relatively unproductive, the risk as conjectured by the firm is higher than what
the capital market believes.

8

Welfare implications

We are interested in understanding the welfare implications when firms have
private information that rivals cannot perfectly infer. We take a partial approach
to this and focus on the probability of a technology discovery being made.
Thus, we assume that it is welfare improving if technologies are discovered and
introduced in the market. Hence the social benefits are assumed to exceed the
private benefits. If firms abandon their investments, discovery will not be made.
From the analysis in the section above, it was clear that the incompleteness of
information caused a strategic inertia of firms, which other things equal, makes
them invest into their projects for a longer time.
First, for given levels of k, the abandonment threshold, A, can be transformed to expected first hitting times (abandonment times), T , by standard
results of the Brownian motion
E [T ! (V = A)] =

ln( VA0 )
1 2
2# ! µ

(49)

for the initial level of the market size, V0 and given 12 # 2 > µ.
In the complete information case, the follower will expectedly abandon at
!
"
T1c = inf t " 0 : V = ÃF (k1 )
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and the leader will abandon at
T2c = inf {t ! 0 : V = AM (k2 )} ,
given k1 > k2 . In the incomplete information case, the first firm (expectedly)
leaves the market at
T1ic = inf {t ! 0 : V = AIC (k1 )}
whereas the other (leading) firm leaves the market at
T2ic = inf {t ! 0 : V = AM (k2 )} ,
since firms adjust their strategies ex-post (Proposition 4).20
In order to assess whether the discovery is made we split the R&D phase
into two distinct phases as illustrated in Figure 9.
Both firms (D1 )
t=0

Only leader (D2 )
T1

T2

Figure 9: Timeline for welfare analysis

The probability that a discovery is made, D1 , in the phase where both firms
are still investing can therefore be compared for di!erent levels of the cost flow.
The probability is given by the cumulative distribution from time zero to T1
!"
#$T1
and evaluated as D1 = 1 " e!2!t 0 . If a discovery has not occurred in
the first phase, D1 , the follower drops out. The probability that a discovery
is made in the second phase, D2 , when only the leader is investing is given by
!"
#$T2
D2 = 1 " e!!t T , such that the total expected probability that a discovery
1
is made, D, is given by
D = D1 + (1 " D1 )D2
(50)
where the probability in the second phase needs to be conditioned on discovery
not being made in the first phase. The probability that a discovery is made can
be computed both in the complete information benchmark case, DC , and in the
incomplete information case, DIC .

2 0 Note

that ex-ante firms do not know whether k1 ! k2 , but this will be realised ex-post.
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k1 / k2
1.658

1.62
8.36%

1.734
7.78%

1.848
6.23%

1.962
3.17%

1.772

7.11%

7.82%

7.00%

3.83%

1.886

5.24%

5.99%

6.81%

4.55%

2.000

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Table 1: Increase in probability of discovery in incomplete information case as firms invest in
the market for a longer time due to strategic inertia. The parameter estimates are: V0 = 7,
µ = 0, ! = 0.4, " = 0.2, r = 0.05, k = 1.52 and k̄ = 2.
¯

In Table 1 we outline the increase in welfare in terms of the increase in probability that a discovery is made, such that !D = DIC ! DC for di!erent levels
of the cost flow parameter k. For our given parameter estimates, it is therefore
evident that the strategic inertia caused by the incompleteness of information
increases the likelihood of a technological discovery being made.

9

Future research

We believe that the model in this paper serves as a framework for analyzing R&D
investments under multiple types of risks. There are a number of interesting
research questions arising from the above analysis.
Signalling We found that the leading firm in the incomplete information case
loses value as the follower is investing for a longer time than in the complete
information benchmark. In certain cases the leading firm will have an incentive
to signal its true type in order to try to impel its competitor to leave the market. Our framework serves as a starting point for understanding such incentive
mechanism. Grenadier and Malenko (2011) have done novel work in similar
settings.
Financing Recent research has started to analyze real option decisions in
connection with the decision on how to finance the operations. The financing
decision might also be an information channel which reveals aspects of its investment cost type. Understanding the financing decision made in a truly dynamic
setting has many interesting applications.
Intensity of research We have simplified our analysis on the productivity
dimension of the model. To increase the realism, it is of interest to understand
how firms should invest into R&D projects over time. Having the discovery
rate be a control function of costs will enrich the framework and increase our
understanding of firms’ R&D investments.
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Empirical tests There are various data sources on R&D races. It would be of
interest to control for the amount of proprietary information the firms hold and
test whether we can confirm the strategic inertia e!ect. Furthermore, in Bena
and Garlappi (2011) multiple data sources are combined in order to test the
predictions about firms’ risk premia in a competitive R&D setting. Extending
their insights on the information dimension in order to test whether our findings
on the risk premia carry over would be insightful.

10

Concluding remarks

In this paper we extend the real options framework to a model that encompasses
three main uncertainties in R&D type investments; uncertainty about the future
market size, time to completion as well as competitor’s productivity. We are
able to obtain simple (near) closed-form solutions despite the number of state
variables. We apply the framework to analyze the implications of incompleteness
of information and how this a!ects the optimal strategy of firms.
We find that the incompleteness of information causes a strategic inertia
where firms abandon the market suboptimally. That is, the follower abandons
at a later time reflecting that it has hopes of becoming the leading firm and
therefore stays longer in the market than in the complete information benchmark
case. The degree of strategic inertia is dependent on general market parameters.
For increasing market volatility and market growth the inertia is increasing.
Further, the loss in value which the suboptimality in the decision policy
causes is investigated and quantified. The main value loss channel does not
stem from the firm itself acting suboptimal, but from its competitor exhibiting
strategic inertia.
The incomplete information a!ects the firms’ assessment of the risk of their
investment projects as they are not able to infer the true risk of their projects.
In low value markets the assessment is most o!. We also explore the welfare
implications of the lack of information and find that the strategic inertia has
positive e!ects on the probability that technological discoveries are made.
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Appendix
A
A.1

Uncertainty over actions
Uncertainty over actions

To introduce incomplete information in a simple manner we assume that neither
firm knows the cost flow, k, of its rival and therefore cannot derive its optimal
strategy. Instead, firm i has prior beliefs about Aj , which is the abandonment
threshold of the rival as the follower. This corresponds to assuming firms are
uncertain about the rival’s cost flow but has knowledge of its reaction function.
Given AF (k) > AM (k) for all k, then given the firm has a higher threshold level
as follower, it will likewise have a higher threshold level as leader. Formally,
if k ! > k !! such AF (k ! ) > AF (k !! ) will also imply that AM (k ! ) > AM (k !! ).
This can be trivially derived from the equations in Section 4.3.
The threshold,
! Aj ,"is represented by a distribution Fj (·) whose support is
on the interval Aj ; Aj for 0 < Aj < Aj < !. Aj is an independent draw from
the distribution, which has continuously di!erentiable density fj (·). It follows
from the continuity of the distribution function that there is no atom in the
distribution of the abandonment level. We therefore do not need to consider
the issue of gap equilibria as in Murto (2004).

A.2

Inference

Since exit time is the only strategic variable, the information that is revealed
if a firm continues investing until time t, is that the firm is not a type that
would have abandoned the market earlier. As firms only abandon when Vt
enters the stopping set, firm i learns about firm j’s threshold Aj when it hits a
new low within its support. If this occurs, the competitor learns that the firm’s
abandonment trigger has a #more narrow
support than it conjectured ex-ante, i.e.
$
the support is updated to Aj ; V̂t , where the infimum the underlying market
value has attained over time is denoted by V̂t " inf {Vs | 0 # s # t}. Thus by
Bayes rule, the competitor’s conditional conjecture about the distribution of the
firm’s abandonment trigger is
%
$
Fj (A)
Fj A|V̂t =
.
Fj (V̂t )

(51)

From the distribution over the competitor’s actions, firm i can determine its
optimal action and thereby value its own investment project.

A.3

Valuation

The value of the investment project for firm i is a function of the observables,
its conjectures about the competitor and abandonment threshold it chooses as
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a follower, Ai . The value can be expressed as
!
%
$
"
&
!i (Ai ) = V z2 #Pr(Aj < Ai )qF (Ai ) +
qL (Aj )fj (Aj |V̂t )dAj ' + "C
N P V (52)
Au
j

where the first term is the value of the investment project of the follower conditioned on the probability of being the follower. The second term is the value of
the investment project of the leader given an abandonment level of the competitor scaled
distribution. The value is integrated over the set,
( by the probability
)
Auj = Ai , min(Aj ,V̂t ) , given as the interval of values of Aj under which that
firm i is the leading player. The reason the leader’s investment project value
simply cannot be scaled by the probability of becoming the leader (as for the
case of the follower’s term) is that the abandonment threshold of the competitor
a!ects the value of the leader’s project, as this will determine the region where
it will be the single firm in the market.
The optimal decision of firm i is a trade-o! between costs and the increased
probability of becoming the leading firm. Choosing a relatively high abandonment threshold gives a lower chance of being the leader but likewise time reduces
the probability of incurring high cumulative investment costs and ending up
empty handed as the competitor potentially makes the technological discovery.
A low abandonment threshold does the reverse.
Using the Bayesian updating mechanism described above, the optimization
problem can be solved as
!
%
$
" Fj (Ai )
& z
!!i = arg sup "
qF (Ai ) +
fj (Aj |V̂t )qL (Aj )dAj &
V 2 + "C
N P V (53)
#
'
F
(
V̂
)
!
j
t
Ai "A
{Auj }
(
+
* = A\ V̂t , ! is a function of the
The set of possible abandonment triggers A
minimum value the market value variable has attained, V̂t . We can evaluate the
above expression numerically, but before we do this, we confirm the existence
of a best response strategy.

A.4

Equilibria

We confirm the existence of the best response of firm i to strategy S(Aj )
Ri (Sj ) = arg sup !i (Ai ).
!
Ai "A
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(54)

The first-order condition
fj (Ai )
Fj (V̂t )

d!
dAi

= 0, which maximizes Equation (53) gives

{qF ! qL } +

Fj (Ai ) !qF (Ai )
= 0.
Fj (V̂t ) !Ai

Rearranging terms gives
!
"
#
$
%&
ki T
Ai
Aj
ki T
f2
!z2
!z2
fj (Ai ) Ai
!
! Aj
m2 Aj +
!
"2
"4
" 3" 4
" 1" 2
$
%
ki T !z2 !1 (1 ! z2 ) !z2
!Fj (Ai ) z2
A
+
Ai
= 0.
"2 i
"4

(55)

(56)

The expressions have been shortened by setting " 1 = (1 + rT ), " 2 = (2 + rT ),
" 3 = 1 + (r ! µ)T and " 4 = (2 + (r ! µ)T ). In a similar fashion to Goto and
Ono (2005) the proposition below outlines the existence of a best response for
firm i.
Proposition A1
The existence of the best response. There is at least
one Ai = Âi in [AM , AF ] which satisfies Equation (55).
!!!
Proof. It is su!cient to consider V > Ai . Let bi (Ai ) = !Aii and by confirming
'
(
the signs of bi (Ai ) at both ends of the interval Ai,M , Ãi,F to establish the
"

existence of Âi , such that bi (Ai ) = 0. Firstly, as fj (Ai,M |Lt ) = 0, as the marginal
probability of becoming the follower at the leader’s abandonment threshold is
zero and z2 < !1,
"
#
2
"
!z2 kT
(1 ! z2 )A!z
z2
i
bi (Ai,L ) = Fj (Ai,M |V̂t )V
!
"0
2 !1
"4
A!z
"2
i

which is intuitive as the value of being the follower increases positively at the
leader’s threshold. Secondly, as
)
"
#
$
%*
"
1
kT
Ai,F
1
kT
Ai,F
f2
z2
bi (Ai,F ) = fj (Ai,F |V̂t )V
!
! z2 m2 Ai,F !
+
2
Azi,F
"2
"4
Ai,F
" 1" 2
" 3" 4
)
*
"
#
V z2 kT
Ai,F
2
= fj (Ai |V̂t )
!
! m2 Afi,F
#0
2
Azi,F
"1
"3
which is intuitive in the sense that the leader’s value is higher than the follower’s
at the level where the follower would abandon.
In the following we evaluate the equation and compare the values and optimal
strategy to the complete information case.
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A.5

Solution

Figure A (left) visualizes the two components of Equation (53) and the relative
contribution of these.21 The value stemming from the first component of the
equation is that of the follower scaled by the probability that the firm will be
the follower. It is an increasing function since the probability of becoming the
follower is increasing in the level of the abandonment threshold. Likewise, qF
is increasing in Ai up until Ai = ÃF .22 For the case of the leader the situation
is the reverse. The choice of Ai that maximizes Equation (53), A!i , is given as
the maximum of the combined value of the follower’s contribution and leader’
contribution scaled by their respective probabilities.23
In Figure A1 (right) we analyze the e!ect of V̂ on the optimal decision policy.
The upper curve represents the value of the R&D project as a function of the
abandonment threshold. The maximum is in this case attained for A!i (V̂ ) = 6.1.
Let’s investigate what happens if Vt moves to a new low, say V̂ = 6. If the
rival has not abandoned its project, conjectures about Fj is altered according
to Bayes rule. This implies that firm i’s view of its own profitability is revised
downwards as its competitor is looking relatively stronger due to the probability
mass being concentrated on the lower end of the support of Fj . We also see this
in the numbers from the value curve being shifted downwards. Because of this,
firm i adjusts its optimal strategy to a relatively higher abandonment level such
that A!i (6) = 5.9 where it will almost surely be the follower.24
Follower (min V t = 7)

Leader (min Vt = 7)

min Vt = 7

Combined (min V t = 7)

0.6

min Vt = 6

0.94
0.93

0.5
0.92
0.91

0.4

Value

Value

0.9

0.3

0.89
0.88

0.2
0.87
0.86

0.1
0.85

0

5.4

5.6

5.8

6
6.2
Abandonment threshold

6.4

6.6

0.84

6.8

5.6

6
Abandonment threshold

6.4

6.8

Figure A1: Value of projects with incomplete information about the abandonment threshold.
In the left figure the upper curve represents the total combined value and the two lower
represent the two respective components with the value of the follower increasing as the
threshold increases and vice versa. In the figure on the right, the project value changes as
the underlying market values moves lower. The curve is shifted downwards as the underlying
market moves lower and the firm updates its strategy.
2 1 We

assume Fj (·) is uniformly distributed with support on the interval [4; 8]. Also, V̂ = 7.
the given parameters, AF = 6.3
2 3 In our case, this occurs for A! = 6.1.
i
2 4 Note, as V̂ = 6 firm i will no longer decide on A > V̂ .
i
2 2 For
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B

Proof of Proposition 2

Proof A(k) is non-decreasing since increasing k increases the cost of remaining
in the game but does not alter the cost of abandonment. We assume that ki!
and ki!! are two types of firm i which prefer abandonment strategies A!i and A!!i
respectively. This implies that the project value for a given type will be higher
when setting the preferred abandonment strategy. Thus, using the relation in
Equation (52) and ignoring identical terms on both sides, one gets
Fj (A!i )
Fj (V̂t )

qF (A!i , ki! )

Fj (A!!i )
Fj (V̂t )

A!
j " V̂t

+

fj (Aj |V̂t )qL (ki! )dAj !

A!i

qF (A!!i , ki! )

+

(57)

A!
j " V̂t

fj (Aj |V̂t )qL (ki! )dAj

A!!
i

and
Fj (A!!i )
Fj (V̂t )
Fj (A!i )
Fj (V̂t )

qF (A!!i , ki!! )

+

A!
j " V̂t

fj (Aj |V̂t )qL (ki!! )dAj !

A!!
i

qF (A!i , ki!! )

(58)

A!
j " V̂t

+

A!i

fj (Aj |V̂t )qL (ki!! )dAj

Subtracting the right-hand side of Equation (58) from the left-hand side of
Equation (57) and the left-hand side of Equation (58) from the right-hand side
of Equation (57) and subtracting identical terms on both sides we obtain

"

"

Fj (A!i )
Fj (V̂t )

!2

Fj (A!!i )
Fj (V̂t )

and since

!2

!

!

T

A!
i

T
A!!
i

F (A! )
" Fj (V̂ i)
j
t

"z

2

"z

2

!2

!!

!

[k " k ] +

!!

!

[k " k ] +

T
#

A!
i

$z
2

and

A!
j " V̂t

fj (Aj |V̂t )dAj [qL (ki! ) " qL (ki!! )] ! (59)

A!i

A!
j " V̂t

fj (Aj |V̂t )dAj [qL (ki! ) " qL (ki!! )]

A!!
i

A!
j " V̂t
A!i

fj (Aj |V̂t )dAj are decreasing in Ai implies

that Ai (ki ) is non-decreasing in its argument for i = 1, 2.
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C

Proof of Proposition 3

The style of proof follows very much Lambrecht and Perraudin (2003) and Fudenberg and Tirole (1986). We refer the reader to theses paper for the full
proofs. We are indebted to the work of these authors with respect to the following proofs.
Proof First we show that there are no asymmetric equilibria. By rewriting
Equation (35) such that
!

k (A)h(k)
qF
=
H(k)
qL ! qF

(60)

and integrating the left-hand side to obtain log [H(k(A))] and the right-hand
A!
! V̂t
qF
side to get
qL "qF d!. Doing this for both firms i and j and subtracting the
A

resulting expressions, one obtains
"

A!
#
! V̂t
[H(kj (A))]
qF (ki )
qF (kj )
log
=
!
d!.
[H(ki (A))]
qL (ki ) ! qF (ki ) qL (kj ) ! qF (kj )

(61)

A

Equation (61) implies that if ki (A0 ) = kj (A0 ) for some A0 , then ki (A) = kj (A)
for all A. Suppose ki (A) > kj (A) for all A. Then, the left-hand side is negative. Thus, if the right-hand side is positive we have shown a contradiction
such that ki (A) > kj (A) cannot be an asymmetric equilibrium when firms are
symmetric.25 In order to show the right-hand side is positive for ki (A) > kj (A)
qF
d
we determine dk
qL "qF and see that this expression is in fact positive.
Proof. Uniqueness of an equilibrium: See Fudenberg and Tirole (1986),
Lambrecht and Perraudin (2003) and Riley (1980) for similar but more detailed
proofs. First, we assume that a solution exists. The idea is that despite the
lack of Lipschitz continuity at the respective ends of the interval of the cost
flow (which therefore does not pin down a unique solution to the initial value
problem) we show it is unique. Our problem is inherited with a simple feature
that allows us to show uniqueness for our case. Given a solution exists to
Equation (36) which matches approximately at the lower end of the interval
at ÃM (k) and at the upper end of the interval at ÃF (k), we show that this
solution is unique in R. We call this solution A# (k). That is, there does not
exist another solution that at some point touches or crosses a solution that
exists with the boundary conditions. First we assume that there exists another
solution, A## (k) in R. For a given k0 in the interval k " k0 " k we show
that neither A## (k) < A# (k) at k = k0 nor A## (k) > A# (k) at k = k0 can
be a solution in R. First, we examine the case where A## (k) > A# (k) at
2 5 It

could similarly be shown that ki (A) < kj (A) also ends up with a contradiction.
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!

k = k0 . Since !A"A(k) > 0 for all (A, k) in R, A!! (k) will increase at a higher
rate than A! (k) such that if it at a given point k0 is above A! (k). A!! (k) it
will remain above and therefore cannot cross or touch A! (k). But as A!! (k) is
above A! (k) at some k0 and increases at a higher rate than A! (k), it will reach
A at k < k. This is a contradiction since A!! (k) does not belong to R for all
k in the interval. Similarly, if A!! (k) < A! (k) at any given k0 , we know by the
!

fact that "A"A(k) > 0 that A!! (k) grows at a lower rate than A! (k) for all k > k0 .
This also leads to a contradiction since A!! (k) < ÃF (k) and it therefore does
not satisfy the boundary conditions and is therefore not a solution in R.
The existence of an equilibrium. We start by defining Equation (34)
J(k, A) = (hj (kj )/Hj (kj )) ((qL (A, k) ! qF (A, k)) /qF (A, k)). Thus, we can rewrite
the first-order non-linear di!erential Equation (34) as
A" (k) = J(k, A) subject to A(k) = A

(62)

where k = ((z2 ! 1)(2 + rT )A) / (z2 (2 + (r ! µ)T ) T ). As the optimal strategy
of a firm with incomplete information in our setup will lie within the boundaries of the abandonment thresholds of the follower and leader in the complete
information setting, we are directing attention to the solution to Equation (62)
lying within the rectangular region
R"
(63)
!
"
f2 (2 + (r ! µ)T ) kT
z2 (2 + (r ! µ)T ) kT
(k, A) :
#A#
,k # k # k
(f2 ! 1)(2 + rT )
(z2 ! 1)(2 + rT )
Standard theorems for ordinary di!erential equations for existence of solutions
are hard to apply to our case, since the condition at the boundary A(k) =
z2 (2+(r#µ)T )kT
f2 (1+(r#µ)T )kT
(z2 #1)(2+rT ) =A and A(k) = (f2 #1)(1+rT ) = A holds on the boundary of
R and J(A, k) is not Lipschitz continuous at the point (k, A) and (k, A). This
)kT
is because for a given combination of (k, A) at the boundary z2(z(2+(r#µ)T
for
2 #1)(2+rT )

k < k < k, J(k, A) is infinite since qF (A, k) = 0 as was proved in Section (4.3)
)kT
)kT
while J(k, A) = $ at k = k for z2(z(2+(r#µ)T
< A # f2(f(1+(r#µ)T
.
2 #1)(2+rT )
2 #1)(1+rT )
In order to show the existence of a solution to our problem, we follow a
slightly di!erent road. We do this by proving the existence and uniqueness of
a solution to Equation (62) with a minor adjustment in the boundary conditions. Thereafter, we find the solution to Equation (62) subject to the actual
boundary condition highlighted earlier as the supremum over the perturbed set
of boundary conditions. We do so at both ends of the interval of k. First, we
proceed at the lower end of the interval of k by considering a set of functions,
)kT
)kT
A# % (0, f2(f(2+(r#µ)T
! z2(z(2+(r#µ)T
, where for a particular !, k# is the
2 #1)(2+rT )
2 #1)(2+rT )
solution to the slightly modified problem
A" (k) = J(k, A) subject to A(k) = A + !
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(64)

and defines the adjusted region as
R! !
(65)
!
"
f2 (2 + (r " µ)T ) kT
z2 (2 + (r " µ)T ) kT
(k, A) :
#A#
,k " ! # k # k
(f2 " 1)(2 + rT )
(z2 " 1)(2 + rT )
for some small ! > 0 where we are assuming that there is a lower bound on the
cost flow such that k " ! > 0. By the extension theorem for local solutions to
di!erential equations there exists a solution to Equation (64) in the region R! ,
such that, as k increases from an initial level of k, either A" is unbounded at
some point in R or the solution crosses the boundary of R! . By investigating
Equation (62) we see that A" can never cross the lower boundary of R! since
2 (1+(r"µ)T )T
for (k, A) A! (k) > f(f
for values close to the lower boundary. As the
2 "1)(1+rT )
nominator is equal to
#
$
#
$
Aj
ki T
ki T
Ai
qL " qF = A"z2 m2 Afj 2 +
"
" A"z2
"
" 3" 4
" 1" 2
"2
"4
#
$
A
kT
= A"z2 m2 Af2 +
"
(1 + (r " µ)T ) (1 + rT )
)kT
and analyzing the expression for A = f2(f(1+(r"µ)T
the inner expression is
2 "1)(1+rT )
equal to zero. Suppose that A" were to cross the boundary of the region defined
)kT
by the line A = z2(z(2+(r"µ)T
in (k, A) such that at some point k0 , A =
2 "1)(2+rT )
z2 (2+(r"µ)T )k0 T
z2 (2+(r"µ)T )k0 T
˙ As k % k0 , A! (k) &
and A <
for all k $ (k, k0 ).
(z2 "1)(2+rT )

(z2 "1)(2+rT )

"

'. By taking derivatives of both sides of Equation (62), one can see that
as k % k0 , A!!" (k) & '. Thus, if as k % k0 , A!" (k) & ' and A!!" (k) & ',
˙ A" (k) > z2 (2+(r"µ)T )kT which contradicts that k0
then for some k $ (k, k0 ),
(z2 "1)(2+rT )
)kT
is the highest point above k for which A" (k) = z2(z(2+(r"µ)T
. Hence, for all
2 "1)(2+rT )
k > k, (k, A" ) is in the interior of R! . The set of functions of A" (k) is therefore
uniformly bounded and the uniqueness of the solution implies that for two given
values #1 and #2 does not intersect except for #1 =#2 . Thus, assume #1 < #2 , then
A"1 > A"2 for all k ( k. For any given k, as # ) 0 A" (k) is increasing and
bounded. By defining A0 (k) as the supremum over # > 0 of A" (k). Since A" (k)
is uniformly bounded above, this supremum is finite. Since A" (k) does not
intersect for two arbitrary values of # in the defined interval, A" (k) satisfies the
di!erential equation given in Equation (34). Hence,. there exists a solution to
the di!erential equation. The exercise can be repeated at k.

D

Proof of Proposition 4

Proof. We need to show that it is optimal for the firm that ends up becoming
the leader to revise its strategy after its rival abandons first. Without loss of
generality we assume that firm j abandons first such that Aj > Ai and such that
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the order of the ex-ante strategies of the firms are AL ! Ai < Aj ! AF according
to the solution of Equation (36) under appropriate boundary conditions. As the
rival has left the market, firm i is the only firm investing in R&D for the specific
market. As M (V, A = AM ) " M (V, A = Ai ) it is optimal for firm i to revise its
strategy as it is not pre-commited to follow its initial strategy.

E

Proof of Proposition 5

Proof. We need to show that the degree of strategic inertia, ! = Ai # AF ,
is a function of the wedge between the threshold of the leader and follower,
!W = AF # AM . From this it will be the case that factors that increase !W
will Ceteris paribus increase the level of strategic inertia, !S . A full proof is
omitted as a closed-form solution cannot be derived to Equation (36) due to its
non-linearity and non-Lipschitz condition.
The degree of strategic inertia stems from the probability that firms assess
that they will be the leading firm, which insight can be observed in Equation (31), as the firm that ends up being the follower pushes the abandonment
threshold down due to its inability to observe its role as follower. The strategic
!S
inertia measured as a percentage of the entire wedge, ! = !
, is not a!ected
W
by changes in the various parameters describing the market as ! is only a!ected
by k and the distributions of k. This implies that parameters that increase !W
and hold ! constant will increase the absolute degree of strategic inertia. !W
can be written down as
!W (", µ, #, r) = AF # AM
z2 (2 + (r # µ)T )KT
f2 (2 + (r # µ)T )KT
=
#
(z2 # 1)(2 + rT )
(f2 # 1)(2 + rT )
and by di!erentiating it can be proved that
0,

![!W (",µ,#,r)]
!#

< 0 and

![!W (",µ,#,r)]
!r

> 0.
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![!W (",µ,#,r)]
!"

> 0,

![!W (",µ,#,r)]
!µ

>

Dansk Resumé
Denne Ph.d.-afhandling indeholder tre selvstændige kapitler, der alle behandler emner relateret
til strategiske investeringer. Formålet med afhandlingen er at bidrage til forståelsen af hvordan
ufuldstændig information påvirker virksomheders optimale strategi, prisfastsættelsen af deres
investeringer og ligevægten i markedet. Alle kapitlerne i afhandlingen er drevet af det samme
underliggende spørgsmål: hvordan påvirker ufuldstændig information og konkurrencesituationen
virksomheders investeringer?
I første kapitel foreslåes en generel metodik for, hvordan real options modeller med konkurrence, ufuldstændig information mellem markedsaktørerne og multiple tilstandsvariable kan løses.
Løsningsmetoden bygger på en udvidelse af Least Squares Monte Carlo algoritmen, udviklet af
Longsta! og Schwartz (2001). Den muliggør, at man kan bestemme optimale strategier og
kvantificere værdien af virksomheders investeringer i problemstillinger med flerdimensionelle tilstandsvariable og en endelig investeringshorisont. Kapitlet bidrager med en teoretisk-funderet
algoritme, der kan danne fundamentet for udvikling af nye modeller, hvor der indkorporeres en
mere realistisk informationstruktur. Kapitlet viser, at velinformerede virksomheder er bedre i
stand til at udnytte deres strategiske optionalitet og, at dette er en afgørende konkurrenceparameter, der øger værdien af virksomhedernes investeringsprojekter.
I andet kapitel videreudvikles og generaliseres metodikken fra første kapitel, således at algoritmen kan håndtere multiple strategiske optioner. Særligt bidrager andet kapitel til forståelsen
af, hvordan muligheden for, at afsløre information overfor konkurrenterne, påvirker værdien af
deres investeringsprojekt og deres optimale strategi. Det kan dermed analyseres, hvordan virksomheder afslører information i en dynamisk realtids kontekst. Der argumenteres for at denne
strategiske optionalitet til, at afsløre information overfor konkurrenter, har en positiv e!ekt på
både informerede og uinformerede spillere i markedet. Selv ikke-informerede aktører drager derfor nytte af informerede aktørers muligheder for, at afsløre information i markedet.
Det tredje kapitel bygger på Miltesen and Schwartz (2007). Kompleksiteten af modellerne i
første og andet kapitel gør, at de skal løses numeriske, hvorimod vi i det tredje kapitel kan analysere (til en vis udstrækning) simple lukkede udtryk. Kapitlet viser, at virksomheder, der ikke kan
observere den eksakte produktivitet for deres konkurrenter, udviser en strategisk træghed. Det
betyder, at de investerer suboptimalt og at trægheden er stigende med blandt andet volatiliteten
og væksten i det underliggende marked. Denne manglende evne til at observere konkurrenters
eksakte produktivitet fører til en lidt overraskende værditabskanal som følge af den suboptimale
investeringsplan. Værditabet er primært forudsaget af konkurrrenters strategiske træghed og
ikke virksomhedens egen strategiske træghed. Desuden udforskes dynamikken for risikopræmier
inden for modelstrukturen, da tilstedeværelsen af den strategiske optionalitet kan ændre den
fundamentale risiko for investeringsprojekter.
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